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Abstract 
Based on an analysis of the Work in Process of the repair shop for aircraft parts, 
Hamilton Sundstrand Maastricht, the goal of this master thesis project is to determine 
the investment in capacity and in spare parts. The balance in these investments has to 
be chosen to minimize the throughput time of an average order, which always needs 
capacity and almost always needs spare parts. A minimized throughput time is 
important in an environment with customers.   
 
 
Key Words 
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Management Summary 
 

Assignment  
Hamilton Sundstrand Customer Service Center Maastricht (HSM) is part of the global 
network of dedicated repair facilities for aircraft parts of Hamilton Sundstrand. HSM 
is build-up around four different business units; each business unit repairs a certain 
part of an aircraft depending on its specialism. The business unit where this research 
is carried out is Composite Propellers (CP). HSM generated in 2006 a turnover of 
32,5 million Euros, where CP takes 42% of the total.  
 
HSM experiences that the number and the value of the orders in work in process 
(WIP) is pretty high. This situation is perceived as unwanted due to the costs incurred. 
It is concluded that a number of orders stay in the process for a long time (sometimes 
for more than one year, while the average time on order stays is one month), causing 
high work in progress levels. Four possible causes have been identified: 

1. Demand variation  
The customer orders show a lot of variety, which makes it hard to predict the 
arrival of orders. This results in a non constant order flow on the floor. This 
flow makes it difficult to have a constant utilization rate of employees, causing 
a varying throughput time of orders 

2. Shortage of spare parts  
The shortage of spare parts is initially caused by the demand variation as 
described, but aggravated by the low turnover rate and huge variety in the 
amount of spare parts. The demand of these spare parts (approximately 1100 
different parts at CP) varies between less than one per year until 2500 per year. 
Keeping all those products on stock is expensive, especially while a 
reasonable amount of the spare parts are expensive (up to 50.000 Euros). 

3. CSL versus non CSL orders  
For the different customers of HSM, commercial and military, different 
performances are desired. Meeting the due date is of much more importance 
for commercial than for military customers. These different demands on 
performance cause quite some delays for the non due date related orders, 
because due date related orders are prioritized. This prioritization is justified 
by the use of a customer service level (CSL), defined by percentage of the 
commercial orders which is delivered on time. It is rather obvious that military 
orders less prioritized, unless of their internal due date, and are delayed to 
keep the CSL as high as possible. 

4. Customer conflicts  
The final reason for orders remaining in WIP is customer related. History 
shows that repair approval takes quite some time. During this time, employees 
are not allowed to work on the order, resulting in higher order in process 
levels. Other conflicts result in the same status as on hold. Examples of other 
conflicts are conflicts on quality, certifications or credibility. 

 
Composition of the WIP 
The first step of the analysis is to investigate if the WIP reacts logically on the order 
intakes, which is done by comparing the number of incoming orders with the number 
of orders in backlog. Because the WIP reacts in a normal pattern to the intakes, we 
stick the analysis to the composition of the WIP, starting with the number of orders on 
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the work floor caused by waiting times for capacity.  The composition of the WIP in 
numbers is explained based on historical data, to show the influences of the various 
causes determined.  
 
On average 178 orders are in the WIP, with value of 311.835 Euros, while the 
throughput time of an order is an average 17 days. For commercial customers a due 
date of 15 days is promised, for military orders no strict due date is arranged.  
 
The contribution of the first cause, the influence of demand variation on capacity, is 
determined by using queuing theory. Based on the utilization rate of the employees is 
computed that on average 65% of the number of orders in the WIP is accredited to the 
waiting times for capacity.  
Another part of the number of orders in the WIP (about 17 orders, which is 10%) can 
be accredited to the shortage of spare parts. The enormous amount of different spare 
parts makes it very expensive to keep all the spare parts on stock. As a consequence, 
not all the spare parts are hold on stock. When an orders needs a spare art, and this 
spare part is not on stock, the order is blocked until the spare parts arrives.  
The non CSL order problem takes care of around 15% of the WIP level, implying on 
average 23 orders. This percentage is higher than the relative part of the intakes of 
Non CSL orders. These orders remain longer on the work floor, because of their low 
priority status.  
The customer conflict orders are not taken into account for this WIP, because they are 
in the ‘Hold Status’. However, on average 11 orders with a value of 54471,17 Euros 
are put on hold because of an customer conflict.  
 
Final Problem Statement 
An acceptable lead time and due date for orders are important in an environment with 
customers. However, always a trade off between performance and costs should be 
made. We therefore will evaluate the performance of the system combined with the 
cost of the system. The goal of this redesign is to minimize the throughput time of an 
arbitrary order, by finding the right balance between the investment in capacity and 
spare parts, under a budget constraint. For orders a due date is set and to achieve this 
due date, spare parts and capacity should be available on time. With an available 
budget, the best of both worlds should be reached; the throughput time of an average 
order should be minimized. When the throughput time decreases, the WIP will also 
decrease. This leads to the following problem definition:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Redesign 
The goal function of the redesign should minimize the throughput time; the main 
parameters are the number of employees and the number of spare parts on stock. This 
brings us the following goal function: 

 
1

min ( , ) ( , )
J

j
j

F s k TPT s k
− − − −

=

⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤=⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦
∑  

The high uncertainty factor with respect to the demand of the customer order 
results  in  control  problems  for  capacity  and  spare  parts  inventory.  Given  a 
budget,  a  right  balance  between  those  two  elements  is  important  in  this 
maintenance  environment.  With  a  right  balance,  implying  low  costs,  the 
throughput  time  can  be  minimized.  A  minimized  throughput  time  pleases 
customers. 
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Where   s
−

 = matrix of all the stock levels in the system 
  k

−

 = matrix of all the repair shop capacities 
  jTPT  = the average throughput time of product group j 
Both these parameters influence the throughput time and thereby the WIP. However, 
those parameters can not be seen apart from each other, because they also have a 
disturbing effect on each other, resulting in simulation as the best way to handle this 
problem. For the spare parts different policies are determined, considering the usage, 
the lead time and the price of the spare parts. When a item is kept on stock, an (s,Q) 
model is used for the regulation of the ordering.  The capacity control is used to 
determine the utilization rate of the employees, and decides how many employees, for 
the various specialisms, are hired for one year.  
 
In the simulation study eleven scenarios are used to find a solution. These scenarios 
differ in their utilization rate (75%, 85% and 95%) and in their spare parts policy in 
combination with the reorder quantity parameter.  
 
Conclusions 
The simulation gave the insight that the extreme situations, like holding no stock with 
a very low utilization rate, or keeping everything on stock with a high utilization rate 
resulted in very large throughput times. The most important lesson learned of this 
research is that a right balance should be chosen for the investment in capacity against 
the investment in throughput time. At this moment we know that we can recommend 
keeping the utilization rate at 80%, however if the average throughput time of 15 days 
for all orders becomes very important, it is wise to lower the utilization rate to 75%.  
 
From the simulation results follows that the policy for the inventory must be focused 
on the not centrally kept parts. These parts have a large lead time and this lead time 
increases the throughput time of the products. This policy clearly outperformed the 
current policy of only keeping fast movers on stock, under a utilization rate of 85%. In 
addition show that results also the fast movers, which are centrally kept on stock, have 
a positive influence on the throughput time when they are kept on stock. However, 
with respect to the current situation it does not seem necessary to keep also those 
items on stock.  
 
The current due date at HSM is 15 days for the complete process, but only for CSL 
orders. This includes also administrative tasks and sending and receiving, taking care 
for approximately 5 days. Under the current policy HSM was able to achieve the due 
date for CSL customers in approximately 90% of the cases. Under the new policy, 
which decreases the throughput time, it is supposed that this CSL percentage will not 
decrease, most likely will increase.   
 
Recommendations  
The influence of both spare parts and capacity on the throughput time of an order is a 
very interesting subject for repair shops. Therefore some more research on this topic 
is required to get more insights in how those two main parameters react on each other 
and on the throughput time.  More spare parts control polices and a more complex 
capacity control, with more specialized employees are a possible extension of this 
research.  
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1 Company Description 
 
This chapter describes the company where this research is carried out. Section 
1.1describes the structure of United Technology, Hamilton Sundstrand and Hamilton 
Sundstrand Maastricht. Section 1.2 describes Hamilton Sundstrand Maastricht itself, 
where section 1.3 describes the necessary knowledge about the repair process.  
  

1.1 United Technology and Hamilton Sundstrand 
United Technology (UT) is a global technology corporation with various divisions in 
aerospace, aviation, helicopter design, climate control, elevator design and hydrogen 
fuel cells. UT is a leading aviation and industry organization that produces and 
supports high technology products and services.  
 
Hamilton Sundstrand (HS) is a division of UT. HS is a global supplier of 
technologically advanced aerospace and industrial products. The industrial products 
serve industries ranging from hydrocarbon, chemical and food processing to 
construction and mining.  
 
HS is leading in the aviation industry for over 75 years, as designer and manufacturer 
in various military and commercial aircraft components. 
 
As well as being a major supplier for international space programs, HS designs and 
manufactures aerospace systems for commercial, regional, corporate and military 
aircrafts. The systems of Hamilton Sundstrand can be found in over 90 percent of the 
world's aircrafts. 
 
The Headquarters of HS is situated in Windsor Locks, Connecticut, U.S.A. 
 

1.2 Hamilton Sundstrand Maastricht 
Hamilton Sundstrand Customer Service Center Maastricht (HSM) is a subsidiary of 
HS. HSM is part of the global network of dedicated repair facilities of HS. HSM 
employs around 130 people and serves more than 200 customers from all over the 
world. In Figure 1-1 the percentage of sales of HSM relative to UT can be found. As 
can be seen, ten percent of the sales from UT is generated by HS. This ten percent of 
sales is again divided in one percent for HSM and 99 percent for the other 
subsidiaries. The total sales of HSM was around 32,5 million Euros in 2006.  
 
Left: Percentage of sales UT relative to HS 
Right: Percentage of sales HS relative to HSM 
 

 
Figure 1-1 Percentage of Sales UT in 2006 
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HSM operates in the aerospace industry, focusing on service and after sales. The high 
complexity of the products and processes makes it a hard market to enter, implying 
high sales margins. 
 

1.2.1 Business Units 
HSM is build-up around four different business units (BUs). These BUs operate 
independently of each other.  Each BU repairs a certain part of an aircraft depending 
on its specialism. The four business units are: 

1. Air Management Systems (AMS) 
This BU focuses on repair of air refreshing systems in aircrafts. They take care 
for the provision of oxygen in the aircraft.  

2. Fuel Systems (Fu) 
This BU maintains and repairs fuel pumps for commercial and military 
customers. 

3. Electronics Systems (Elec) 
This BU focuses on electric engine controls and electronic propeller controls. 
Electronic engine controls are board computers in the aircrafts, while 
electronic propeller control takes care for the position of the blades. This 
department consists of two sub departments; one for the propeller aircrafts and 
one for the commercial aircrafts.  

4. Propellers systems (Prop)  
This BU maintains and repairs propellers and propeller blades. The propeller 
systems department is the largest repairing department. The propeller systems 
department is split up in two divisions: the metal propellers and the composite 
propellers.    
 

Figure 1-2 shows the division of sales between the different BUs, where BU AMS, 
BU Fu, BU Elec and BU Prop (Composite + Metal) take respectively 20%, 18%, 10% 
and 52% of the total. 
Next to these BUs, there are some supporting services: Customer Service, Material 
Management, Quality Assurance, Finance, Human Resources, ICT and Logistics.  
 

 
Figure 1-2 Percentage of Sales Business Units in 2006 
 

1.2.2 The Sub BU Composite Propellers 
The sub BU Composite Propellers (CP) is a part of the BU Propellers. This research is 
carried out in this CP. CP is chosen because of the good representation of the rest of 
the company, especially with respect to complexity of the products and diversity of 
customers. In addition CP represents a reasonable part of the company in sales 
(approximately 80% of BU Prop, which equals 42% of the total sales).  
CP handles six different product groups: 
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• 14 RF Propellers 
• 14  SF Propellers 
• 247 F Propellers 
• 24 PF Propellers 
• 568 F Propellers 
• ATP Propellers 

 

1.3 The process 
For this research knowledge of the repair process is essential. This section will 
describe the repair process at CP, the customers and their characteristics (section 
1.3.1). This section is finalized by describing the relevant support processes in the 
section 1.3.2. 
  

1.3.1 The Process 
When propellers come in for repair, a standard procedure is followed. This procedure 
consists of multiple phases: the write up phase, hold phase, and the repair phase, 
which are described in more detail below. In Figure 1-3 this process is graphically 
shown.  
The first part of this section (sections 1.3.1.1, 1.3.1.2, 1.3.1.3 and 1.3.1.4) describes 
every step of the process in detail. Orders in this process are issued by different 
customers, which have their own characteristics. Sections 1.3.1.5 and 1.3.1.6 describe 
these customers and their corresponding characteristics. 

 
Figure 1-3 The repair process with four possibilities 
 

1.3.1.1 Write Up Phase 
A propeller can come in for repair or scheduled maintenance, depending on its status. 
A propeller comes in for repair, when the product is defect. Scheduled maintenance 
happens after the propeller exceeds a fly-, time- or use restriction. When a propeller 
enters the process as an order, it starts in the write up phase. During this phase the 
product is examined, resulting in a plan of approach. This approach depends on the 
imperfection found. When imperfection(s) is/are detected, a quotation is made. This 
quotation indicates the expected price of repair. This price is build-up by two parts: 
the labor costs and the material costs (spare parts). The write up phase ends by 
sending the quotation to the customer. The quotation process is originated due to the 
financial risks encountered by HSM when no approval for the quotation was asked.  
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1.3.1.2 Hold Phase 
After the write up phase the order enters the hold phase, implying two different 
possibilities on how to continue: go and hold. The go-status is achieved when HSM 
has a contract with the customer that no approval is needed (no quote required), or an 
exception is made by HSM (proceed). The hold-status is obtained for orders, which do 
not comply with the ‘go’-demands, and still have no response on the quotation send.  
The hold status implies no labor or material is spend on the job, also meaning no 
availability check of materials needed is executed. During the hold status is waited for 
the customers’ response, which can be an approval or refusal. On a refusal the process 
is ended and the order is send back to the customer in an ‘as is’ condition with a 
return fee.  
 

1.3.1.3 Repairing Process 
When all previous conditions are met, the actual repairing process starts with 
checking availability of materials. When necessary parts are not available this part is 
ordered. Due to the low usage and the high costs of the spare parts, the parts are not 
ordered before the customer has approved. The lead time varies over the different 
spare parts. A notification is send by HSM to the customer when the lead time is 
delaying the order significantly. When all the parts and employees are available, the 
repair starts. The priority of the various orders is determined by the manager of the 
BU, who ranks the orders based on due date. As a consequence, the employees work 
first on the order with the shortest due date.    
 

1.3.1.4 Ending the process 
When the repair process is finished, HSM sends an invoice, based on the approved 
quotation, to the customer. After payment of the customer, the product is shipped.  
 

1.3.1.5 Customers 
HS has two different types of customers with their own characteristics.  

1. Military customers 
2. Commercial  

Treatment of the military customers is different compared to the commercial and 
regional customers. For the commercial customers focus is on lead times and 
reliability, while for the military customers focus is much more on reliable quotations, 
which don’t change afterwards. This implies that the time required for the write up 
phase is longer for the military customers than for the other customers. Another 
characteristic of military customers is that they send many orders at once, because of 
high inventory levels at their bases. Lead times are therefore less important. 
 

1.3.1.6 Internal versus external due date 
HSM works with two different due dates for the process: an internal and an external 
one. The internal due date is 20 days (excluding the customer approval time). The 
write up phase is offered five of these twenty days. 
The external due date (also excluding the customer approval time) varies for the 
different products, as regulated by the product support agreements (PSA). These PSAs 
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are set by the manufacturer of the parts and are valid world wide; these due dates are 
on average 28 days.  
The external due date is not valid for military customers. The due dates for military 
customers depend on the order size. In Figure 1-3 the shaded activities influence the 
throughput time.   
 

1.3.2 Supporting Services 
The BU’s of HSM are supported by several departments. For this research two 
departments are important: the inventory management department (section 1.3.2.1) 
and the customer service department (section 1.3.2.2). 
 

1.3.2.1 Inventory Management 
Based on the varying demand for spare parts, it is complex to determine the optimal 
inventory. First factor causing this complexity is the enormous amount of different 
spare parts. Second complexity factor is the low annual usage of a reasonable amount 
of spare parts. The high price of certain spare parts can be seen as a third factor of 
complexity. This makes managing the inventory a difficult task. 
 
Up to now, the policy for the inventory management depends on the annual usage of a 
spare part. A distinction is made between fast movers and slow movers. Fast movers 
are defined as being used for over four times a year. The slow movers are defined as 
all the parts that are less used.   
Another division between spare parts depends on global strategy, outside the scope of 
this research, implying that some parts are kept on stock centrally. These parts have a 
shorter lead time than products which have to be ordered at the supplier. 
 
Based on these distinctions and on price, the spare parts are categorized. This 
categorization determines the method of ordering.  
 
The current policies for the keeping on stock of spare parts are as follows:  

• Fast movers with a price less than 2500 Dollars are provisioned locally.  
• Fast movers with a price more than 2500 Dollars and centrally kept on stock 

are not locally hold on stock.  
• Fast movers with a price more than 2500 Dollars and not centrally kept on 

stock, are provisioned locally.  
• Slow movers are never hold on stock locally.   

 

1.3.2.2 Customer Service 
The department Customer Services maintains the contact with the customer. Customer 
Services decides whether an order is put on hold, or whether an order can immediately 
enter the repair process. Also when orders exceed their due date, customer services 
contacts the customer to inform him about the delay.  
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2 Assignment & Analysis 
 
This chapter describes the assignment, the arising causes for the problem and the 
analysis of the causes and it ended with the final problem statement. Section 2.1 
explains first the initial assignment and thereafter identifies four causes for the 
problem. The middle part of this chapter is studies the causes and consequences in-
dept. This in-dept study is executed by focusing on the number and value of orders in 
process and their reaction on the environment. The existence of the demonstrated 
causes will be proved quantificational. After the description of the assignment, a more 
detailed structure of this chapter is explained.  
 

2.1 Assignment 
This section describes the assignment of this research, where is first started with the 
initial assignment (section 2.1.1.). Secondly the identified causes for the problem are 
consecutively described.  
 

2.1.1 Initial assignment 
HSM experiences that the number and the value of the orders in process is pretty high. 
This situation is perceived as unwanted due to the costs incurred. HSM initiated this 
research to overcome this situation.   
 
In the orientation phase a number of interviews has been conducted, together with an 
analysis of the work in process, to obtain some quantificational proof for the interview 
results.  
Based on this initial research, it is concluded that a number of orders stay in the 
process for a long time (sometimes for more than one year, while the average time on 
order stays is one month), causing high work in progress levels. Four possible causes 
have been identified, which are also explained in this section: 

1. Demand variation (section 2.1.2)  
2. Shortage of spare parts (section 2.1.3) 
3. CSL versus non CSL orders (section 2.1.4) 
4. Customer conflicts (section 2.1.5) 

 

2.1.2 Demand variation 
The customer orders show a lot of variety, which makes it hard to predict the arrival 
of orders. This results in a non constant order flow on the floor. This flow makes it 
difficult to have a constant utilization rate of employees, causing a varying throughput 
time of orders. Another aggravating factor are the many complex tasks, which can 
only be carried out by a limited number of employees.  
 

2.1.3 Shortage of Spare Parts 
The shortage of spare parts is initially caused by the demand variation as described, 
but aggravated by the low turnover rate and huge variety in the amount of spare parts. 
Every product (CP has six different products) consists of more than hundred spare 
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parts. The demand of these spare parts varies between less than one per year until 
2500 per year. Keeping all those products on stock is expensive, especially while a 
reasonable amount of the spare parts are expensive (up to 50.000 Euros). When a 
needed spare part is not on stock, the order is delayed until this spare part arrives.  
 

2.1.4 CSL versus non CSL orders 
For the different customers of HSM, commercial and military, different performances 
are desired. Meeting the due date is of much more importance for commercial than for 
military customers. These different demands on performance cause quite some delays 
for the non due date related orders, because due date related orders are prioritized. 
This prioritization is justified by the use of a customer service level (CSL), defined by 
percentage of the commercial orders which is delivered on time. It is rather obvious 
that military orders less prioritized, unless of their internal due date, and are delayed 
to keep the CSL as high as possible. 
 

2.1.5 Customer conflicts 
The final reason for orders remaining in WIP is customer related. History shows that 
repair approval takes quite some time. During this time, employees are not allowed to 
work on the order, resulting in higher order in process levels. Other conflicts result in 
the same status as on hold. Examples of other conflicts are conflicts on quality, 
certifications or credibility. 
 
For a more detailed description of these issues we refer to the Rabouw (2007). This 
document also describes the way the research is conducted. The following sections 
describe step by step the quantificational influences of the here identified causes.  
 
In section 2.2  the influence of the order intake on the WIP is analyzed.  When the 
WIP reacts in a normal pattern to the intakes, we know that the reaction on the intakes 
is correct and we can stick the analysis to the composition of the WIP. Therefore, in 
section 2.3 the composition of the WIP in numbers is explained based on historical 
data, to show the influences of the various causes determined in chapter 2. The 
contribution of the four causes is showed where is started with the highest 
contribution and ended with the lowest.  Because this analysis can’t stick to the 
number of orders in the WIP, next the WIP will be analyzed with respect to the value 
of the WIP in section 2.4. Section 4.4 describes the consequences of the special case 
of the customer conflicts,   is left out the composition of the WIP because these orders 
are in the hold phase. In section 2.6, the analysis is closed by the investigation of the 
different influences of the products. The conclusions of the complete analysis are 
drawn in section 2.7. Finally, section 2.8 describes the final problem statement, on 
which the redesign is based. 
 

2.2 The behavior of the WIP on order intakes 
This section is the first step of the WIP analysis. The influence of the order arrival rate 
on the WIP is analyzed. 
 
The arrival of orders shows a lot of variability, caused by the nature of the repair 
business. There has to be dealt with customers owning different fleet sizes, unknown 
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usage figures on parts, and the possibility of the customers to go to another repair 
shop. This arrival process requests a capacity planning and a forecast on spare parts, 
which is complex. 
 
Before the investigation is conducted, first a delimitation is done. For convenience, 
about fifty percent of the orders  is divided into suborders; resulting in the possibility 
that more than one employee works on the same order. It is also possible that one sub 
order remains on site waiting, for example on parts, while the remaining part of the 
order is finished and sent to the customer. These suborders are not traceable as normal 
order anymore. For this research only normal orders are taken into account, because 
of practical limitations. Whenever this delimitation has influence on the results, it is 
described. 
 
The first step of the analysis is to investigate if the WIP reacts logically on incoming 
orders, which is done by comparing the number of incoming orders with the number 
of orders in backlog. The intakes during a certain month are compared with the 
intakes during the previous month, to determine a relative change. The same is done 
for the number of orders in the backlog during the same months. These relative 
changes are compared with each other. For 2006 a positive correlation is found 
between these two parameters (see Table 2-1 and Figure 2-1). So it can be concluded 
that in 2006 the change in the order intakes directly influences the change of the order 
backlog. It is quite obvious that there is no 100% correlation, because extreme highs 
and lows are attenuated.  
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Figure 2-1 Comparison % change Intakes and Figure 2-2 Comparison between the intakes 
and WIP per month     versus WIP 
 
When we face Table 2-1 (next page), which shows absolute numbers, it is striking that 
from January until July 2007 the backlog constantly increases, while the intakes itself 
decrease in March and May. Also striking is the fact that from December until June 
2007 the backlog increases with almost fifty percent. It seems like an exploding 
growth of the WIP. A high number of intakes for a successive number of months is a 
possible explanation, especially when the utilization of capacity is high during that 
particular period. This reasoning is supported by Hopp & Spearman, who describe a 
law with respect to this utilization, WIP: “If a station increases utilization without 
making any other changes, average WIP and cycle time will increase in a highly non-
linear fashion” (Hopp & Spearman, 2002). This possible explanation is clarified in 
the next section (2.3.2) based on queuing theory. 
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* Estimated value 
Table 2-1 Intakes versus WIP per month 
 

2.3 The composition of WIP in numbers of orders 
In the last section is clarified how the WIP reacts on the order intakes. It is also shown 
that an increasing amount of WIP is created during certain periods. This section 
investigates the composition of this WIP. The cause contributing the most to the WIP, 
the reaction to the demand variation of capacity, is described first. In order to that, 
section 2.3.1 concentrates on the statistical parameters needed. In the second step 
(section 2.3.2) a comparison with queuing theory is made resulting in an expected 
number of orders in the queue for capacity, and therefore the expected value of the 
contribution is determined. In the third step (section 2.3.3) the historical composition 
of the WIP is analyzed. From this historical composition the contribution of the 
shortage of spare parts and of the Non CSL orders is determined.  
 

2.3.1 Fitting of distributions 
In order to make it possible to do the calculations on the current repair process, 
required later on in this chapter, some basic statistical parameters are needed. This 
section defines these parameters. To recall, CP works on six different product groups. 
These product groups have their own arrival rates and processing times, as showed in 
Table 2-2. The process times indicates the number of hours needed for one order, the 
arrival rate indicates the number of orders which arrives daily (excluding weekends). 
 

 
Intakes,  
 # of 
orders 

 Relative 
change 

 
+/─ 

Backlog, 
 # of 
orders 

Relative 
change 

 
+/─ 

jan-06    175   
feb-06 110   164 0,94 ─ 
mrt-06 123 1,12 + 187 1,14 + 
apr-06 255 2,07 + 258 1,38 + 
mei-06 117 0,46 ─ 203 0,79 ─ 
jun-06 159 1,36 + 207 1,02 + 
jul-06 186 1,17 + 252 1,22 + 
aug-06 129 0,69 ─ 239 0,95 ─ 
sep-06 143 1,11 + 210 0,88 ─ 
okt-06 179 1,25 + 225 1,07 + 
nov-06 177 0,99 ─ 227 1,01 + 
dec-06 140 0,79 ─ 211 0,93 ─ 
jan-07 139 0,99 ─ 235 1,11 + 
feb-07 172 1,24 + 272 1,16 + 
mrt-07 163 0,95 ─ 277 1,02 + 
apr-07 194 1,19 + 273 0,99 ─ 
mei-07 156 0,80 ─ 318 1,16 + 
jun-07 172 1,10 + 319 1,00 0 
jul-07 167 0,97 ─ 300* 0,94 ─ 
aug-07 110 0,66 ─ 249 0,83 ─ 
sep-07 161 1,46 + 228 0,92 ─ 
okt-07 164 1,02 + 257 1,13 + 
nov-07 238 1,45 + 306 1,19 + 
dec-07 205 0,86 ─ 311 1,02 + 
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  Process time Arrival rate 

Product 
Mean 
(hours) 

Standard 
Deviation 

Coefficient of 
variation 

Number 
(Daily) 

Standard 
Deviation 

Coefficient of 
variation 

14 RF 22.1 20.0 0.90 1.12 2.39 2,12
14 SF 17.5 20.3 1.16 3.30 3.41 1,03
247 F 7.4 9.6 1.30 0.24 0.84 3,52
24 PF 15.0 18.8 1.25 0.59 1.63 2,75
568 F 9.3 9.90 1.06 1.44 2.48 1,73
ATP 15.3 14.3 0.93 0.82 1.96 2,40

Table 2-2 Process times and arrival rates product groups 
 
Like discussed these statistical parameters, especially the distribution of the arrival 
rates and the process times, are needed to model the process based on queuing theory. 
With the Chi Square test (Equation 4-1) it is possible to validate if the arrival rates 
and process times are deduced from a certain distribution. When distributions can be 
found which fit to the data, this causes that the calculations made on the repair process 
are more reliable.  
 

( )2
2

1

k
i i

i i

O E
E

χ
=

−
=∑          (2-1) 

 
 
Where iO  is the observed number of cases categorized in the ith category 

iE  is the expected number of cases in the ith category under H0 

k is the number of categories 
 
 
For this research only no inter arrival times are available, so only the number of 
orders per day are on hand. This forces us in the situation that we only can try to fit to 
a discrete distribution. Only one distribution gave us positive results, based on the Chi 
Square test. The negative binomial distribution fitted to three product groups, for the 
other three product groups no suitable distribution could be found. These useable 
product groups products show the highest arrival rates, while the other ones show  a 
lot of nulls. To overcome this problem also consolidated weekly arrival rates were 
fitted. In this case all product groups fit to the negative binomial distribution, resulting 
in the assumption that we can represent the arrival rate per day and per week with a 
negative binomial distribution. More detailed information on the parameters and the 
corresponding fitting can be found in Appendix A. The negative binomial distribution 
can be used as an alternative to the Poisson distribution. It is especially useful for 
discrete data whose sample variance exceeds the sample mean. This implies that the 
negative binomial distribution represents an arrival distribution even more irregular 
than a Poisson Process. 
 
For the operation times per sales order we can’t find a distribution which fits the data. 
This can be explained by the fact that multiple operations are carried out for one sales 
order. Most of the time also different people work on these orders. However, besides 
the number of employees, the number of operations per sales order varies also. 
Unfortunately detailed information about these operations and their length could not 
be obtained.  Because the nature of those processes is variable, and the operations are 
independent of each other, we assume that the total operation time is exponentially 
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distributed. An exponential distribution for operation times gives a lot of variation and 
has a coefficient of variation of 1, what is approximately the case in the real scenario. 
However, we should keep in mind this assumption is not completely validated, 
because the operations times do not fit to an exponential distribution. For the 
calculations in this chapter a general distribution is used, however, for the simulation 
study in chapter 4 an exponential distribution is used.  
 

2.3.2 Comparison with queuing theory 
Based on the fundaments laid in the previous section, now the comparison between a 
queuing theory model and the real situation is made.  The goal is to give a modeled 
estimation on the WIP based on capacity utilization. Based on this estimation it is 
possible to demonstrate the contribution to real WIP level which is caused by the level 
of capacity utilization.  
 
First, the formula for the number of items in queue for capacity is explained, 
described in section 2.3.2.1. In sections 2.3.2.2 and 2.3.2.3 the practical limitations for 
using this theory are discussed. In the last section (2.3.2.4) the results of the 
computations are described.  
 
Based on observations it is assumed that employee capacity is the bottleneck, and 
therefore only this one is taken into account. Based on a utilization rate of 
approximately 20 percent, we assume that the machines are always available.  
 

2.3.2.1 Pollaczek-Khinchine formula 
Now Pollaczek-Khinchine formula can be filled in, based on earlier obtained 
variables. The arrival rate fits a negative binomial distribution, and the process times 
do not fit any distribution, which implies to use general distributions for both. For this 
general distribution we need to know the expected value and the coefficient of 
variation for the arrival rate and process time. Due to complexity all six products 
groups are analyzed as one complete system. This means the six product groups are 
eliminated and treated as one. Table 2-3 shows the arrival rate and the process time of 
this complete system.   
 

Process time Arrival rate 
Mean 
(hours) 

Standard 
Deviation 

Coefficient of 
variation 

Number 
(Daily) 

Standard 
Deviation 

Coefficient of 
variation 

15.9 18.3 1.15 7.51 6.04 0.81
Table 2-3 Process time and arrival rate complete system 
 
Not every task can be executed by every employee, because of variation in skills. As a 
consequence, no computation with Pollaczek-Khinchine formula can be conducted for 
the whole system based on multiple servers (=employees), like a G/G/k model. To 
overcome this issue, the utilization rate per employee (=one server) is computed from 
the available data, resulting in a queue length per employee. This results in the using 
of the G/G/1 formula in stead of the G/G/k formula. The sum of these queue lengths is 
the expected total queue length of the whole system.  
To calculate the queue length per employee, based on the available data, the following 
formula is used: 
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Hopp and Spearman (2000)   
Where QWIP  is the queue length 
 ρ is the utilization rate 

2
ac  is the coefficient of variation of the arrival rate 
2
ec  is the coefficient of variation of the process times      

 

2.3.2.2 Dedicated and non dedicated employees 
For CP this calculation brings us a number of difficulties. At first, not all employees 
are dedicated for this BU. Approximately 50% of the employees work dedicated for 
CP, while the others work also for other BUs. For the dedicated employees we can use 
equation 2-2 to compute the queue length. However, when an employee is not 
dedicated to a certain BU, he or she gets demands from multiple BUs, meaning that 
the utilization rate per employee for a particular BU is complex to compute and that 
the calculations are not always reliable. This implies that using equation 2-2 gives 
unreliable results. Nevertheless, the utilization rate for CP and the utilization rate for 
all BUs per employee is known. This implies that we are able to approach the number 
of orders in the queue dedicated to CP for a non-dedicated employee. With the 
following equation the number of orders of CP in queue can be approached for a non-
dedicated employee: 
 

 
2 2

1 2
total a e CP

CP
total total

c cw ρ ρ
ρ ρ

⎛ ⎞+
= ⋅ ⋅⎜ ⎟− ⎝ ⎠                     

(2-3)  

 
Where   wcp is the number of composite propellers orders in the queue     
                       ρtotal is the utilization rate       
         ρCP is the utilization rate of composite propellers  

2
ac  is the coefficient of variation of the arrival rate 
2
ec  is the coefficient of variation of the process times   

 

2.3.2.3 Direct versus non direct labor 
The second complexity is brought by the fact that employees always work eight hours 
a day. They are required to clock their start and end times and they get paid on the 
basis of this working time. The real utilization of the employees can not be 
determined in the same way as utilization rates of machines are determined (working 
versus not working). However, we know that employees execute direct or indirect 
labor. Indirect labor is work which is not dedicated to a work order, for example 
training, cleaning etc. For the calculation of the utilization rate only direct labor hours 
are taken into account. The following straightforward formula is used to compute the 
utilization rate of the employee: 
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total

d

h
h

=ρ           ( 2-4) 

 
Where  ρ is the utilization rate  

 dh is the number of hours spent on sales orders in two months (direct hours) 

totalh  is the total number of hours spent in two months (direct hours + indirect hours) 
 

When the utilization rate is known, the queue length per employee can be determined 
(Equation 4-1 and Equation 4-2). 
 

The assumption for taking into account only direct hours is made because it is 
expected that employees give priorities to direct labor in stead of indirect labor. 
However, we have to keep in mind that these indirect hours also have an influence on 
the utilization rate. For example, employees can get ill and this influences the 
utilization rate. We assume that this influence is small enough to neglect it.  
 

2.3.2.4 Results  
This section discusses the calculation results of the equations 2-2, 2-3 and 2-4. Every 
two months the utilization rate of all employees is calculated, and the corresponding 
queue lengths. In 2006 eleven employees and in 2007 twelve employees worked 
dedicated for CP on average. The number of non-dedicated employees was seventeen 
in 2006 and 2007.  
 
The summary of the results on calculated queue length can be found in the second 
column of Table 2-4 while the detailed results for the dedicated employees are 
represented in appendix B and C, and for the non-dedicated employees in appendix D 
and E. In Table 2-4, the comparison between the queue length and the real WIP is 
made. Every month the queue length is lower, or even much lower, than the real WIP. 
To make a fair comparison the real WIP represents the number of orders employees 
can work on. This means that orders in the phase ‘Hold’ are not taken into account. 
 

 Year  Months Real WIP 
Queue length 

(capacity) Difference 
Difference  
Real WIP 

2006 

Jan / Feb 149 45,01 103,99 0,70 
March /April 174 99,83 74,17 0,43 
May/ June 124,5 82,85 41,65 0,33 
July /Aug 192,5 173,38 19,12 0,10 
Sep /Oct 169,5 76,57 92,93 0,55 
Nov /Dec 167 88,89 78,11 0,47 

2007 

Jan / Feb 170,5 261,10 -90,6 -0,53 
March /April 204,5 108,98 95,52 0,47 
May/ June 221,5 143,04 78,46 0,35 
July /Aug * 221,17 * * 
Sep /Oct 169 92,17 76,83 0,45 

Table 2-4 Estimated versus real WIP 
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The numbers in the table make clear that the real WIP is higher than the computed 
queue lengths, meaning that the real WIP can not completely be attributed to the 
influence of the demand variability on capacity. Other reasons for orders in the WIP 
are quantitatively displayed in the next section.  
 

2.3.3 Historical composition WIP 
This research already showed the quantificational prove of two reasons for the high 
WIP (=many orders on the work floor): high variability of the order intakes and 
problems to handle them based on capacity restrictions. Next to these reasons also 
another reason exists for this high WIP: Blocked orders. The blocked orders are 
orders were employees are not required to work on, which are for example: parts 
shortages and customers’ conflicts, as earlier indicated. Besides the blocked orders, 
also the NON CSL orders exist. Their low priority status takes care for an increase of 
the WIP. The next section shows the historical composition of the WIP to get more 
insights in the high WIP level. 
 
This section aims to declare why, next to the earlier mentioned reasons, a high amount 
of WIP is experienced, based on historical data of the WIP.  
 

2.3.3.1 Approach 
At HSM WIP is called backlog, and a backlog file is used to indicate the WIP. HSM 
updates the list with orders in the WIP every day. For this research, this backlog file is 
collected every first day of the month. The time slot for which the backlog files were 
available are the years 2006 and 2007. Due to IT reasons, the months June and July 
2007 are not available and are therefore neglected. The backlog represents the number 
of orders at a certain moment in time, where for this research we looked into history. 
Therefore it is possible that orders at this moment in time are probably in another 
state, for example they are already finished.  
 
To split up the WIP into different categories a step-by-step approach is chosen. Figure 
2-3 visually represents this approach. Since not all information is available for orders 
that are not shipped at this moment, we made in the first step a distinction between 
shipped orders and non shipped orders. Shipped orders are orders which are shipped 
before 31 December 2007.  
 
Step 2 divides the shipped orders in healthy and tardy orders. The healthy orders are 
all the orders with a cycle time of lower than 21 days. This parameter is chosen 
because a cycle time of twenty days was used at HSM as standard until December 
2007. This implies that employees were confronted with an internal due date of 20 
days.  
 
For the healthy orders another shift is made in step three, based on the difference in 
customers. In other words CSL based for commercial orders, and non-CSL based for 
military orders.  
 
The fourth step divides the CSL orders. These orders are all tardy, because of our step 
2 deviation, meaning that these orders have all exceeded their due date. For tardy CSL 
orders, the reason is recorded. These recorded reasons, in combination with the 
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reasons identified during the orientation (section 2.1), resulted in the following high 
level reasons for a CSL order to become tardy: 

- Variation in the order intakes took care for a high amount in a certain 
time slot, which gave an overload of work, as a result of what the order 
couldn’t be finished in twenty days. (Demand variability) 

- There was a conflict with the customer about quality, certifications, 
credibility etc. (Customer) 

- A necessary spare part was not available in the time needed to finish 
the product (Parts) 

- Orders with a extended due date or overdue orders get low priority and 
are therefore most of the time long on the work floor (NON-CSL) 

- Other small reasons (Other). Those small reasons are most of the time 
human mistakes in the process. A example is that by wrong 
communication a orders isn’t send to the customer 

 
A detailed overview on the various orders in the different product categories can be 
found in appendix G. 

 
Figure 2-3 The step wise analysis of the orders in WIP 
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2.3.3.2 Results 
The composition of the WIP seems to vary per month. For the shipped orders, all 
relevant information is known, while for the non-shipped orders not all relevant 
information is available. From the order staying on the floor 2006, 95% of the orders 
is shipped yet and 5% is not.  For the non shipped orders, only the reasons shortage of 
parts and customer conflicts are known and therefore taken into account. 
 
Appendix G and H shows detailed results per month. For each month the number of 
orders in the WIP, with their corresponding reasons are count. The difference between 
appendix H and I is based on the state of the orders. Appendix H shows all orders, 
while appendix I shows all orders except the orders in the hold phase. For the rest of 
this analysis we will use the data without the orders in hold phase for conformity 
reasons. An order is in the ‘Hold’ Phase, when the customer has not given its approval 
or when a conflict with the customer is going on. This means that HSM can’t work on 
the order and therefore we will not see this as ‘work in process’. The average result 
for a period of 12 months (year 2006) is shown in Table 2-5.  
 
    Number Percentage

Shipped 

Healthy 118.0 0.76
Parts 8.5 0.05
Demand 
variability 1.9 0.01
NON CSL 19.3 0.12
Other 7.6 0.05

      
Non 

Shipped 
Parts 2.1 0.27

Other 5.7 0.73
Table 2-5 The composition of the WIP in numbers of orders and their percentage 
 
Table 2-5 shows that on average 76% of the orders on the floor are ‘Healthy’ orders. 
For this research we are not interested in ‘healthy orders’, because these orders show a 
normal behavior. From the numbers in the table we are also not interested in the 
‘demand variability’ orders; these orders were already analyzed in the previous 
section. We are especially interested in the part shortage and the Non CSL orders. The 
average number of orders in WIP with Parts Shortage en Non CSL, respectively 8.5 
and 19.3 orders, help us to explain the construction of the WIP.   
 
The reasons for taking into account the Non CSL orders for the calculation of the WIP 
is explained by Bertrand et al (1998). Bertrand et al. (1998) describes the behavior of 
throughput time in practice. They state that the throughput times in practice are most 
of the time considerably higher than would be expected from the utilization rates. One 
of the causes for this behavior is the overloading of the work floor. One thinks that 
when a lot of orders are on the work floor, the pressure to work increases and the 
speed of working also increases. However, often the opposite happens; the work in 
process is high, different priorities on the work floor, urgent orders interrupt the 
current work and the employees have no trust in the planning. Especially the 
prioritization of the orders contributes to the increasing of the WIP by Non CSL 
orders. The Non CSL orders will get less priority and less motivation is available to 
work on those orders; they stay on the floor, while on relative new orders is worked. 
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Besides the demand variability and the consequences on capacity, other reasons exist 
for orders staying on the floor. Orders waiting for parts, increase the WIP level. Also 
the Non CSL orders have a negative effect on the number of orders on the floor, 
because of their low priority.  
 
Before we discuss the results of the shortage of spare parts we first have to inform that 
for the shortage of spare parts only the CSL orders are taken into account. This results 
from the fact that HSM only reports part shortages of CSL orders and not of Non CSL 
orders. Consequently, the real parts shortage is higher than the part shortage showed 
in the table below (Table 2-6). Also should be mentioned that the suborders with part 
shortages are not represented here. As a consequence the real parts shortage is higher 
than de part shortage as showed in the table.  
 

    
Real 
WIP 

Queue 
length 

(capacity) Parts 
NON 
CSL  Over 

 
Percentage 
‘Over’ 

2006 

JanFeb 149 45,01 5,5 19,5  78,99 53% 
MarchApril 174 99,83 3 25,5  45,67 26% 
MayJune 124,5 82,85 6,5 12,5  22,65 18% 
JulyAug 192,5 173,38 17,5 19,5  -17,88 -9% 
SepOct 169,5 76,57 15 15,5  62,43 37% 
NovDec 167 88,89 16 23  39,11 23% 

2007 

JanFeb 170,5 261,1 17,5 22  -130,1 -76% 
MarchApril 204,5 108,98 16 23,5  56,02 27% 

MayJune 221,5 143,04 16 47  15,46 7% 

JulyAug * * * *  * * 
SepOct 169 92,17 24 27,5  25,33 15% 

Table 2-6 Real WIP versus estimated WIP in queue, shortage of spare parts and NON CSL  
 
Table 2-6 shows a two monthly overview of the WIP. In the ‘Real WIP’ column, the 
number of orders in WIP is represented. Next to this column the expected numbers in 
the queue for capacity is shown (section 2.3.2). The next column shows the average 
number of orders with a part shortage in the concerning months and the following 
column represents the average number of Non CSL orders in the concerning months. 
 
The last column of Table 2-6 shows that still a number of orders in the WIP remains 
unexplained. However, in the previous sections a number of reasons are given why 
the estimations of the contributions are lower than the real life situation. With this 
argument in mind we can say that with this analysis a good overview of the number of 
orders in WIP is given. We know the main causes for the number of orders on the 
floor (demand variability, parts shortage and Non-CSL orders), and we largely know 
the contribution of these causes.  
 

2.4 The composition of the WIP in value of the orders 
After we considered the number of orders in the WIP, now we will consider the value 
of the orders in the WIP. In this section, first, the composition of the order costs will 
be shown. After that the same analysis as section 2.3.3 is done, but now with respect 
to value in stead of numbers.  
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2.4.1 Average costs per orders 
Based on the insights from previous section, it is good to research the average costs 
per order, especially for HSM where the costs per order are not linear distributed over 
time. In section 1.3.1.1 it is explained that after the product is examined (the Write Up 
Phase), the order is put on hold. This ‘Hold’ phase is ended when the customer gives 
its approval for finishing the order. At the moment the customer gives its approval, 
the added value, implying the costs, of the order increases. The necessary spare parts 
for this order are from this moment ‘dedicated’ to the order and can not be used by 
another order anymore. This makes the value of the WIP interesting to look at. In 
Figure 2-4 this process is graphically explained. In this picture the big gap in value 
change is very explicitly observable. This gap shows this moment of adding value in 
terms of allocating spare parts. 
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Figure 2-4 The costs per order 
 
When we look at Figure 2-4 we can conclude that orders which arrive at the repairing 
phase, should be finished as soon as possible to keep the costs of working capital as 
low as possible. It is now interesting to look at the effects of the different reasons for 
orders to stay long in the WIP: demand variability, parts shortage, customer conflicts 
and Non CSL orders), on the order value. 
 
A consequence of demand variability is that large queues originate from the fact that 
capacity is hard to control. Especially in the case of high utilization rates this control 
becomes complex. As a result, the orders with a lot of value added, which should be 
finished as soon as possible, do not get priority. As a consequence of large queues, 
these orders have to wait a long time before they can be finished. The control 
problems with respect to capacity have their influence on orders in the phase WU and 
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Repair. Particularly the influence on the orders in the repair phase takes care for an 
increase of value on the floor. 
Part shortage also has a negative effect on the value in the WIP. The parts shortage 
occurs namely at the moment the repairing process can start. Employees are not able 
to work on the ‘expensive’ orders in the repair phase, causing an increase of value on 
the floor. 
When Customer Conflicts arise, employees may not work on the orders of these 
customers until this conflict is solved. These orders just stay on the floor, without 
anybody working on it. Especially when orders are in the repair phase, the value on 
the floor increases.   
The Non CSL orders have a low priority and thus in every phase they close up the 
queue. Non CSL orders could be in any phase of the repairing process. However, non 
CSL orders in the repair phase add a lot of value to the WIP. 
    

2.4.2 The historical composition of the WIP in value 
Likewise in section 2.3.3.2, the composition of the WIP value is split in two parts; the 
shipped orders and the non-shipped orders. With respect to the value of the orders in 
2006, 95% is shipped and 5% is not shipped yet.    
 
In appendix J and K the results per month with respect to the value of WIP can be 
found. In appendix J the orders in all possible states are taken into account, in 
appendix K all orders except the orders in the phase ‘Hold’ (waiting for customer 
approval) are taken into account. From the results from an average of 12 months (year 
2006) is taken which is also represented in Table 2-7. 
 

    
Value 
(Euro) 

Percentage 
Value 

Number 
 

Percentage 
Number 

Shipped 

Healthy 130893 0.64 118.0 0.76 
Parts 27809 0.14 8.5 0.05 
Demand 
variability 3667 0.02 1.9 0.01 
NON CSL 25710 0.13 19.3 0.12 
Other 15423 0.08 7.6 0.05 

            
Non 

Shipped 
Parts 3922 0.39 2.1 0.27 

Other 6136 0.61 5.7 0.73 
Table 2-7 The average value of the composition of WIP in value and numbers 
 
With help of Table 2-7 the relative amount and real values can be compared with 
respect to the value of and the amount of orders on the floor, for the different 
categories. Especially the comparing of the percentages of value and numbers are 
interesting. Hence we see that Healthy orders are relative ‘cheap’, because the relative 
value (64%) is lower than the relative number (74%). On the contrary, orders dealing 
with parts shortage are relative ‘expensive’. The numbers of orders represents 5% of 
the total, while the value of the orders represents 14%. For the Non CSL orders the 
percentages do not differ much.  
These results strengthen the arguments in section 2.4.1, where was said that part 
shortage happens in the ‘expensive repairing phase’. Non CSL orders go trough every 
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phase in the repair process and therefore appear also in every phase. As a 
consequence, the relative number and value on the floor don’t diverge much.  
 

2.5 Customer Conflicts 
One of the four identified reasons for a high number and value of orders in the WIP, 
was the ‘customer conflict’. The customer conflicts were left out the analysis 
described above, because of their state in the ‘hold phase’. The customer conflicts can 
be split in two different sub problems; real conflicts and the long time customers wait 
until approving.  
The real conflicts concern quality, certifications or credibility. When a customer fetch 
up in a conflict, immediately all orders of this customer are put on hold. Employees 
are not allowed to work on these orders. In Table 2-1 an overview is given of the hold 
orders. In this table the number and the value of the orders in the WIP with customer’s 
conflicts and the total number of orders on hold and their value is shown. For the 
perspective, finally the total number and value of orders in the WIP is given. All 
numbers are the average of the year 2006.  
 

  
Customer 
Conflict % total Hold % total Total 

Number of orders 11,08 0,05 55,29 0,25 221,08 
Value of orders in 
Euro 54471,17 0,18 81455,08 0,28 294.639,75 

Table 2-8 Number and value of orders with customer conflicts in WIP  
 
The value of orders with a customer conflicts concern 18 percent of the total value of 
the WIP, which is high for orders which are blocked.  
The number of orders on hold is 25 percent of the total number of orders, which 
implies that twenty percent of the orders are waiting for a customer approval. The 
relative value of these orders is not high, because spare parts are not added to the 
orders. However, the percentage of order waiting for customer approval is high. 
The hold orders are also used as a manner of control. When the utilization on the work 
floor is low, Customer Service can push orders to the work floor. They give the order 
the ‘proceed’ status, which indicates that they trust the customer will approve and 
from that moment employees are required to work on the order. This is a valuable tool 
to achieve a more equalized utilization of the employees; however it indicated some 
financial risks.    
 

2.6 Difference between products 
Until now the WIP is reviewed for CP in total. This section differs between the 
different product groups.  
 
The product groups all have their own arrival rates and operation times. The six 
product groups together cause the total WIP level. The next question is to find out if 
particular product groups have different influence on the WIP composition. Therefore 
for every product group the number of orders and the value of these orders in the WIP 
is determined, moreover for all the product groups the number and value of the WIP 
for all the reasons for orders staying on the floor is determined. To compare this real 
contribution per product to the WIP with the expected contribution to the WIP, we can 
calculate the expected contribution of these products. The expected contribution is 
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based on the number of spent hours to a certain product group relative to the total 
number of spent hours, showed in Table 2-9.  
 
14 RF 20% 
14 SF 49% 
247 F 1% 
24 PF 10% 
568 F 8% 
ATP 11% 

Table 2-9 The percentage of used hours  
 
The expected number and value of order in the WIP dedicated to a product group is 
compared with the real number and value; in Table 2-10 the expected percentage is 
compared with the real percentage showed. The second column of the table shows the 
expected percentages. In the successive columns the real percentages of contribution 
of a certain reason (Healthy, Parts, Demand Variability, Customer, Non CSL and 
other) to this product group follows. Per product group, the first row shows the 
percentage with respect to the number of order, in the second row the percentage with 
respect to the value.  
When the expected percentage and the percentage of a certain reason differ too much, 
the certain product contributes more or less than average on that particular reason.  
 

Product 
Standard 
Percentage 

Number 
or 
Value Healthy Parts 

Demand 
variability Customer 

Non 
CSL 

Other 
(small) TOTAL 

14 RF 0.20 
% # 0.20 0.07 0.13 0.18 0.20 0.09 0.18 

% value 0.22 0.05 0.26 0.21 0.06 0.10 0.17 
                    

14 SF 0.49% 
% # 0.39 0.27 0.56 0.30 0.42 0.44 0.37 

% value 0.32 0.27 0.47 0.23 0.52 0.25 0.32 
                    

247 F 0.01 
% # 0.05 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.04 

% value 0.07 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.05 
                    

24 PF 0.10 
% # 0.06 0.15 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.11 0.07 

% value 0.05 0.21 0.00 0.04 0.11 0.10 0.08 
                    

568 F 0.08 
% # 0.16 0.26 0.00 0.14 0.11 0.13 0.17 

% value 0.13 0.32 0.00 0.03 0.14 0.13 0.15 
                    

ATP 0.11 
% # 0.11 0.14 0.11 0.33 0.13 0.23 0.11 

% value 0.18 0.13 0.11 0.47 0.14 0.42 0.17 
Table 2-10 The contribution per product group 
 
Table 2-10 shows that product groups with a high demand rate contribute overall less 
than the expected percentage to the WIP. This means that the number and the value of 
orders in WIP are lower than would be expected on the basis of their relative share in 
the process based on the added hours. A reason for this lower contribution can be the 
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argument of ‘economies of scale’, where scale advantages of a higher demand rate 
take care for a lower number and value of orders in WIP. 
 
The product groups 247F, 24 PF and 568F contribute relatively more to the shortage 
of spare parts. These groups show a lot of relatively young products, implying that 
less information can be obtained on these products. This makes it more complex to 
predict the usage of spare parts and as a consequence the shortage of spare parts is 
higher than the average shortage of spare parts.   
 
Overall we can conclude that the different products have specific influences on the 
WIP. However, these specific influences can be explained by various reasons like 
advantages of scale. In the rest of this research, we will use the specific characteristics 
of each product group.  
 

2.7 Conclusions Analysis 
The number of orders in WIP can be explained by various reasons. Firstly about sixty 
five percent of the WIP can be declared by queuing theory. The work in process is a 
result of the utility rate of the employees.  
 
Another part of the WIP (about 10%) can be explained by the shortage of spare parts. 
Through the enormous amount of different spare parts it is very expensive to keep all 
the spare parts on stock. As a consequence, not all the spare parts are hold on stock. 
When an orders needs a spare art, and this spare part is not on stock, the order is 
blocked until the spare parts arrives.  
 
The non CSL order problem takes care of around 15% of the WIP level. This 
percentage is higher than the relative part of the intakes of Non CSL orders. These 
orders remain longer on the work floor, because of their low priority status.   
 
Customer Conflicts concern a lot of the value of the WIP. The orders in the ‘hold 
phase’ are a high percentage of the WIP. However, the possibility exists to push 
orders to the repair phase, which seems a valuable tool.  
 
From this we can conclude that the main problems are the shortage of spare parts and 
the availability of capacity due to the varying intakes of orders. The redesign will be 
designed in such a way that these problems are overcome in balance. 
 

2.8 Final Problem Statement 
The objective of this research is to develop a model which controls the maintenance 
management, under the specific circumstances as intermittent demand, high costs of 
spare parts and the necessary skilled capacity. 
 
From the pervious chapter follows that as a consequence from the variability in 
demand, the utilization rate of the capacity causes mainly the number of orders in 
WIP. Also the Non CSL orders and the orders with a shortage of spare parts 
contribute significantly to the WIP. However, as indicated by Bertrand et al (2002), 
the current policy for Non CSL orders increases the WIP. Therefore we will leave the 
Non-CSL orders out of scope for the redesign and we will give recommendations on 
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the used policy in chapter 5.2. For the redesign, we assume that all orders have the 
same characteristics with respect to the due date. 
 
To process maintenance projects, three types of resources are needed: manpower, 
tools and materials. At HSM it is justified to assume that tools are always available, 
because of the low utilization of machines. The manpower and the materials 
determine mainly the throughput time of the projects. As a consequence we have to 
deal with two variables; the availability of capacity and the availability of spare parts. 
Important is to find a correct balance between the investment for those two. 
 
On one hand the availability of capacity influences the throughput time of an order by 
the waiting times in the queue. When the utilization of the capacity is low (and thus a 
lot of capacity is available) the waiting time in the queue will be short. While when 
the utilization is high, the waiting time in the queue will be long. On the other hand, 
the availability of spare parts influences the throughput time of an order by the 
eventual waiting times for spare parts. When the availability of spare part is high, the 
expected waiting time is shorter. But, when the availability is low, the expected 
waiting times will be of course longer.  
 
An acceptable lead time and due date for orders are important in an environment with 
customers. However, always a trade off between performance and costs should be 
made. We therefore will evaluate the performance of the system combined with the 
cost of the system. The goal of this redesign is to minimize the throughput time of an 
arbitrary order, by finding the right balance between the investment in capacity and 
spare parts, under a budget constraint. For orders a due date is set and to achieve this 
due date, spare parts and capacity should be available on time. With an available 
budget, the best of both worlds should be reached; the throughput time of an average 
order should be minimized. When the throughput time decreases, the WIP will also 
decrease. This leads to the following problem definition:  
 
 
 
 
 

The high uncertainty factor with respect to the demand of the customer 
order results in control problems for capacity and spare parts inventory. 
Given a budget, a right balance between those two elements is important 
in this maintenance environment. With a right balance, implying low 
costs, the throughput time can be minimized. A minimized throughput 
time pleases customers. 
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3 Redesign 
 
In this chapter the redesign is developed. The redesign follows the results of the 
Problem Analysis and is a way to handle the problem as stated in the Final Problems 
Statement (section 2.8). For this redesign the Non CSL orders and the orders with 
customer conflicts are left out of scope. However, recommendations on these orders 
are given in chapter 5.2. 
 
Section 3.1 describes the literature on which the redesign is based. In the second 
section (3.2) the overview model of the redesign is developed and there is concluded 
that simulation is necessary. So, the third section (3.3) sets up for this simulation 
study. In chapter 4 the simulation model and the results are discussed. 
 

3.1 Literature Review 
This redesign is inspired by Sleptchenko et al (2003). Although, as will be seen, there 
is chosen for simulation in stead of an optimization method for this redesign, the 
model of Sleptchenko et al (2003) forms the inspiration for decisions made in this 
redesign. 
 
Sleptchenko et al. (2003) use as a starting point the VARI-METRIC method of 
Sherbrooke (1992). They present an extension of VARI-METRIC facilitating the 
simultaneous optimization of inventories and repair capacity. This method is useful 
for companies to judge whether they can better spend their budget on additional repair 
capacity (thereby reducing repair throughput times) or on additional spare parts 
(thereby buffering against long repair throughput times). Second, the method provides 
the opportunity of gaining insight into the appropriate repair shop utilization and the 
allocation of budget to spare parts and repair capacity.  
 
VARI-METRIC focuses on maximizing the average availability of the installed base 
,of for example airplanes or frigates, using a fixed budget by allocating spare part 
stocks, assuming infinite capacity repair shops. Sherbrooke shows that this objective 
is approximately equivalent to minimizing the sum of the expected backorders of all 
highest indenture items at all downstream locations. Rustenburg et al. (2001) show 
that under certain conditions the availability function can be expressed in the 
backorder probabilities rather than in the expected backorders. Then, maximizing the 
average system availability is exactly equivalent to minimizing the sum of backorder 
probabilities and the objective function is: 
   

(1)
min ( , ) ( , ) 0j

j IND
F s k P BO s k

− − − −

∈

⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤≈ >⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦
∑       (3-1) 

  

Where   s
−

 =  matrix of all the stock levels in the system 

  k
−

 = matrix of all the repair shop capacities 
 
  jBO  =  the number of backorders of item j 
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The repair shop capacities k
−

 are traditionally infinite. In general, the optimization 
algorithms of the VARI-METRIC class can be used for both types of objective 
functions (sum of backorder probabilities and sum of expected backorders).  
 
Based on the equations for the pipeline and the backorder characteristics, VARI 
METRIC uses a greedy algorithm to optimize item stock level within a budget 
constraint. For every iteration an item j* is added to the stock, such that a maximum 
decrease in backorder probabilities can be reached, per unit of money spent. 
Sleptchenko et al. (2003) executed the same algorithm to optimize the repair shop 
capacity. The following formulas are used to determine which combination to choose 
for the spare parts, respectively capacity: 
 

 
( , ) ( , )jmstock

jm stock
j

F s k F s e k
c

− − − −

− +
Δ =       (3-2) 

( , ) ( , )cap lm
lm cap

lm

F s k F s k d
cε

− − − −

− +
Δ =        (3-3) 

        
Where ejm  is are zero matrix having only element (m) equal to 1, where djm is also a 
zero matrix having only one element (l,m) equal to ε.  In each step of the greedy 
algorithm is there searched for the maximum value of          and      over 
all locations m, repair shops l and items j.   
Depending on the maximum of these functions, chosen is for a increasing of 
corresponding stock level or the corresponding capacity. The iteration continues until 
the maximum budget is reached.  
 
In this way an almost optimal solution can be reached for the capacity and inventory 
trade off. As stated in chapter 2.8, the redesign of this research also focuses on this 
trade off. However, the situation at HSM differs from the situation described at 
Sleptchenko et al. (2003). In the article of Sleptchenko et al. (2003) there are two 
possibilities: 

- A demand is immediately fulfilled because the required item is on 
stock 

- The demand is fulfilled because the product is repaired by the 
employees and no new item is needed. However, a subassembly can be 
needed to fix the required item.  

However, at HSM a customer demand always needs capacity and most of the time 
parts, while in the article a choice is made between putting a part on stock, or having 
enough capacity available to repair the item. This is an important difference between 
the two situations. 
 

3.2 The Overview of the Redesign 
In this section the overview of the redesign is discussed. Before the goal function, 
based on Sleptchenko et al. (2003), in 3.2.3 is determined, first the two main 
components of the overview should be explained; in 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 the spare parts 
control and the capacity control are developed. Before these more in-depth 
components are developed, first the overview of the redesign is represented in Figure 

* *
stock
j mΔ * *

cap
l mΔ
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3-1, which shows the complete overview of the repair process, where the spare parts 
control and the capacity control, further explained the following sections, are showed. 
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Figure 3-1 Overview for the Redesign 
 

3.2.1 Spare parts control 
The repair process is characterized by a non deterministic and unknown demand from 
customers. The products sent by the customers need spare parts, which also have a 
non deterministic and unknown demand. In addition, also the lead time of the spare 
parts is non deterministic.  
To deal with those stochastic parameters, we need a probabilistic model. Hopp and 
Spearman (2000) explain that statistical reorder point approaches are the most 
prevalent probabilistic models. Inventory reorder point policies can be classified as 
either order-up-to policies or fixed-order-quantity policies (Silver et al., 1998). In an 
order up- to policy, every time at which it is decided that inventory should be 
replenished, the inventory is raised-up-to an order-up-to level S. In a fixed-order-
quantity policy, every time at which it is decided that inventory should be replenished, 
a fixed order quantity Q, or a multiple of Q (nQ), is reordered. These policies require 
continuous review of inventory, which is at HSM enabled by the information system 
and therefore justified to use for this research. When demand per spare parts is never 
greater than one, these order policies are equal. In this redesigned is assumed that 
The demand is never greater than one, see section 4.3. 
Due to its simple structure and wide applicability, the (s, S) and (s,Q) policies has 
been used often world wide. Because both policies are equal for our situation, we go 
on with the (s,Q) model. These statistical reorder point models contain two distinct 
parts: 

- Determining the orders quantity (Q): the amount of inventory that will be 
purchased each replenishment 
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- Determining the reorder point (s): the inventory level at which a replenishment 
will be triggered.  

 
Although no specific order costs exist, we have chosen for a (s, Q) model. Due to the 
complexity later on in the simulation we choose to vary only one parameter for the 
different scenarios in the simulation, the reorder quantity Q.  
 
During one replenishment (the moment of ordering until the moment of arriving of the 
parts) a certain demand occurs. The chance that the real demand during lead time is 
higher than the expected demand is 50%, implying a chance of going out of stock of 
50 percent, due to the not holding of a specific safety stock. However, we are not 
interested in this specific chance, but in the chance that when an average order arrives, 
no matter if this happens during a replenishment, an out of stock occurs. When the 
main parameter, the reorder quantity Q, is varied, this chance reacts on the variation. 
Choosing a small reorder quantity, means we need to replenish more often. More 
replenishments leads to higher chance of a back orders (backorders can only occur 
during replenishments). When the reorder quantity is chosen relatively high, the 
number of replenishments (with their corresponding chance for backorders) will be 
relative small, but this implies higher costs for spare parts.  
 
Varying the parameter Q influences the incurred costs. When the Q increases, the 
investment in the spare parts also increases. This means when the Q is higher, the out 
of stock out probability is lower, but the investment is higher.    
 
To evaluate the performance of the reorder point models, we need metrics. A well 
known metric for reorder policies is the chance that an order becomes a backorder, as 
explained above. However, for our redesign model it is also interesting to know the 
throughput time of a complete order.  Therefore, an also important metric is the time 
that an order has to wait until the spare part arrives. These performance metrics will 
be used to evaluate the performance of the model in chapter 4. 
 

3.2.2 Capacity control 
The control of capacity is at first sight a simple control decision. The redesign model 
is on tactical level and therefore short term capacity is left out. The number of hired 
employees, and moreover the utilization rate of the employees, is the parameter which 
can be varied. Because it would take too much time to compute for every possible 
utilization rate the results, we have to make a choice for a certain boundary of the 
utilization rates. This boundary is explained in section 3.3.2.  
To make the capacity control more complex, we add the ‘skilled employees’ 
principle, where clusters of employees perform specified operations. A result is that 
not every employee is qualified to execute every task. This extension will increase the 
waiting times as a consequence of the decreasing flexibility. For this redesign three 
kinds of employees are distinguished; Write Up employees qualified to execute the 
Write Up of an order, Repair employees qualified to finish the Write Up phase and to 
execute the real repairing process and Final Inspection employees qualified to do the 
final inspection of an order.  
To evaluate the performance of the utilization rate, the metric is the average time an 
order spends in the queue waiting for the capacity.  
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3.2.3 The objective function 
In this section the goal function for the redesign is determined, inspired by the 
redesign the article of Sleptchenko et al (2003). With the above explained components 
for capacity and inventory control the goal of the redesign should be reached. The 
goal of the redesign is to have reasonable lead times for the orders. Reasonable lead 
times are lead times where customers stay content and the investments done in spare 
parts and capacity are keeping the margins of HSM at the currently expected level. At 
this moment a due date for every order is agreed with the customer. This brings us a 
secondary goal for the redesign; to investigate whether this due date is achievable 
under the current budget.   
Inspired by Sleptchenko et al. we want to minimize the average throughput time under 
an available budget. However, we also want to measure the number of orders which 
spend less ten days on the floor, because the chosen due date promised to the 
customers. This due date is at the moment 15 days, where on average 5 days are 
needed for sending, receiving and administration issues. However, for the goal 
function a choice must be made between the minimization of the throughput time and 
the percentage of orders delivered on time. Because the model will be used on a 
tactical level, we choose for minimizing the throughput time, where a minimization of 
the throughput time will also positively influence the number of orders delivered for 
certain due date. However, by adding priority rules on an operational level, the 
number of orders delivered before the due date can be maximized. This is a possible 
extension of the model. 
 
The goal function should minimize the throughput time; the main parameters are the 
number of employees and the number of spare parts on stock. This brings us the 
following goal function: 
 

1
min ( , ) ( , )

J

j
j

F s k TPT s k
− − − −

=

⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤=⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦
∑        (3-4)  

Where   s
−

 = matrix of all the stock levels in the system 

  k
−

 = matrix of all the repair shop capacities 
  jTPT  = the average throughput time of product group j 
 
Because the available budget is limited, we have to add the budget constraint. This 
constraint depends on the costs of the capacity and spare parts. The budget constraint 
is formulated as follows: 

 < Bi ks C k C
− − − −

⋅ + ⋅         (3-5)  

  iC
−

= matrix of the costs of the stock levels 

kC
−

= matrix of the costs of capacity 
 
B  = Budget available for the shop 

 
This goal function aims to minimize the throughput time of an item j, dependent on 
the availability of spare parts and capacity. These availabilities depend on the 
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investment in the spare parts and/or capacity. For a given budget, the trade off 
between these investments should be determined, to make the throughput times as low 
as possible. The costs for spare parts are appointed by the price of a spare part; the 
costs for capacity are determined by the costs of one employee in one year.  
 
Spare parts and capacity are both simultaneous required resources that limit, restricts, 
or regulate the output of the system; both influence the throughput time of the system 
while when the spare parts are not available the employees are restricted to work on 
the order.  This problem looks like a ‘dual constraint problem’. In a dual constraint 
problem, the average throughput time is not dependent on by the constraints imposed 
by each resource, but also by the interaction effect of these constraints. This implies, 
according to Gargeya (1994) that a dual constraint problem can not be solved 
analytically. As substitution for an analytical study, a simulation study is 
recommended by Gargeya (1994). While for a dual constraint problem both resources 
are simultaneously needed, for this research this is not the case, implying that this 
problem is not a typical dual constraint problem. As a consequence we can not 
immediately assume that this problem can not be solved analytically, but because of 
the similarity a high probability exists that that our problem can also not be solved 
analytically.  
 
When we try to derive formulas for the average throughput time, so that we can 
finally minimize then, it becomes quickly very complex. In appendix L we try to 
derive the formulas. The whole model becomes very complex, an in addition many 
assumptions should be made to derive formulas for the throughput time.  With this 
many assumptions, the real situation can not be identified with the model anymore. As 
a consequence, this redesign is solved with simulation.  
 

3.3 Simulation 
Simulation is the imitation of reality for studying the effect of changing parameters in 
a model with the purpose of preparing a decision. All simulation models are 
simplifications of reality (Zeigler, 1976). For simulation a model is needed and 
parameters which can be changed. These changing parameters result in different 
scenarios which are carried out. For every scenario we need to know the related costs, 
which are dependent on the parameters for a certain scenario. Every parameter (input) 
bears some specific costs. In this section the set up of the model is described, based on 
the four key processes for the developing of a simulation model (Figure 3-2, next page) 
of Robinson (2007); a conceptual model, model coding, experimentation and 
implementation. The conceptual model is extensively explained and ought to abstract 
a model from a real or proposed system. In this section the conceptual model of 
Robinson (2007) is explored for the redesign. 
The conceptual model for simulation exits out of four main components: objectives, 
inputs, outputs and modeling contents.  The objective are partly determined in section 
3.2.3, however section 3.3.1  describes the time scales for the objectives.  The inputs 
and outputs are conjointly determined in sections 3.3.2, while the model content can 
be split in two dimensions: the level of detail and the scope of the model. Section 
3.3.3 describes the level of detail and the corresponding simplifications; section 3.3.4 
describes the scope for the simulation and thereby derived scenarios.   
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Figure 3-2 The conceptual model in the simulation project (Robinson, 2007) 
  

3.3.1 Time Scales 
Two types of objectives are defined by Robinson (2007). Firsts, there are modeling 
objectives, which describes the purpose of the model and modeling project, which 
already describes in section 3.2.3. Second, there are general project objectives which 
include the time scales for the project and the nature of the model and its use, 
described in this section.  
 
The update period is the term for which the strategy of the model is used. After this 
term, the strategy should possibly be adapted to the new situation, again by using the 
simulation model. Parameters depending on the current situation will replace the ‘old’ 
parameters.   
The choice for the value of this term depends on: 

- Time for the model/strategy to stabilize 
- Corresponding work  

At first we have to take in account the time needed for the model to stabilize. When a 
certain strategy is implemented in a company, a certain time is needed to arrive in a 
‘steady state’. This is the real performance of the system. Especially with irregular 
distributions like a negative binomial, this time to stabilize may take a while. 
The work corresponding with every update refers to the work with regard to the 
complete update of the system. When for the new strategy new inventory levels are 
determined, spare parts should be bought and should be sold to achieve the desired 
level. Especially the selling of spare parts takes times and therefore it is wise to have a 
longer update period.  
Maybe employees have to be hired or fired after an update. Also skilled employees 
are needed and the training of these employees takes time. These implications causes 
that the update period of the system will be chosen on a year. An update period longer 
than a year is also undesirable because of goal of the system to control the shop floor. 
When this is done less than once in a year, the possibility of reacting on the current 
situation decreases. 
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3.3.2 Inputs and Outputs 
The inputs (or experimental factors) are those elements of the model that can be 
altered to affect and improvements in, or better understanding of, the problem 
situation (Robinson, 2007). In this section the inputs and the corresponding costs are 
described; section 3.3.2.1 handles the inputs for capacity, while 3.3.2.2 handles the 
inputs for inventory. Section 3.3.2.3 describes the outputs (or responses) of the model.  
 
We need prices for repair capacity to compare their with spare parts prices. 
Sleptchenko et al.  (2002) proposes the following: as spare parts are purchased and are 
kept on inventory, we can see this as an investment. In the same way we can calculate 
a ‘purchasing price’ for employees, by looking at all the employee incurred costs in 
one year. These expenditures include wages, taxes, social premiums and education 
etc. Below first the parameters are determined, secondly the accompanying costs.  
 

3.3.2.1 Capacity related inputs 
For capacity three input parameters exist: the number of Write Up employees (k1), the 
number of Repair employees (k2) and the number of Final Inspection employees (k3).  
Every employee works per year is 1645 hours, while the costs are fixed at 90000 
Euros per year.  Assumed is that the different kind of employees incurs the same 
costs. In Table 3-1 the number of hours an employee is available and the 
corresponding costs for a single employee are showed.  
 
 Number hours Total costs per 

Employee,
 Ck (Euro) 

Total 2122 

90.000 
Vacation 373 
Sickness 104 
  
Available 1645 
Table 3-1 Costs and hours for a single employee  
 
The capacity related investment for a certain scenario is determined with the 
following formula: 
 

3

1
capacity z

z
C k C

=

= ⋅∑          (3-6) 

Where capacityC  is the total investment with respect to spare parts
  zk   is the number of hired employees (value can increase with 0.5) 

 C   costs of one employee in one year 
      
 

3.3.2.2 Inventory related inputs 
For every spare part the reorder level s and the order quantity Q are defined as the 
input parameters. To recall section 3.2.1 the reorder level s of a spare part will be the 
expected demand during the lead time, and is not varied for different scenarios; the 
reorder quantity Q is the main input parameter to determine. The inventory related 
investment for a certain scenario is the average inventory costs. Theses costs are 
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determined with the average number of spare parts on inventory, which is the reorder 
level increased by the half of the reorder quantity.  This is displayed in the following 
formula, the price for spare part i, iC , is determined by the supplier: 
 

6

1 1

1( )
2

I

spareparts ij ij ij
j i

C C s Q
= =

= ⋅ +∑∑        (3-7) 

Where sparepartsC is the total investment with respect to spare parts 

 ijC   is the price of spare part i of product j 

 ijs   is the reorder level of spare part i of product j 

 ijQ   is the reorder quantity of spare part i of product j 

 
Here we should mention that these investments can not completely be compared to 
each other. The investment in capacity is fixed; when demand decreases and no work 
is available for the employee, costs are still made. For spare parts however the 
investments are variable, because we are able to sell the spare parts. This makes it 
hard to compare those investments to each other. 
However, other methods for comparing costs have also their disadvantages. We could 
see everything as ‘real’ costs and having holding costs as a percentage of the price of 
the parts on inventory. However, against this we should have a ‘holding capacity 
price’, which is contrary to the rule that employees are always hired for at least one 
year. Therefore it seems the best way to see both the costs as an investment, even 
tough the spare parts could finally be sold to other parties if there are left over.   
 

3.3.2.3 Outputs 
The outputs (or responses) report the results from a run of the simulation and have 
two purposes: first to determine whether the modeling objectives have been achieved; 
second to point to reasons why the objectives are not being achieved, if they are not 
(Robinson, 2007).  
The main outputs of our simulation model are the throughput times of the different 
products. Related to the throughput times, also the percentage of orders delivered on 
time is an important output. These main outputs are results from the waiting times for 
the capacity and the waiting times for the spare parts.  
 

3.3.3 Level of detail 
The level of detail is a part of the model content of the conceptual model. To ensure 
that the level of detail is not too specific and therefore the utility of the model 
decrease, simplifications are made described below.  
 
The first simplification results from the enormous variation in spare parts 
(approximately 1100 different spare parts only for CP). It is not reasonable to model 
all those different spare parts in one simulation model, because this asks for an 
enormous amount of work which finally outweighs the accuracy in the results where it 
leads to. To overcome this, certain groups of spare parts will be formed. These groups 
consist of spare parts with simultaneous characteristics. The spare parts groups differ 
in lead time (on average 5.5 days versus 20 days), usage (usage below versus over 5 
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per year), and price (below versus over 2500 dollar) and on this basis of 
characteristics the choice for the stock keeping policy should be made. Table 3-2 shows 
the classification in groups and their corresponding number of spare parts for every 
product with the certain characteristics of those groups.  
 
Group  Lead 

time 
(day)   

Usage 
(year) 

Price 
(Dollars) 

Number 
14SF 

Number 
14SF 

Number 
24PF 

Number 
247F 

Number 
568F 

Number 
ATP 

1 20 X ≤ 5  X < 2500 60 84 42 71 41 50 
2 20 X > 5  X < 2500 17 71 9 63 23 27 
3 20 X ≤ 5  X > 2500 11 2 6 10 7 5 
4 20 X > 5  X > 2500 1 2 0 2 1 2 
5 5.5 X ≤ 5  X < 2500 34 38 22 9 20 19 
6 5.5 5 ≤ X ≤ 10  X < 2500 16 13 21 10 8 8 
7 5.5 X > 10  X < 2500 49 78 17 31 38 13 
8 5.5 X ≤ 5  X > 2500 7 7 6 2 7 3 
9 5.5 5 ≤ X ≤ 10  X > 2500 1 3 0 0 1 0 
10 5.5 X > 10  X > 2500 1 4 0 0 3 1 
Table 3-2 Spare Parts Groups 
 
The average usage per year of the groups is determined by the average of all 
underlying products and is assumed to predict the whole group for the simulation 
model. Also based on this average value the parameters s and Q are determined. In the 
simulation model the metrics (stock out probability and waiting time) of group 
average is measured. In appendix M these average values are shown.  
 
The second simplification results from the skilled employees. The employees are 
specialized in certain tasks, indicating that not every employee can execute every task. 
In this redesign, the three main different operations are distinguished, requiring 
specialized employees; the write up, the repair and the final inspection. However, in 
practice, more specialties exist, especially in the repair phase. In this redesign model 
these specialties are not taken into account and are assumed to be executed by one 
person. This simplification is validated by the argument that several employees are 
able to execute a certain specialized task. This implies that the availability of 
employees for a specialized task would be almost equal to the average availability of 
employees in the repair phase.  
 

3.3.4 Scope of the model 
In this section the scope of the model is determined and thereby the scenarios for the 
simulation study are established. From the possible values for the capacity parameters 
are the possible policies for the spare parts inventory the workable combinations, the 
scenarios for the simulation, are derived.  
 

3.3.4.1 Parameter Values Capacity 
According to Sleptchenko et al (2002) the optimal utilization rate of repair shops 
usually varies between 0,8 and 0,95. Because the situation at HSM is slightly different 
form a standard repair shop, also a utilization rate lower than 80% will be taken into 
account.  As a consequence, this simulation focuses on a utilization of capacity 
between the values 75% and 95%. A utilization grade of lower than 75% is not 
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profitable, while a utilization rate of higher than 95% will lead to enormous queues, 
implying a very long lead time.  
For three kinds of employees it has to be decided which number to hire to achieve this 
utilization rate. The three kinds of employees are WU employees, repair employees 
and final inspection employees. Assumed is that it is possible to hire full or half – 
time employees. The goal is to reach an average utilization rate of the employees 
fixed at the determined parameter values (75%, 85% or 95%).  
 

3.3.4.2 Policies Spare Parts 
To recall section 1.3.2.1, spare parts can be kept locally, centrally and not on stock. 
When an item is kept locally on stock, this means HSM itself keeps the item on stock. 
When an item is centrally kept, this means that HS has decided to hold this item on 
stock in a distribution center, implying a 4 to 7 days lead time for HSM. However, 
HSM can also choose to keep this item itself on stock. When an item is not hold on 
stock, this means it is directly ordered at the supplier, implying a lead time of 
approximately 20 days. Next to this distinction, fast movers and slow movers can be 
distinguished. 
This causes that multiple policies for spare parts are possible: 

1. Keep all spare parts on stock 
2. Keep only the fast movers on stock 
3. Keep only the spare parts not centrally kept, on stock 
4. Keep the fast movers on stock and the spare parts not centrally kept on stock 
5. Keep no spare parts on stock 

For this research we choose to set the reorder level s of a spare part as the expected 
demand during the lead time, meaning that no specific safety stock is hold for the 
demand during lead time. The reorder level s will therefore not be a parameter which 
can be varied in the redesign model. Because, when besides the inventory policies we 
also choose to vary the parameters s and Q in the model, this gives us an unnecessary 
complex model with two parameter, while with only variation in parameter Q, the 
results will also be satisfactory.  
For those different policies, we can thus vary the order quantity Q. An increase of Q 
decreases the out of stock probability, while it increases the investment in spare parts. 
In addition different order quantities for fast and slow movers will be chosen. The 
order quantity for slow movers will be relatively higher than for fast movers; mainly 
to reach an order quantity Q which is higher or equal to one.   

3.3.4.3 Workable combinations 
To reach a (near) optimal trade off between the spare parts and the capacity 
investment, we should carry out the different scenarios. The goal of the minimization 
of the throughput time, applies not for every budget, resulting in the skipping of 
certain extreme combinations, like keeping everything on stock with a low utilization 
rate; because of the huge investments. Also other extreme combination like a very 
high utilization rate without keeping spare parts on stock are left out because of the 
enormous resulting throughput time. Table 3-3 shows, after the filtering, the workable 
combinations for the scenarios. For the utilization rate three different values are taken, 
for the spare parts five different polices. In addition, the reorder quantity Q is varied 
and with this change also financial issues are taken into account (for more information 
see Appendix N). 
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 Utilization rate Stock policy Qfast movers  Qslow movers 
Scenario 1 95% 1 0.5 * yearly demand 1 * yearly demand 
Scenario 2 95% 1 0.25 * yearly demand 0.5 * yearly demand 
Scenario 3 95% 4 0.5 * yearly demand 0.5 * yearly demand 
Scenario 4 95% 4 0.25 * yearly demand 0.5 * yearly demand 
Scenario 5 85% 2 0.5 * yearly demand - 
Scenario 6 85% 2 0.25 * yearly demand - 
Scenario 7 85% 3 0.5 * yearly demand 1 * yearly demand 
Scenario 8 85% 3 0.25 * yearly demand 0.5 * yearly demand 
Scenario 9 75% 3 0.5 * yearly demand 0.5 * yearly demand 
Scenario 10 75% 3 0.25 * yearly demand 0.5 * yearly demand 
Scenario 11 75% 5 - - 
Table 3-3 Scenarios for simulation 
 
Appendix O shows a more detailed overview of the scenarios, where for every spare 
parts group is mentioned whether it is kept on stock yes or no.   The costs for the 
different scenarios are shown in Table 3-4. In Appendix O a more detailed overview of 
the costs per scenario is provided.  
 
 Investment Capacity 

(in Euros) 
Investment Spare parts 
(in Euros) 

Total Investment 
(in Euros) 

Scenario 1 1.800.000 1.734.097 3.534.097 
Scenario 2 1.800.000 537.361 2.337.361 
Scenario 3 1.800.000 1.210.224 3.010.224 
Scenario 4 1.800.000 510.814 2.310.814 
Scenario 5 2.025.000 997.695 3.022.695 
Scenario 6 2.025.000 640.312 2.665.312 
Scenario 7 2.025.000 410.225 2.435.225 
Scenario 8 2.025.000 233.042 2.258.042 
Scenario 9 2.295.000 468.928 2.763.928 
Scenario 10 2.295.000 233.042 2.528.042 
Scenario 11 2.295.000 0 2.295.000 
Table 3-4  Costs of the different scenarios 
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4 Simulation Study 
 
In the previous chapter a set up and the conceptual model of the simulation model is 
described, this chapter describes the next to phase of the simulation; the model coding 
and the experimentation of the simulation.  
 
The simulation model aims to represent the repair process at HSM described in 
section 1.3. The simulation starts with a customer order entering the process, followed 
by the write up inspection which is finished by the making of a quotation. When the 
quotation is approved by the customer, the availability of the spare parts is checked an 
eventually is waited until the needed spare parts arrive. Finally the product is repaired 
and is shipped to the customer, where the process ends. The first four sections of this 
chapter describe the model coding part of the simulation. In the section 4.1 the Arena 
7.0 model of the above-mentioned process is extensively described. Section 4.2 
discusses the needed variables fro simulation like the warm up period, number of 
replications and the run length of the model, and section 4.3 describes the limitations 
of the model. The simulation model is verified in the section 4.4. The 
experimentation, implying the results of the simulation are described in section 4.5. 
Section 4.6 gives the conclusions of the simulation study and finally section 4.7 
describes the issues with respect to the implementation of the redesign.  
 

4.1 Arena Model 
This section aims to describe the complete Arena Model. The simulation is carried out 
in Arena 7.0. There has been chosen for this software because of the appropriateness 
of software, the knowledge of the author and the easy availability of the software at 
the Technical University of Eindhoven.   
 
For every carried out scenario, two runs in different models are needed to represent 
the situation at HSM. The run in the first model is used to predict the behavior of the 
spare parts groups under the certain circumstances of the scenario. Thereafter the run 
in the second model uses this predicted behavior to simulate the whole situation. This 
is necessary because of the different spare part groups with multiple parts in one 
group. First the behavior of the group average is predicted (and thus is assumed that 
every group exists of one spare part), wherefrom percentage out of stocks and the 
regarding waiting times follow. The second model uses these percentages out of stock 
and the waiting times, in combination with the complete number of spare parts in the 
group, to get a complete overview of the situation at HSM. 
 
Below, first the high level model is extensively described, which is the same for the 
first and second model, followed by the description of the different sub models, which 
differs for the first and the second model.  
 
In Figure 4‐1 the high level model is graphically represented. The high level model can 
be split up in the ‘creating process’, ‘write up phase’, ‘hold phase’, ‘sub model’ and 
‘repair and final inspection’. For every product a binomial distribution determines the 
number of arrivals per workday. When the products have arrived, they enter the WU 
phase. In the WU phase products are first examined by a WU specialist (process: 
“WU”)  and   subsequently  a  repair  employee   finishes  the  repair   phase  (process:             
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Figure 4-1 The high level model in Arena 
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Product WU WU2 Repair FI 
14 RF 4.51 4.51 11.97 1.11 
14 SF 4.08 4.08 8.46 0.88 
247 F 2.49 2.49 2.06 0.37 
24 PF 3.52 3.52 7.22 0.75 
568 F 2.90 2.90 3.04 0.47 
ATP 3.42 3.42 7.69 0.77 

Table 4-1 Operation Times Different Phases 
 
“WU2”). The corresponding operation times per product can be found in Table 4‐1. 
The next step in the process is the decision whether an order is put on hold; an 80 
percent chance represents the possibility that an order enters the hold phase. The time 
in the hold phase is on average thirteen days (including weekends).  
After the hold phase, or directly after the WU phase in case of a ‘go status’, the 
availability of spare parts is checked. This is done in the sub model. 
 

4.1.1 Behavior Spare Parts 
Figure 4‐1 shows that two sub models exist; this section describes the first sub model, 
section 4.1.2 describes the second sub model. The first sub model for the spare parts 
investigates whether the group of spare parts needed are available. Figure 4-2 
represents a part of the first sub model; one of the ten product groups. The complete 
sub model exists of ten of those figures; which are all connected to each other via a 
batch construction (see Appendix P).  When an order enters this sub model, 
immediately for every spare part group is checked whether this spare part group is 
needed for the certain order. The chance that a certain spare part group, representing 
the average behavior of all the spare parts in that group, is needed is determined by 
the following formula: 
 

 

I

i
i

needed
j

u

ip
d

=

∑
 

 
Where  pneeded is the chance that a certain spare part group is needed 

sumui is the average annual usage of the spare parts group in number of spare parts 
 dj is the annual customer demand in number of products  
  

 
Figure 4-2 One spare part product group in Arena 
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Figure  4‐2 shows that when a spare part group is needed (“needed1? = yes”) the 
availability check (Part1 available?) is done. The order can immediately go to the 
final ‘batch’ when the spare part group is available (checked by the hold module: 
“Spare PartsX available?”), or of course when the spare parts group is not needed. 
However, when the spare part group is not on stock, the order has to wait until the 
spare parts group arrives. The time waiting for the arrival is dependent on the lead 
time of the spare parts group and on the moment of ordering the spare part group.  
The existence of the ten different spare parts groups per product takes care for the 
‘total spare parts waiting time’. The order can only go to the next phase (repair) if all 
the spare part groups are available. This construction is in the model represented as a 
‘batch’; this batch is only completed if all the spare parts groups are available, 
implying that the longest waiting time for a certain group of spare parts determines 
the waiting time for an order. When all the spare parts groups are available, the order 
leaves the sub model and goes on to the repair process. The total lead time for the 
‘spare parts phase’ can be zero when all the needed spare parts are on stock, or larger 
when one of the needed spare parts was not available. 
 
The s,Q parameters for the spare parts groups are determined by the different 
scenarios. All spare part groups start with s + Q on inventory. When the inventory 
reached the level s, a new order quantity Q is ordered. After the lead time L, a 
stochastic variable dependent on the characteristics of the spare parts group, the order 
quantity arrives.   
 

4.1.2 Waiting time for spare parts 
The second sub model for the simulation differs in only one way from the first model, 
the sub model for the spare parts. In the first model, the behavior of the spare parts 
group is established under the certain circumstances of the scenario, resulting in two 
parameters; the chance of a stock out and the regarding lead time when a stock out 
occurs. This behavior is used to determine the real waiting time for spare parts, when 
all the number of spare parts are taken into account.  
 
The following formula represents the chance for a certain customer order that for all 
items in a certain spare part group, no stock out occurs and thus that all the orders in 
the spare part group are available: 
  

(1 )n
nostockout stockoutp p= −  

 
Where nostockoutp  is the chance that for a certain spare parts group all parts are 
     available           

stockoutp  is the chance that the average spare part in the group is not on stock 
n is the number of orders in the spare parts group 

 
When a stock out for a certain order occurs, the regarding lead time is determined by 
the results from the first model. Assumed is that when a stock out occurs, this is 
always caused by one spare part from a certain group and not more than one. For the 
lead time three values are used; the minimal average, the value and the maximum 
average of the lead time. Because no distribution of this lead time can be deducted 
from Arena, the lead time is assumed to be triangular distributed by the given values. 
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When an order is not hold on stock, the lead times are determined by the stock types, 
as also used in the first model.  
 
When the sub model is finished, the order follows again the main model in the repair 
phase (process: “repair”). In this phase the main repair activities of the order are 
executed by a specific repair employee, the corresponding operation time can be 
found in Table 4‐1. After the repair process, a final inspection is done on the order 
(process: “FI”) by a specialized employee. The order is finished when the final 
inspection is done and is send to the customer (outside the scope of this model).  
 

4.2 Run length, Numbers of Replications and Warm up Period 
The run length is determined on 9 years. The argument for the nine year period is 
twofold. On one hand, the usage of some spare parts group is too small for a run 
length of one year, like the update period, resulting in unreliable results. To get a 
better estimate of the behavior of the spare parts a nine year period seems to give 
sufficient reliable results, determined by pilot runs. In addition to this, we have to 
keep in mind that the influence of these low usage spare parts group on the model is 
very low.  On the other hand, a run length longer than 9 years results in very long run 
times of the model, which is undesirable in an organizational point of view.  
 
After a number of pilot runs, the number of replications is set to 20. Depending on the 
value of the ‘half width’ the number of 20 replications was sufficient for this research. 
The half width value for the operation was less than ten percent of the real value, an 
acceptable mistake. A Half Width value have to be interpreted by saying "in 95% of 
repeated trials, the sample mean would be reported as within the interval sample mean 
± half width".   
 
To determine the warm up period Appendix N is used. The warm up time is 
dependent on the traffic intensity, the chance to reach and remain in the steady state 
limit and the queuing system. The traffic intensity is the utilization rate of the 
employees, which varies between the 75% and 95% for the different scenarios. The 
chance to reach and remain in the steady state can be chosen and for this model we 
choose a chance of 95%.  The queuing model is a G/M/k, however Appendix N 
assumed a M/M/1 or an G/G/1 model. When the traffic intensity is 90% and a chance 
to reach and remain 95% percent of the steady state, assuming a M/M/1 or a G/m/1 
model, this gives us a warm up period of 435 hours (see Appendix N). Because this 
model is not a G/G/1 system, but a G/M/k system, implying multiple servers, this 
number of hours for the warm up period is increased to 1000 hours. When the 
utilization rate is 95% the warm up period is increased to 2000 hours.  
 

4.3 Assumptions and Limitations 
When modelling the current situating at HSM, we have to make a number of 
assumptions. In this section the assumptions are discussed. First the assumptions 
regarding the spare parts are described, followed by the assumptions regarding lead 
time, demand rate and operation times.  
 
Using the reorder point model for this research brings us a number of practical 
limitations.  
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- The assumption is a consequence from the fact that the expected 
number of spare parts needed for one arbitrary order is higher than one, 
implying multiple spare parts are needed for one order. However, we 
assume that the needed spare parts for on order are independently 
distributed, which does not comply with the current situation. Due to 
the enormous complexity of the dependency between parts, this 
assumption has to be made. However, we know the usage of the spare 
parts from the past five years. On this basis we can calculate the 
chance that for an arbitrary order of product j spare part i is needed 
(pij). So, for every product j a list of spare parts (i t/m I) exist with all a 
chance pij that spare part i is needed for an arbitrary order of product j. 
Because the extensiveness of the data, we can have trust that this 
assumption will not have a significant influence on our result. 

- Assumed is that only one spare parts from a spare part group per order 
is used. The desired quantity per order from one spare parts group of 
spare parts can therefore never be larger than one. This also implies for 
the (s, Q) model that always will be ordered at level s.  

Assumptions regarding lead times: 
- The lead time for the phase Hold is indicated as normal distributed. 

This is not validated by distribution fitting. However, this lead time is 
not very important for the performance of the system because no value 
or hours are added in this phase. This phase is nevertheless added to 
the model because of the disturbing effect on the whole model.  

- The lead time for spare parts hold centrally on stock is uniformly 
distributed between 4 and 7 days. No prove of this distribution can be 
given, due to absence of data, however, a long time experienced 
employee of HSM assured that the spare parts arrives between 4 and 7 
days. Uncommonly, the central stock point could be out of stock, but 
no data were available for these stock outs. 

- The lead time for spare parts not hold on stock centrally is harder to 
determine. No data was available and the spare parts differ enormously 
in their lead time. However, we know that the lead time is most of the 
time longer than the throughput time of an order, implying that an 
order practically always exceeds its due date. With this argument in 
mind, a lead time of 20 days is chosen and a standard deviation of 10 
days. These data are chosen because of their disturbing effect on the 
throughput time, because the order will almost always exceeds its due 
date with these data. 

- The lead times for spare parts in the second sub model are originated 
from the results of the first sub model. The values given for the lead 
times are a minimum average, an expected value and a maximum 
average. The author could not obtain data from Arena about the 
distribution of these lead times. With the obtained data is chosen for a 
triangular distribution. 

Assumptions regarding demand rate: 
- The demand rate of the products is determined by a negative binomial 

distribution. However, in this distribution is not taken into account that 
the current demand for the services at HSM is growing. 

- The demand for spare parts with a demand rate below one per year is 
not adequately represented in the runs for five years. The half width 
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values for the lead times are most of the time equal to the values of 
lead times. When a spare part with a low usage is once been out of 
stock, the percentage out of stock is immediately very high. This 
assumption can be validated by the argument that these low usage 
spare parts have, as a consequence of their low usage, a small effect on 
the performance.  

Assumptions regarding operations times 
- The distribution for the operation times is assumed to be exponential, 

but the real data did not fit to an exponential distribution, or to any 
other. This is explained by the multiple operations of multiple 
employees for one sales order. However, detailed data was not 
available. Because of the variation coefficient almost equal to one for 
every product, an exponential distribution is chosen as also explained 
in section 2.3.1.  
 

4.4 Verification and Validation 
Verification is the process of determining that a model operates as intended, or did we 
build the model right. No single test can verify a simulation model; confidence must 
accumulate as the model passes more tests. 
Because the complexity of verification increases with the size of the model, for this 
redesign is started to verify simple models, which are extended later on. For the spare 
parts model, at first one spare part is modeled and the results are checked precisely. 
Step by step more spare parts are added. The same is done for the capacity. Multiple 
values are used in the creation process to see how the model reacts. Also is the 
simulation stepwise checked, and at low speed the performance of the simulation 
model is monitored. During this monitoring and building no specific unexpected 
effects occurred, besides the already fixed effects and the described limitations. 
 
Validation is the process of reaching an acceptable level of confidence that inferences 
drawn from are correct an applicable to the system, or did we build the model right?  
The simulation model is validated by comparing the output obtained from the 
simulation model to number in practice. Further the simulation model is validated by 
subjecting it to extreme conditions like unlimited capacity, unlimited inventory, and 
zero lead times. The outcome of the system under these extreme conditions is 
observed. When the model is an accurate representation of the system, the results for 
the extreme cases will be predictable and can be compared with computations of 
queuing models etc. The last method that was used to validate the simulation model 
was to plot inventory against time and detect any abrupt behavior of the system. All 
outcomes of the validation were as expected. 
  

4.5 Simulation Results 
In this section the results of the different scenarios are discussed. First the high level 
results are discussed, followed by the sensitivity analysis.  
 

4.5.1 Results 
To evaluate the results of the scenarios we have to know the performance and the 
investment current situation. In 2006 and 2007 the average utilization rate was about 
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80%, see appendix R. This incurs an investment of 2.115.000 Euros. The stock policy 
looks most like stock policy 4; keeping fast movers on stock and slow movers below 
2500 Dollars not centrally kept on tock. The investment in spare parts is then 
approximately 640.312 Euros. As a result, the total investment is 2.755.312 Euros. 
Appendix R gives more information about the parameters used to imitate the current 
situation.  
This all resulted in a average throughput time on the floor of 14,17 days and the 
percentage of orders delivered  before 15 days was 57%. Table 4-2 shows these values.  
 

2007 
Throughput time total 19,17 days 
Throughput time work floor 14,17 days 
Met due date 20 days 77% 
Met due date 15 days 57% 

Table 4-2  Values over 2007 
 
When we put those input parameters in the simulation model to imitate the current 
situation we get results showed in Table 4-3. 
 

  

Waiting time  
Capacity 

(hours) 

Waiting time 
spare pars

(hours) 
Total time

(hours) 
Half width 

(hours) 
Total time 

(days) 
Current 
situation 247,01 165,50 428,39 40,07 17,85 

Table 4-3 Simulation results of the current situation 
 
Comparing the values of Table 4-3 to Table 4-2 we see that the average throughput time 
differs more than three days. The following causes could explain this difference: 

- In the simulation a First in First Out (FIFO) rule is used for the order 
prioritization while in practice this isn’t, because the leader of the BU 
determines the prioritization mostly based on due date. A FIFO rule 
has a negative influence on the throughput time (Bertrand et al, 1998).  

- The wait time for final inspection is very high (153 hours), because 
only one employee is required to execute final inspection in the 
simulation model. However, in practice one employee is available, but 
also other employees can execute the task if needed, which will 
decrease the wait time for final inspection.   

- The results for the waiting time of spare parts seems really high, this 
subject will be further explained in the sensitivity analysis (section 
4.5.2) 

- In practice a fast mover is determined as a demand more than four 
times a year, while in simulation it is determined as more than five 
times a year. Meaning that in practice more spare pars on holding on 
stock, this will decrease the lead time.  

 
Although the results of the simulation of the current situation look at first sight too 
high, this can be explained by various reasons, which validates the high results. To 
determine if any improvement of the current situation is possible, the scenarios 
determined in the set up of the simulation study (section 3.3.4.3) will be compared to 
the results of the current situation. Above mentioned reasons for a higher throughput 
time than in the real situation occur to all those scenarios, resulting in a validated 
comparison of the scenarios.  
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The input values for the scenarios can be found in Appendix S (s and Q levels) and 
Appendix T (out of stock percentage and waiting times, resulting from the running of 
the first sub model). Those input values resulted in the results shown in Table 4-4. 
These are high level results, more detailed results can be found in appendix T. 
 

  

Waiting time  
Capacity 
(hours) 

Waiting time 
spare pars 
(hours) 

Total time 
(hours) 

Half width 
(hours) 

Total time 
(days) 

Total 
Investment 
(in Euros) 

Scenario 1 448,14 46,32 510,33 55,90 21,26 3.534.097

Scenario 2 409,13 88,80 513,81 58,15 21,41 2.337.361

Scenario 3 495,53 59,74 571,15 69,04 23,80 3.010.224

Scenario 4 453,70 99,48 569,05 88,29 23,71 2.310.814

Scenario 5 269,06 144,61 429,54 24,63 17,90 3.022.695

Scenario 6 269,67 172,61 458,16 55,56 19,09 2.665.312

Scenario 7 268,28 140,13 424,28 36,04 17,68 2.435.225

Scenario 8 275,87 154,31 446,06 29,95 18,59 2.258.042

Scenario 9 104,38 137,92 258,18 3,88 10,76 2.763.928

Scenario 10 103,46 154,85 274,18 4,16 11,42 2.528.042

Scenario 11 103,22 506,92 626,01 5,05 26,08 2.295.000
Table 4-4 High level simulation results 
 
To reach an average throughput time of an order of 15 days, the order should spend 
maximum 10 days on the floor. As explained above, the results of the throughput time 
are in simulation higher than expected and therefore we suppose that a simulation 
result of thirteen days throughput time will in the real situation approximately an 
average throughput time of ten days. The desired throughput time of 15 days by HSM 
can only be reached by the scenarios 9 and 10. Scenario 9 and 10 have an overall less 
investment than the current situation, where the investment in capacity is higher, but 
the investment in spare parts is lower. Below follows a discussing of the results of all 
the scenarios.  
 
The difference between the first and the third scenarios is real small in the waiting 
time for spare parts, however the difference is investment is big. Therefore, we can 
conclude that with a 95% utilization is not wise to keep everything no stock. The slow 
movers centrally kept on stock, should not be hold on stock locally; the costs are high 
and the results from these high investment is rather low.  
From scenario 1 until 4 we can say that the resulting throughput time is too high for 
the investment done; a 95% utilization rate seems too high, no matter what we keep 
on stock. We conclude therefore that a utilization rate of 95% is too high for the 
objectives with respect to throughput time at HSM. 
 
Scenario 5 until 8 have an 85% utilization rate in combination with different stock 
keeping polices. Again we see that the big difference investment in spare parts can 
results in a small different in waiting time for spare parts. These scenarios show 
approximately the same throughput time as the current situation while the investments 
are lower. Scenario 6 deals with the same stock policy as the current situation, but the 
throughout time is higher dedicated to the higher utilization rate of scenario 6. 
However, scenarios 7 deals with another stock policy and with a higher utilization rate 
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than the current situation, resulting in a slightly lower throughput time. Scenario 7 and 
8 (stock policy 3) outperform scenario 5 and 6 (with stock policy 2, the current stock 
policy), under a utilization of 85%.  
When we look at scenario 9 until 11, we finally see throughput times acceptable for 
our goal. Immediately becomes clear that with a utilization rate of 75% we should 
keep on stock some items, otherwise the throughput time is enormous (scenario 11). 
The investments of scenario 9 and 10 are respectively lower or almost equal to the 
current investment, which implies that an improvement is possible.   
 
Multiple ways exist to improve the current situation; the choosing of one of those 
ways depends on the budget. A simple improvement could be made by changing from 
stock policy 2 to stock policy 3. This saves money on one hand (approximately 
400000 Euros), on the other hand this decreases the throughput time; under the 
current assumption of a lead time of on average 20 days for a not centrally kept item, 
it saves almost 20 hours throughput time per average order.   
An improvement with more impact would be to, besides changing the stock policy, 
also change the utilization rate. When the utilization rate decrease to almost 75%, 
which comes down to hiring one extra employee, the throughput time could be 
lowered with more than hundred hours. However, here we have to keep in mind that 
the Final inspection employee contributes most of the waiting time (approximately 
150 hours) in the scenarios 5 until 8 and the scenario of the current situation, while in 
scenario 9 until 11 this is lowered to 10 hours. As told before, in practice, when 
needed, also other employees are required to execute the final inspection and therefore 
the waiting time of final inspection will never reach the 150 hours.   
 
Table 4-5 (next page) shows the simulation results with respect to the WIP. The last 
two rows compare the results of the current situation simulated with the current 
situation; the simulation results are significantly higher than the current situation, 
especially in the WIP without orders in hold. This bigger difference can be explained 
by the putting more orders on hold by customer service, without customer approval, 
especially during quiet times. The difference in total WIP between both results can 
probably be explained by a number of non CSL orders, which increase the WIP by 
their low prioritization.  We also should taken into account that even tough the 
average utilization rate is 75%, 85% or 95%, and thus in simulation those are used, 
but in practice these utilization rate varies per person, due to their specialism. This is 
partly taken into account by the specialized employees in simulation (WU, Repair and 
FI), but in practice this effect could be bigger. More variation in the utilization rate 
takes care for more items in the WIP, because of the higher utilization rates contribute 
more than average than the lower utilization rates, because of the more than linear 
increasing formula of Pollaczek-Khinchine. 
The results of the scenarios show that the WIP mainly is determined by the utilization 
rate. However, also the spare parts policy has some influence on the number of orders 
in WIP.   
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  WIP WIP without hold 
Scenario 1 226,29 114,30 
Scenario 2 236,46 119,84 
Scenario 3 240,96 128,48 
Scenario 4 237,59 126,47 
Scenario 5 213,63 98,72 
Scenario 6 215,30 102,95 
Scenario 7 216,51 99,38 
Scenario 8 216,42 102,04 
Scenario 9 174,00 59,25 
Scenario 10 179,88 63,71 
Scenario 11 255,12 141,83 
Current situation Simulated 218,20 100,68 
Current situation 255,3 177,8 

Table 4-5 The results of the number of orders in WIP 
 

4.5.2 Sensitivity Analysis 
Scenarios 1 until 4 deal all with a utilization rate of 95%. The waiting time should 
therefore all be at the same level. However, this is not the case; the waiting time 
between those scenarios varies much, indicated by a half width value between 56 and 
88. Probably the run length of 9 years was too short for this utilization rate. However, 
the simulation model was not suitable to run for more than 9 years and therefore no 
better results could be obtained. Also changing the warm up period did not have any 
effect on the half width value of these scenarios.  
 
The waiting time for the spare parts seem really high in the simulation results. 
Especially scenario 1, which keeps everything on stock, shows an average waiting 
time of approximately 40 hours. When we look deeper into the results we see that 
certain rounding off could have an impact on the results. Spare parts group 2 of 
product 247F has a very high waiting time for spare parts while it is kept on stock. 
When the see the s and the Q of this group, we see that both are rounded off to below, 
respectively from 1,40 to 1 for the s level and from 11,44 to 11 for the Q level. To see 
the effect of those rounding offs, the s level is set to 2 and the Q level is set to 12 and 
with these new parameters a new run is made. As a result, the total average waiting 
time for spare parts decreased from 46,32 hours to 41,02 hours. This states that this 
influence from one product is pretty high.  
 
Because we are dealing with spare parts, the annual usage of those parts is low. A 
number of spare parts have even a lower demand than one per year. Getting reliable 
results about these spare parts is very hard because of their low usage. With a run 
length on nine year we can not get reliable results on these spare parts. However the 
run length should be very long, for about fifty year, to get reliable results on those 
parts.  This simulation model is not suitable for a run length of fifty years and also the 
running time would be very long. However, we should mention here that the influence 
of these low usage spare parts is not very high on the results, just because of their low 
usage. 
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In this redesign is assumed that the order prioritization was FIFO, however, this does 
not stick to the real situation. Therefore for scenario 8 the FIFO rule is changed to the 
‘shortest processing time first’ (SPT) rule; according to Bertrand et al (1998) this rule 
minimizes the average throughput time. This changing is only done for the repair and 
final inspection process, because in the WU phase the processing time is estimated for 
these processes and on this basis could be decided to work on which order first.  Table 
4‐6 shows the huge differences between those rules. The throughput time is decreased 
with more than hundred hours, indicating that FIFO is a really bad performance. 
However, when looking at these results, we should also take into account the big 
disadvantage of SPT; the enormous variation in throughput time, where some orders 
have an very long lead time.   
 

  

Waiting 
time 
capacity 

Waiting 
time 
spare 
pars 

Total 
time 

Half 
width In days 

Scenario 8 FIFO 275.8703 154.3141 446.0595 29.94758 18.58581 
Scenario 8 SPT 151.0854 154.9641 321.9246 7.775779 13.41352 

Table 4-6 FIFO against SPT 
 

4.6 Conclusions Simulation Study 
 The simulation study has shown a number of value conclusions: 

- A utilization rate of 95% (scenarios 1 until 4) gives a too large 
throughput time, which is undesirable. 

- Little ‘smart’ changes in the spare parts policy saves money and 
increases the throughput time only a bit. Those ‘smart’ changes are for 
example keeping slow movers more expensive than 2500 Dollars not 
on stock.   

- With a utilization rate of 85%, it is smarter to keep only the spare parts 
on stock which are not centrally kept on stock, in stead of keeping fast 
movers on stock.  

- The order priority on the floor can reduce the throughput time 
enormous.  

  

4.7 Implementation Issues 
From the simulation results it follows that no direct need is for changing the 
utilization, however the spare parts policies should be changed. This changing of the 
spare parts policy asks for a big investment once, to buy all the spare parts. The spare 
parts which are currently kept on stock, but in the new policy not need to kept on 
stock, can slowly be lowered by the demand from customer orders. There is no need 
to sell those spare parts; only when the money from selling is needed for the 
investment in the new spare parts.  
 
Above, the implementation issues for this moment are described. However, when in 
the future the parameters change, this information is not anymore up to date.  
Therefore it can be wise to repeat the simulation with the new parameters and discuss 
the results once again. When this is desirable, the Arena Software Package should be 
bought. The costs for the for a small business edition of Arena, for which this model 
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is compatible, is 10.000 Euros. In addition an employee should be trained to work 
with Arena to handle every year the updates of the simulation model; the costs for a 
four days introduction training for Arena are 2000 Dollars. Of course for every yearly 
update of the model the employee should spend time on this subject; computing the 
new parameters, changing the model and evaluating the results. The estimated for this 
work is one week per year, from which this employee is not available for its usual 
work.  
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5 Conclusion & Recommendations   
 
This chapter discusses the main conclusions and recommendations that follow from 
the research project. The research assignment has been discussed in section 2.8 and 
was formulated as follows:  
‘The high uncertainty factor with respect to the demand of the customer order results 
in control problems for capacity and spare parts inventory. Given a budget, a right 
balance between those two elements is important in this maintenance environment. 
With a right balance, implying low costs, the throughput time can be minimized. A 
minimized throughput time pleases customers.’   
 

5.1 Conclusions 
After the analysis of the WIP was determined that the number and value of orders in 
the WIP are mainly determined by the four elements;  

1. The disturbing effect of demand variability on the capacity control 
2. Shortage of spare parts  
3. Customer conflicts 
4. Non CSL orders.  

 
The redesign of this research has mainly focused on the first two elements, while the 
customer conflicts are left out of scope. The Non CSL orders are assumed to be CSL 
and the due date for all orders is supposed to be the same.  
 
The repair shop is simulated in Arena where the two main parameters were the spare 
parts policy and the utilization of capacity. Both these parameters influence the 
throughput time and thereby the WIP. However, those parameters can not be seen 
apart from each other, because they also have a disturbing effect on each other, 
resulting in simulation as the best way to handle this problem.  
 
The simulation gave us the insight that the extreme situations, like holding no stock 
with a very low utilization rate, or keeping everything on stock with a high utilization 
rate resulted in very large throughput times. The most important lesson learned of this 
research is that a right balance should be chosen for the investment in capacity against 
the investment in throughput time. At this moment we know that we can recommend 
keeping the utilization rate at 80%, however if the average throughput time of 15 days 
for all orders becomes very important, it is wise to lower the utilization rate to 75%.  
 
From the simulation results follows that the policy for the inventory must be focused 
on the not centrally kept parts. These parts have a large lead time and this lead time 
increases the throughput time of the products. This policy clearly outperformed the 
current policy of only keeping fast movers on stock, under a utilization rate of 85%. In 
addition show that results also the fast movers, which are centrally kept on stock, have 
a positive influence on the throughput time when they are kept on stock. However, 
with respect to the current situation it does not seem necessary to keep also those 
items on stock.  
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The current due date at HSM is 15 days for the complete process, but only for CSL 
orders. This includes also administrative tasks and sending and receiving, taking care 
for approximately 5 days. Under the current policy HSM was able to achieve the due 
date for CSL customers in approximately 90% of the cases. Under the new policy, 
which decreases the throughput time, it is supposed that this CSL percentage will not 
decrease, most likely will increase.   
 

5.2 Recommendations 
In this section the recommendations for further research are discussed. The first 
section 5.2.1 describes the recommendations for Non CSL orders, and the second 
section 5.2.2 describes the recommendations for customer conflicts. The third section 
5.2.3 describes more the general recommendations, while section 5.2.3 describes 
specific recommendations for the simulation model. 
 

5.2.1 Recommendations Non CSL 
This high percentage of Non CSL order in WIP is relatively easy to decrease, the 
instruction of the leaders (who determine on which order to work) should be better. 
When those leaders have the insight that it is not wise to stop working on orders with 
parts allocated, and those leaders are not only judged on the percentage of the orders 
which is delivered on time, this percentage will decrease. In this way the WIP will 
also decrease, because the priority rules currently followed do increase the WIP.  
However, the question remains if this will work in practice. HSM is judged by the 
ACE organization and to keep their ‘ACE gold’ (the highest possible) status, the CSL 
level should be high. When the Non CSL orders get more priority, which will 
probably lead to a lower WIP, the chances of achieving the required CSL level 
decrease.  
Therefore it is probably wise to give the Non CSL orders another due date, like a due 
date for 40 days. This prevents orders staying a long time on the floor without reasons 
and moreover gives the leaders of the BU freedom to do these military orders at a 
moment when the work floor is more quiet.  
 

5.2.2 Recommendations Customer Conflicts 
The customer conflicts have a high contribution to WIP. On the one hand, the value of 
the real conflicts in WIP is high, on the other the number of orders in WIP is high 
because of the number of days an order is in ‘Hold’.  
The customer conflicts are left out of scope of the redesign, but recommend is to 
finish those products and do not let them stay on the work floor. This causes 
unnecessary work in process.  
For the many days customers wait to give an approval, we recommend to keep in 
contact with the customer and ask more frequently for the approval. The current 
policy of HSM is changed more to this ‘remember policy’ and it seems that it pays 
off.   
However, the hold phase is also a valuable tool in more quiet times, when the 
possibility exists to push orders to the repair phase. In this way the utilization rate can 
be more controlled, which gives better results on the work floor. It is important to use 
this tool when needed.   
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5.2.3 General Recommendations 
The influence of both spare parts and capacity on the throughput time of an order is a 
very interesting subject for repair shops. Therefore some more research on this topic 
is required to get more insights in how those two main parameters react on each other 
and on the throughput time.  More spare parts control polices and a more complex 
capacity control, with more specialized employees are a possible extension of this 
research.  
 
An extension on this research could also be the research of the different order 
prioritization rules which can be used on the floor. Already is showed that SPT has a 
decreasing effect on the throughput time; however the disadvantage is the big 
spreading of throughput times. The effect of other order prioritization policies, which 
harm less the spreading of the throughput time, are interesting subjects for new 
research.    
 

5.2.4 Recommendations Simulation Model 
In this section the various recommendations of the simulation model are described  
 

- A recommendation would be to execute more simulations with 
multiple distributions for the Hold phase and to compare the results.   

- A recommendation would be to estimate a percentage for out of stocks 
of HS and add these to the simulation model to get more reliable 
results 

- A recommendation would be to keep up with the lead times of spare 
parts not centrally kept and to add this, when enough data is available 
in the simulation model.  

- A recommendation is to do a simulation with multiple scenarios 
(increasing, equal and decreasing demand), whereby the parameters of 
the binomial distributions differ. On the basis of these multiple 
scenarios the risk for chosen a certain strategy can be determined.  

- A recommendation for further research is to do more simulations with 
multiple distributions for the operation times. Afterwards, the different 
influences of the different distributions can be compared.  
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Appendix A 
 
Intakes  
 
Data Weekly 
14rf 
 Negative Binomial 
Chi-Squared 10.9238 
D.f. 14 
P-Value 0.692012 
 
 
14sf 
 Negative Binomial 
Chi-Squared 20.9979 
D.f. 22 
P-Value 0.52087 
 
 
247f 
 Negative Binomial 
Chi-Squared 2.86197 
D.f. 4 
P-Value 0.581184 
 
 
24pf 
 Negative Binomial 
Chi-Squared 14.2939 
D.f. 8 
P-Value 0.0744194 
 
 
568f 
 Negative Binomial 
Chi-Squared 24.1446 
D.f. 16 
P-Value 0.0863931 
 
 
Atp 
 Negative Binomial 
Chi-Squared 17.0469 
D.f. 11 
P-Value 0.106496 
 

Negative Binomial 
event probability = 0.197411 
number of successes = 1.37884 

Negative Binomial 
event probability = 0.307615 
number of successes = 7.33493 

Negative Binomial 
event probability = 0.339104 
number of successes = 0.611769 

Negative Binomial 
event probability = 0.239839 
number of successes = 0.934398 

Negative Binomial 
event probability = 0.213603 
number of successes = 1.95359 

Negative Binomial 
event probability = 0.199452 
number of successes = 1.01574 
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Intakes 
 
Data Daily 
14rf 
 Negative Binomial 
Chi-Squared 11.7918 
D.f. 10 
P-Value 0.299231 
 
 
14sf 
 Negative Binomial 
Chi-Squared 13.9258 
D.f. 14 
P-Value 0.455253 
 
 
247f 
 Negative Binomial 
Chi-Squared 3.87172 
D.f. 3 
P-Value 0.27565 
 
 
24pf 
 Negative Binomial 
Chi-Squared 25.5164 
D.f. 7 
P-Value 0.000614316 
 
 
568f 
 Negative Binomial 
Chi-Squared 26.654 
D.f. 10 
P-Value 0.00295336 
 
 
atp 
 Negative Binomial 
Chi-Squared 20.195 
D.f. 8 
P-Value 0.0096228 
 

Negative Binomial 
event probability = 0.196756 
number of successes = 0.274628 

Negative Binomial 
event probability = 0.284686 
number of successes = 1.31413 

Negative Binomial 
event probability = 0.337749 
number of successes = 0.121616 

Negative Binomial 
event probability = 0.223802 
number of successes = 0.170781 

Negative Binomial 
event probability = 0.233153 
number of successes = 0.43735 

Negative Binomial 
event probability = 0.21284 
number of successes = 0.220471 
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Appendix B 

Table Dedicated employees 2006  
2 2

( / /1) *
1 2

a e
Q

c cWIP G G ρ
ρ

⎛ ⎞+
= ⎜ ⎟− ⎝ ⎠

  

Hopp and Spearman (2000)   
Where QWIP  is the queue length 
 ρ is the utilization rate employee 

2
ac  is the coefficient of variation of the arrival rate 

 2
ec  is the coefficient of variation of the process times 

In this case 2
ac  = (0.85)2 and 2

ec =(1.15)2 

  UTILIZATION P2   UTILIZATION TOTAL   QUEUE P2 

Name 
Jan 
Feb 

March 
AprIl 

May 
une 

July 
Aug 

Sep 
Oct 

Nov 
Dec   

Jan 
Feb 

March 
April 

May 
June 

July 
Aug 

Sep 
Oct 

Nov 
Dec   

Jan 
Feb 

March 
April 

May 
June 

July 
Aug 

Sep 
Oct 

Nov 
Dec 

de
di

ca
te

d 
em

pl
oy

ee
s 

Employee 1 0.87 0.95 0.81 0.91 0.92 0.85   0.88 0.95 0.81 0.91 0.92 0.85   6.63 19.23 4.12 10.52 11.28 5.73 

Employee 2 0.71 0.81 0.86 0.97 0.67 0.93   0.71 0.81 0.86 0.97 0.71 0.93   2.41 4.31 6.22 32.35 1.98 13.85 

Employee 3 0.04 0.18 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.09   0.04 0.18 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.09   0.04 0.22 0.03 0.02 0.04 0.10 

Employee 4 0.66 0.76 0.72 0.94 0.71 0.85   0.66 0.76 0.72 0.94 0.71 0.85   1.95 3.14 2.52 16.57 2.47 5.63 

Employee 5 0.73 0.79 0.82 0.88 0.81 0.82   0.73 0.82 0.83 0.90 0.83 0.84   2.67 3.78 4.39 7.46 4.19 4.41 

Employee 6 0.70 0.90 0.85 0.86 0.87 0.63   0.70 0.91 0.85 0.86 0.89 0.63   2.32 9.41 5.65 6.18 6.37 1.65 

Employee 7 0.35 0.65 0.61 0.72 0.40 0.69   0.77 0.78 0.88 0.89 0.52 0.69   0.54 1.87 1.52 2.50 0.65 2.21 

Employee 8 0.67 0.81 0.81 0.91 0.80 0.74   0.68 0.83 0.81 0.92 0.83 0.76   1.98 4.29 4.20 10.31 3.85 2.80 

Employee 9 0.78 0.83 0.89 0.83 0.77 0.90   0.78 0.84 0.89 0.83 0.77 0.90   3.51 4.83 8.06 4.89 3.36 8.52 

Employee 10 0.86 0.93 0.89 0.95 0.78 0.91   0.86 0.93 0.89 0.95 0.82 0.91   6.01 12.39 8.19 18.11 3.54 9.56 

Employee 11 0.75 0.76 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00   0.75 0.76 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00   3.02 3.14 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Total Queue Length                             31 67 45 109 38 54 
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Appendix C 
  UTILIZATION P2   UTILIZATION TOTAL   QUEUE P2 

Name 
Jan 
Feb 

March 
AprIl 

May 
June 

July 
Aug 

Sep 
Oct 

Nov 
Dec   

Jan 
Feb 

March 
April 

May 
June 

July 
Aug 

Sep 
Oct 

Nov 
Dec   

Jan 
Feb 

March 
April 

May 
June 

July 
Aug 

Sep 
Oct 

Nov 
Dec 

no
n-

de
di

ca
te

d 
em

pl
oy

ee
s 

Employee 1 0.00 0.19 0.46 0.37 0.59 0.47   0.86 0.88 0.88 0.92 0.88 0.92   0.00 1.54 3.90 4.89 4.88 6.03 

Employee 2 0.00 0.06 0.24 0.07 0.11 0.01   0.50 0.68 0.84 0.90 0.81 0.74   0.00 0.18 1.44 0.66 0.56 0.03 

Employee 3 0.01 0.00 0.54 0.35 0.63 0.20   0.89 0.30 0.83 0.90 0.85 0.82   0.07 0.00 3.17 3.57 4.20 1.14 

Employee 4 0.17 0.25 0.35 0.40 0.45 0.28   0.54 0.59 0.77 0.88 0.83 0.83   0.36 0.59 1.54 3.26 2.56 1.67 

Employee 5 0.36 0.61           0.72 0.84           1.26 3.65 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Employee 6 0.19 0.27 0.30 0.20 0.13 0.21   0.65 0.72 0.70 0.72 0.35 0.72   0.53 0.94 1.00 0.73 0.19 0.74 

Employee 7 0.28 0.43 0.54 0.51 0.62 0.54   0.71 0.72 0.76 0.89 0.86 0.74   0.94 1.55 2.21 4.42 4.33 2.05 

Employee 8 0.02 0.39 0.68 0.78 0.61 0.58   0.29 0.43 0.73 0.81 0.70 0.77   0.03 0.68 2.47 4.06 1.98 2.52 

Employee 9 0.15 0.32 0.48 0.36 0.23 0.34   0.72 0.89 0.88 0.88 0.52 0.88   0.53 2.97 3.98 2.89 0.47 2.80 

Employee 10 0.25 0.39 0.37 0.41 0.30 0.29   0.76 0.92 0.83 0.94 0.83 0.69   1.04 4.75 2.13 7.19 1.72 0.94 

Employee 11 0.19 0.48 0.58 0.13 0.20 0.00   0.68 0.76 0.63 0.68 0.25 0.00   0.58 1.98 1.55 0.39 0.00 0.00 

Employee 12 0.28 0.23 0.34 0.29 0.43 0.41   0.81 0.63 0.64 0.84 0.81 0.63   1.45 0.61 0.95 1.83 2.21 1.08 

Employee 13 0.00 0.06 0.36 0.45 0.77 0.79   0.76 0.79 0.85 0.95 0.88 0.92   0.00 0.27 2.42 8.78 6.30 9.93 

Employee 14 0.69 0.76 0.71 0.90 0.70 0.57   0.70 0.83 0.85 0.92 0.83 0.62   2.29 4.38 4.67 11.61 4.19 1.46 

Employee 15 0.34 0.35 0.30 0.32 0.38 0.27   0.71 0.83 0.79 0.87 0.73 0.73   1.17 2.05 1.38 2.47 1.38 0.98 

Employee 16 0.42 0.76 0.65 0.60 0.72 0.46   0.85 0.87 0.85 0.87 0.82 0.81   2.90 5.86 4.17 4.67 3.87 2.46 

Employee 17 0.25 0.35 0.35 0.42   0.31   0.68 0.72 0.64 0.86   0.49   0.76 1.23 0.96 3.04 0.00 0.60 

Total Queue Length                             14 33 38 64 39 34 
Table Non-Dedicated employees 2006  

2 2

1 2
total a e CP

CP
total total

c cw ρ ρ
ρ ρ

⎛ ⎞+
= ⋅ ⋅⎜ ⎟− ⎝ ⎠

 

In this case 2
ac  = (0.85)2 and 2

ec =(1.15)2 
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Appendix D 
  UTILIZATION P2   UTILIZATION TOTAL   QUEUE P2 

Name 
Jan 
Feb 

March 
AprIl 

May 
June 

July 
Aug 

Sep 
Oct 

Nov 
Dec   

Jan 
Feb 

March 
April 

May 
June 

July 
Aug 

Sep 
Oct NovDec   

Jan 
Feb 

March 
April 

May 
June 

July 
Aug 

Sep 
Oct 

Nov 
Dec 

de
di
ca
te
d 
em

pl
oy
ee
s 

Employee 1 0.98 0.64           0.98 0.82           50.95 1.73 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Employee 2 0.98 0.86 0.93 0.96 0.79 0.85   0.98 0.96 0.93 0.96 0.79 0.93   38.71 5.94 13.66 24.81 3.82 5.42 

Employee 3 0.98 0.97 0.89 0.97 0.75 0.50   0.98 0.99 0.90 0.97 0.81 0.52   38.72 32.03 7.89 30.10 3.03 0.99 

Employee 4 0.85 0.77 0.93 0.97 0.87 0.75   0.85 0.89 0.93 0.97 0.93 0.81   5.64 3.28 12.26 27.98 6.71 2.97 

Employee 5 0.90 0.64 0.81 0.85 0.70 0.73   0.92 0.82 0.83 0.88 0.72 0.86   8.73 1.74 4.27 5.61 2.36 2.74 

Employee 6 0.87 0.75 0.86 0.84 0.70 0.61   0.87 0.88 0.86 0.84 0.70 0.65   6.67 3.02 5.98 5.32 2.30 1.56 

Employee 7 0.84 0.67 0.78 0.60 0.55 0.55   0.95 0.93 0.84 0.80 0.67 0.56   5.16 1.99 3.51 1.51 1.19 1.19 

Employee 8     0.64 0.97 0.91 0.89       0.64 0.97 0.91 0.94   0.00 0.00 1.74 33.02 9.60 8.28 

Employee 9 0.82 0.71 0.76 0.88 0.74 0.75   0.86 0.88 0.84 0.90 0.80 0.83   4.50 2.48 3.07 7.28 2.79 2.94 

Employee 10 0.98 0.78 0.87 0.91 0.37 0.38   0.98 0.89 0.87 0.91 0.37 0.38   39.57 3.49 6.90 10.05 0.58 0.60 

Employee 11 0.80 0.79 0.25 0.88 0.69 0.77   0.80 0.91 0.25 0.88 0.71 0.78   3.99 3.81 0.34 7.47 2.16 3.31 

Employee 12 0.66 0.70 0.24 0.71 0.76 0.59   0.68 0.85 0.30 0.72 0.78 0.60   1.93 2.35 0.31 2.39 3.06 1.40 

Employee 13 0.90 0.56 0.78 0.63 0.42 0.20   0.90 0.79 0.78 0.63 0.43 0.22   9.40 1.28 3.41 1.67 0.71 0.25 

Employee 14   0.00 0.32 0.53 0.58 0.51     0.50 0.32 0.53 0.58 0.51   0.00 0.00 0.47 1.11 1.39 1.02 

TOTAL                             214 63 64 158 40 33 
Table Dedicated employees 2007 
 

2 2

( / /1) *
1 2

a e
Q

c cWIP G G ρ
ρ

⎛ ⎞+
= ⎜ ⎟− ⎝ ⎠

  

In this case 2
ac  = (0.85)2 and 2

ec =(1.15)2 
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Appendix E 
  UTILIZATION P2   UTILIZATION TOTAL   QUEUE P2 

Name 
Jan 
Feb 

March 
AprIl 

May 
June 

July 
Aug 

Sep 
Oct 

Nov 
Dec   

Jan 
Feb 

March 
April 

May 
June 

July 
Aug 

Sep 
Oct 

Nov 
Dec   

Jan 
Feb 

March 
April 

May 
June 

July 
Aug 

Sep 
Oct 

Nov 
Dec 

no
n‐
de

di
ca
te
d 
em

pl
oy
ee
s 

Employee 1 0.73 0.51 0.77 0.64 0.46 0.62   0.87 0.89 0.96 0.87 0.61 0.83   5.70 4.45 21.35 4.89 1.17 3.68 

Employee 2 0.47 0.53 0.89 0.53 0.22 0.75   0.83 0.94 0.95 0.83 0.72 0.80   2.70 8.84 16.98 3.02 0.75 3.67 

Employee 3 0.75 0.70 0.79 0.90 0.39 0.79   0.91 0.92 0.86 0.92 0.44 0.82   7.85 8.57 5.73 11.21 0.68 4.34 

Employee 4 0.77 0.39 0.43 0.58 0.53 0.23   0.86 0.82 0.74 0.87 0.68 0.71   5.40 2.19 1.63 4.54 1.64 0.80 

Employee 5       0.75 0.64 0.68         0.75 0.79 0.79   0.00 0.00 0.00 2.92 3.05 3.23 

Employee 6 0.72 0.64 0.49 0.56 0.20 0.11   0.90 0.87 0.76 0.87 0.47 0.52   7.29 4.92 1.99 4.26 0.37 0.22 

Employee 7     0.45 0.83 0.62 0.67       0.58 0.88 0.92 0.80   0.00 0.00 1.06 6.69 7.42 3.36 

Employee 8 0.45 0.19 0.45 0.36 0.34 0.32   0.93 0.75 0.95 0.80 0.99 0.79   6.40 0.77 9.65 1.76 26.38 1.49 

Employee 9 0.25 0.39 0.91         0.85 0.81 1.00         1.67 2.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Employee 10 0.55 0.49 0.62 0.60 0.50 0.56   0.78 0.85 0.92 0.73 0.74 0.76   2.45 3.13 7.66 2.18 1.87 2.31 

Employee 11 0.47 0.38 0.44 0.55 0.40 0.38   0.76 0.85 0.72 0.72 0.67 0.61   1.95 2.48 1.55 1.91 1.20 0.96 

Employee 12 0.36 0.38 0.52 0.68 0.43 0.55   0.76 0.86 0.85 0.91 0.72 0.77   1.52 2.64 3.37 7.55 1.48 2.33 

Employee 13 0.31 0.35 0.52 0.39 0.34 0.40   0.42 0.74 0.71 0.78 0.69 0.73   0.53 1.33 1.77 1.78 1.08 1.48 

Employee 14 0.33 0.30 0.31 0.58 0.50 0.65   0.77 0.90 0.91 0.90 0.82 0.78   1.45 2.90 3.61 6.01 2.76 2.93 

Employee 15 0.38 0.26 0.37 0.47 0.41 0.30   0.76 0.81 0.86 0.67 0.64 0.69   1.53 1.40 2.65 1.37 1.12 0.94 

Employee 16       0.00 0.30 0.76         0.00 0.39 0.76   0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.49 3.19 

Employee 17 0.12 0.02 0.04 0.31 0.16 0.29   0.83 0.88 0.86 0.89 0.85 0.88   0.69 0.19 0.25 2.76 1.02 2.47 

TOTAL                             47 46 79 63 52 37 
Table Non Dedicated employees 2007 

2 2

1 2
total a e CP

CP
total total

c cw ρ ρ
ρ ρ

⎛ ⎞+
= ⋅ ⋅⎜ ⎟− ⎝ ⎠

  In this case 2
ac  = (0.85)2 and 2

ec =(1.15)2 
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Appendix F 
 

G/G/1 

2006 2007 

  Jan/Feb March/April May/June July/Aug Sept/Oct Nov/Dec Jan/Feb March/April May/June July/Aug Sept/Oct Nov/Dec 
Queue length 
Dedicated 31,08 66,60 44,90 108,91 37,72 54,46 213,97 63,12 63,80 158,32 39,70 32,66 
Queue length 
Non dedicated 13,93 33,23 37,95 64,47 38,85 34,42 47,13 45,86 79,25 62,85 52,48 37,42 

Total 45,01 99,83 82,85 173,38 76,57 88,89 261,10 108,98 143,04 221,17 92,17 70,08 

M/M/1 

2006 2007 

  Jan/Feb March/April May/June July/Aug Sept/Oct Nov/Dec Jan/Feb March/April May/June July/Aug Sept/Oct Nov/Dec 
Queue length 
Dedicated 31,41 67,32 45,39 110,09 38,13 55,05 216,28 63,80 64,49 160,03 40,13 33,01 
Queue length 
Non dedicated 14,08 33,59 38,36 65,16 39,27 34,80 47,64 46,36 80,10 63,53 53,04 37,82 

Total 45,50 100,91 83,75 175,26 77,40 89,85 263,92 110,16 144,59 223,57 93,17 70,84 

Difference 0,49 1,08 0,90 1,88 0,83 0,96 2,82 1,18 1,55 2,39 1,00 0,76 

% 1,08 
 
 

The G/G/1 part in the table shows the results described in the report under the current assumptions. However, when we assume an 
M/M/1 system, the results change and can be found in the M/M/1 part of the table. As can be seen, the results do not differ much, the 
M/M/1 queue lengths are 1,08% higher than under the G/G/1 assumption. 
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Appendix G  
  
 Qualification Parameters Parameters Category 
1 Healthy orders TAT < 16 DIH < 31 

Healthy 2 Healthy orders with high DIH TAT < 16 30 < DIH < 181  
3 Healthy A 15 < TAT < 21 DIH < 31 
4 Healthy B 15 < TAT < 21 30 < DIH < 181 
5 Rest2 TAT < 21 DIH > 180 
6 Shortage parts Turn back = Parts  Parts 

7 Shortage  skilled capacity Turn back = skilled 
capacity 

 Demand 

variability 8 Shortage capacity Turn back = capacity  

9 Escape Turn back = Escape  

Other 

10 Outsource Turn back = 
Outsource 

 

11 BUR/Shipping/Other Turn back = BUR  
12 Visual Factory Turn back = Visual 

Factory 
 

13 Write Up Turn back = Write 
Up 

 

14 Not Put on Hold Turn back = 
Not Put on Hold 

 

15 Exclude *****  
16 Other Turn back = Other  
17 Customer Hold Added parts > 100 

euro 
Customer 

18 NON CSL/ Overdue Military, or no turn 
back reason 

 Non CSL 

Table The Classification of Orders 
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Appendix H 

Total 

TAT < 
15, DIH 
< 180 

15 < 
TAT < 
20, DIH 
> 180 

TAT > 
20, DIH 
> 180 Parts 

Demand 
variability Customer 

Non 
CSL 

Other 
(small)   

Not 
shipped 

Not 
shipped 
customer 

Not 
shipped 
parts   

Code H+A D+B X P C+S F       # #F #P Total 
jan-06 37 82 47 7 1 6 22 14   6 0 0 222 
feb-06 17 85 48 5 0 13 18 7   6 0 0 199 
mrt-06 28 85 42 4 0 6 26 5   7 0 0 203 
apr-06 55 92 45 5 2 15 28 4   8 0 0 254 
mei-06 44 55 44 6 1 15 15 6   8 0 0 194 
jun-06 38 53 43 10 0 18 12 4   10 2 0 188 
jul-06 33 92 45 21 6 10 23 12   14 1 3 256 
aug-06 34 81 44 16 3 13 19 12   12 1 3 234 
sep-06 31 79 42 12 2 21 16 9   14 1 4 226 
okt-06 55 70 48 14 3 5 22 9   9 0 4 235 
nov-06 49 64 44 13 6 4 27 14   10 0 5 231 
dec-06 30 80 36 8 4 2 27 10   14 0 6 211 
jan-07 22 66 39 13 19 1 25 20   14 1 6 219 
feb-07 31 109 37 12 8 3 27 15   14 1 6 256 
mrt-07 37 109 35 12 17 5 19 16   19 1 6 269 
apr-07 14 106 37 11 42 3 36 19   27 3 8 295 
mei-07 28 79 45 13 46 4 52 20   32 3 8 319 
jun/jul-07                           
aug-07 21 100 36 6 40 17 55 23   51 4 12 349 
sep-07 44 67 33 7 16 11 28 25   66 4 18 297 
okt-07 24 58 28 13 8 8 39 24   84 6 26 286 
nov-07 15 80 17 11 2 5 52 10   159 8 44 351 
dec-07 19 21 4 8 1 1 23 8   237 15 67 322 
                  TotalShipped         
avg 2006 37.6 76.5 44.0 10.1 2.3 10.7 21.3 8.8 211.3 9.8 0.4 2.1 221.1 
%_2006 0.18 0.36 0.21 0.05 0.01 0.05 0.10 0.04 1 1 0.04 0.21   
avg total 32.1 77.9 38.1 10.3 10.3 8.5 27.8 13.0 218.0 37.3 2.3 10.3 255.3 
% total 0.15 0.36 0.17 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.13 0.06 1 1 0.06 0.275274   

Table The number of W-orders in the WIP in the years 2006-2007 in all possible states (W,H,R,A,P,N) 
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Total 

TAT < 
15, DIH 
< 180 

15 < 
TAT < 
20, DIH 
> 180 

TAT > 
20, DIH 
> 180 Parts 

Demand 
variability Customer 

Non 
CSL 

Other 
(small)   

Not 
shipped 

Not 
shipped 
customer 

Not 
shipped 
parts   

Code H+A D+B X P C+S F       # #F #P Total 
jan-06 24 55 30 7 1 0 21 12   5 0 0 155 
feb-06 14 63 34 4 0 0 18 5   5 0 0 143 
mrt-06 25 62 31 3 0 0 25 5   6 0 0 157 
apr-06 50 69 32 3 2 0 26 3   6 0 0 191 
mei-06 36 35 28 4 1 0 14 5   7 0 0 130 
jun-06 33 27 28 9 0 0 11 4   7 0 0 119 
jul-06 31 83 29 15 6 0 21 10   11 0 3 206 
aug-06 29 69 28 14 3 0 18 10   9 0 3 180 
sep-06 29 60 26 10 2 0 14 7   10 0 4 158 
okt-06 50 57 29 12 2 0 17 8   7 0 4 182 
nov-06 47 46 24 13 5 0 23 13   8 0 5 179 
dec-06 28 57 18 8 1 0 23 9   12 0 6 156 
jan-07 21 42 17 13 16 0 19 18   10 0 6 156 
feb-07 30 77 14 10 5 0 25 14   10 0 6 185 
mrt-07 37 83 14 10 14 0 16 15   12 0 6 201 
apr-07 12 86 14 9 31 0 31 14   12 0 7 209 
mei-07 27 62 23 10 37 0 47 16   13 0 6 235 
jun/jul-07                           
aug-07 19 60 16 5 35 0 45 17   12 0 5 209 
sep-07 37 35 15 5 12 0 21 18   24 0 12 167 
okt-07 21 30 14 12 5 0 34 16   39 0 19 171 
nov-07 15 48 12 11 2 0 46 8   87 0 35 229 
dec-07 16 15 4 7 1 0 22 7   141 0 62 213 
                  TotalShipped         
avg 2006 33.0 56.9 28.1 8.5 1.9 0.0 19.3 7.6 155.3 7.8 0.0 2.1 163.0 
%_2006 0.21 0.37 0.18 0.05 0.01 0.00 0.12 0.05 1 1 0.00 0.268817   
avg total 28.7 55.5 21.8 8.8 8.2 0.0 24.4 10.6 158.1 20.6 0.0 8.6 178.7 
% total 0.18 0.35 0.14 0.06 0.05 0.00 0.15 0.07 1 1 0.00 0.417219   

Table The number of W-orders in the WIP in the years 2006-2007 in all possible states (W,R,A,P,N) besides HOLD 
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Appendix J 

Total 

TAT < 
15, DIH 
< 180 

15 < 
TAT < 
20, DIH 
> 180 

TAT > 
20, DIH 
> 180 Parts 

Demand 
variability Customer 

Non 
CSL 

Other 
(small)   

Not 
shipped 

Not 
shipped 
customer 

Not 
shipped 
parts   

Code H+A D+B X P C+S F       # #F #P Total 
jan-06 29203 82338 26201 45411 154 14289 27887 17665   7940 0 0 251088 
feb-06 8485 91765 70629 13923 0 44589 17607 23257 8687 0 0 278942 
mrt-06 11348 77916 67185 8309 0 31969 30160 3446   8755 0 0 239088 
apr-06 54076 55823 83973 2417 3665 69442 41928 9894   10354 0 0 331572 
mei-06 47268 77583 60684 2235 248 64878 28957 10908   14357 0 0 307118 
jun-06 42885 97807 55539 36572 0 76939 18984 9068   25134 16247 0 362928 
jul-06 29096 94798 88933 52218 1196 69954 17845 18395   19757 10567 0 392192 
aug-06 50445 102427 79428 66746 4615 62664 15372 27099   20021 10567 0 428817 
sep-06 22472 84696 79819 27801 14756 99361 22041 38832   33700 10567 13150 423478 
okt-06 47436 89911 79026 26874 5973 43677 29346 24142   17779 0 11288 364164 
nov-06 47534 89917 67088 44391 13631 16745 30530 29469   17779 0 11288 357084 
dec-06 29617 156585 54650 31131 1917 11199 43125 17569   19551 0 11337 365344 
jan-07 11239 84287 41722 51440 18673 1813 35751 31850   30861 4817 11337 307636 
feb-07 38011 161283 38035 45918 17322 5875 57241 28797   24830 5452 11337 417312 
mrt-07 34999 146561 29698 35813 10973 9984 65555 39551   27398 5452 11367 400532 
apr-07 20574 166546 26094 50661 69776 12233 27445 29279   39761 14379 11972 442369 
mei-07 29263 137499 26913 44131 70551 13540 45375 60311   43526 18280 9395 471109 
jun/jul-07                           
aug-07 13120 222662 25977 86427 200282 58351 62950 50398   92407 30815 32333 812574 
sep-07 56915 114634 31819 64696 103588 55029 39387 30288   116702 30943 45772 613058 
okt-07 26781 108067 14171 26289 27550 42515 61924 68730   229657 48466 131386 605684 
nov-07 19767 88985 21745 59239 5994 30157 125866 23101   388217 52635 207003 763071 
dec-07 15882 30695 1543 41629 2601 4273 84510 18565   623738 101998 257055 823436 
                  TotalShipped         
avg 2006 34989 91797 67763 29836 3846 50476 26982 19145 324833 16985 3996 3922 341818 
%_2006 0.11 0.28 0.21 0.09 0.01 0.16 0.08 0.06     0.24 0.230912   
avg total 31201 107399 48676 39285 26067 38158 42263 27755 360804 82769 16418 35274 443573 
% total 0.09 0.30 0.13 0.11 0.07 0.11 0.12 0.08     0.20 0.426171   

Table The value of W-orders in the WIP in the years 2006-2007 in all possible states (W,H,R,A,P,) 
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Appendix K 

Total 

TAT < 
15, DIH 
< 180 

15 < 
TAT < 
20, DIH 
> 180 

TAT > 
20, DIH 
> 180 Parts 

Demand 
variability Customer 

Non 
CSL 

Other 
(small)   

Not 
shipped 

Not 
shipped 
customer 

Not 
shipped 
parts   

Code H+A D+B X P C+S F       # #F #P Total 
jan-06 25135 60319 16644 45411 154 0 26628 12807 5445 0 0 192543 
feb-06 6570 58194 52919 13805 0 0 17607 17920 5459 0 0 172474 
mrt-06 10653 47997 47784 8191 0 0 29410 3446 5527 0 0 153008 
apr-06 51501 9400 52069 1442 3665 0 41548 2287 5527 0 0 167439 
mei-06 44754 34991 24033 1238 248 0 27459 3301 11129 0 0 147153 
jun-06 41421 40393 24486 29180 0 0 18791 9068 5659 0 0 168998 
jul-06 28195 79969 27597 45456 1196 0 17652 11254 5527 0 0 216846 
aug-06 47370 86027 30918 62496 4615 0 15179 25090 5527 0 0 277222 
sep-06 19482 47320 32482 25781 14756 0 20599 30715 18677 0 13150 209812 
okt-06 44090 73888 35932 25190 5856 0 25080 23907 16815 0 11288 250758 
nov-06 46944 71746 46681 44391 13514 0 28105 28593 16815 0 11288 296789 
dec-06 29011 132300 41503 31131 0 0 40467 16693 18587 0 11337 309692 
jan-07 10732 63655 28321 51440 17453 0 29435 29519 24593 0 11337 255148 
feb-07 38011 144143 20913 42572 13658 0 54237 27785 17105 0 11337 358424 
mrt-07 34999 130319 14532 32437 6650 0 61849 38539 17848 0 11367 337173 
apr-07 19421 153747 10314 43512 59456 0 24807 21674 17386 0 11445 350317 
mei-07 29224 127134 10791 40403 61174 0 42732 53441 13406 0 7807 378305 
jun/jul-07 
aug-07 12664 176840 7933 86427 196274 0 58756 39603 32663 0 27169 611160 
sep-07 50328 70596 6073 64031 99751 0 32857 20914 52188 0 40891 396738 
okt-07 26119 77789 4498 25019 24535 0 58883 44003 144319 0 126781 405165 
nov-07 19767 59975 16802 59239 5994 0 121340 6791 278486 0 200151 568394 
dec-07 15271 23779 1543 41560 2601 0 83648 18011 450392 0 253326 636805 
                  TotalShipped         
avg 2006 32927 61879 36087 27809 3667 0 25710 15423 203503 10058 0 3922 213561 
%_2006 0.16 0.30 0.18 0.14 0.02 0.00 0.13 0.08     0.00 0.389937   
avg total 27153 73772 23115 34181 22148 0 36545 20223 237137 48712 0 31195 311835 
% total 0.11 0.31 0.10 0.14 0.09 0.00 0.15 0.09     0.00 0.640396   

Table The value of W-orders in the WIP in the years 2006-2007 in all possible states (W,R,A,P,N) besides HOLD
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Appendix L 
 

The goal of this derivation is to get an expression for the number of orders in WIP. 
Finally the goal is to determine throughput time of one order without assuming infinity 
capacity. 

 

Analytical view 
Slepchenkto et al (2002) calculates the pipeline characteristics. These pipeline 
characteristics are equal to what in this research is called the WIP.  Therefore we will 
derive this formula also, first without capacity restrictions, and later with capacity 
restrictions.  

The model with infinite capacity 
Without capacity restriction, we can distinguish three different expressions: 

- The number of items j under repair at location m which don’t need a spare 
part, then the mean number of items under repair is  (1 )j j jr E Sλ ⎡ ⎤− ⎣ ⎦    

Where  jλ is the arrival rate of item j 

jE S⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  is the expected mean operation time of item j 

jr  is the chance item j needs a spare parts 

- The number of items j under repair at location m which do need one of 
more spare parts.   

 For an arbitrary order of product j the expectation of the number of 
needed spare parts is 

1

i I

ij
i

p
=

=
∑  

  For every arbitrary order j an set (NEED(j)) of spare parts is 
needed whereby every spare part has a chance that the spare part is 
on stock, equal to  

( 0)iP X > , where 

iX  is the stock level of spare part i 

jip is the chance that part i is need for product j 

The chance ( 0)iP X > can be computed by using the following 
formula:  

( ){ }i iP D L s≥ , where 
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D is the demand for  part i 

iL is the lead time of part i 

is  is the reorder point of part i 

 

This leads to the following mean number of items under repair: 

( )

( 0)i j j j
i NEED j

P s r E Sλ
∈

⎛ ⎞
⎡ ⎤>⎜ ⎟ ⎣ ⎦

⎝ ⎠
∏  

 The chance that at least one spare part is not immediately available 

is 
( )

1 ( 0)i
i NEED j

P s
∈

− >∏  

The time spent on the floor is then related to the average repair 
time and the time waiting for the spare part with the largest lead 
time 

[ ]( )
( )( )

1 ( 0) maxi j j j ii NEED ji NEED j

P s r E S E E Lλ
∈

∈

⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤− > ⋅ +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎣ ⎦ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠
∏  

Where [ ]iE L  is the expected lead time of spare part i 

The complete expression for the number of item in the pipeline, without capacity 
restrictions is then: 

[ ]( )
( )( ) ( )

(1 ) ( 0) 1 ( 0) maxj j j i j j j i j j j ii NEED ji NEED j i NEED j

r E S P s r E S P s r E S E E Lλ λ λ
∈

∈ ∈

⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤− + > + − > ⋅ +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠
∏ ∏i

 

Equation 0-1 
 

The model with finite capacity 
The throughput time of an item in the system is equal to the waiting time for spare parts 
and the operation time. When we drop the infinite capacity restriction, the throughput 
time of the products will also have to deal with waiting time for capacity.  
 
We will use the former model as starting point before the infinite capacity will be added. 
In the former model the orders are split up in different subgroups. However, this is not 
possible when we assume infinite capacity. The number of items in the queue is namely 
dependent of the utilization rate of the employees. The employees are needed for both the 
Write Up phase and the Repair phase. We have to do with a G/G/k model for multiple 
products. The waiting time will then be defined by the following formula of Hopp and 
Spearman (2000): 
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2( 1) 12 2

( / / )
2 (1 )

m
a e

Q e
c c uWIP G G m t

m u

+ −⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞+
= ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟−⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠

     Equation 0-2 

However, this waiting time can not be determined without making assumptions. First of 
all we have to make an assumption about the arrival process at the repair phase; orders 
arrive at this phase when they leave the spare parts phase, which disturbs the original 
arrival process.   
Secondly we have to deal with multiple products groups, with all different process and 
arrival times, wherefrom a reliable throughput time is only to determine with very 
complex formulas.  
Especially the combination of the influence of spare parts and the capacity part, which 
can not be separately viewed, this becomes a really complex problem. Due to the 
enormous complexity of this problem, in combination with the assumptions which have 
to be made, it is decided to solve the redesign with simulation.  
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Appendix M 
 
 

 
   14rf  14sf 

Group 

average usage 
(number per 

year) 

average 
price 

(dollar)
no orders 
per group

average usage 
(number per 

year) 

average 
price 

(dollar) 
no orders 
per group

1  1,32  260,85 60 1,65  120,22  84
2  24,61  14,15 17 60,56  1,25  71
3  0,82  16416,16 11 1,10  12300,45  2
4  7,00  467,01 1 42,90  71,56  2
5  1,91  73,01 34 2,20  103,06  38
6  7,80  14,08 16 7,25  46,61  13
7  101,28  1,98 49 117,13  2,04  78
8  2,11  6182,57 7 2,09  14460,89  7
9  6,40  495,94 1 6,67  2176,60  3
10  17,60  154,43 1 24,00  221,18  4

 
 
 
 

   247f  24pf 

Group 

average usage 
(number per 

year) 

average 
price 

(dollar)
no orders 
per group

average usage 
(number per 

year) 

average 
price 

(dollar) 
no orders 
per group

1  1,28  210,27 42 1,33  306,59  71
2  17,58  6,09 9 22,95  5,69  63
3  0,30  22669,86 6 0,58  18572,04  10
4  X  X   11,90  277,45  2
5  2,17  154,07 22 2,29  183,87  9
6  8,10  25,39 21 7,16  43,83  10
7  63,21  2,04 17 151,54  0,90  31
8  2,13  15983,05 6 2,90  905,90  2
9  X  X X X  X  X
10  X  X X X  X  X
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   568F  atp 

Group 

average usage 
(number per 

year) 

average 
price 

(dollar)
no orders 
per group

average usage 
(number per 

year) 

average 
price 

(dollar) 
no orders 
per group

1  1,12  398,25 41 1,42  131,60  50
2  31,81  2,23 23 38,76  7,75  27
3  1,03  8230,18 7 0,36  75872,13  5
4  7,00  1287,00 1 17,80  260,08  2
5  1,47  284,45 20 2,07  84,66  19
6  7,83  25,03 8 7,73  62,98  8
7  94,63  1,46 38 54,03  6,93  13
8  1,74  17799,92 7 2,27  6309,26  3
9  9,40  2298,19 1 X  X  X
10  40,93  123,40 3 13,20  254,39  1
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Appendix N 
 

  Spare part groups 
 Utilization 

Capacity 
1 
On 
stock
? 

2 
On 
stock
? 

3 
On 
stock
? 

4 
On 
stock
? 

5 
On 
stock
? 

6 
On 
stock
? 

7 
On 
stock
? 

8 
On 
stock
? 

9  
On 
stock
? 

10 
On 
stock
? 

Scenario 1 95% X X X X X X X X X X 
Scenario 2 95% X X  X X X X   X 
Scenario 3 95% X X X X  X X  X X 
Scenario 4 95% X X  X   X   X 
Scenario 5 85%  X  X  X X  X X 
Scenario 6 85%  X  X  X X   X 
Scenario 7 85% X X X X       
Scenario 8 85% X X  X       
Scenario 9 75% X X X X       
Scenario 
10 

75% X X  X       

Scenario 
11 

75%           

Table 0-1 The characteristics of the different scenarios 
Where  X  means the product group is kept on stock 
    means the product group is not kept stock 
 
 
Additional notes: 
The following decisions are made, due to keep the investment as low as possible. For 
every utilization rate four scenarios are determined, where the first and the third don’t 
take into account savings for investment, while the fourth and the second scenario do. 
Thus, these rules are applied to the scenarios 2,4,6,8 and 10.  
When for the fast movers the Q is 0.25* yearly demand,  items with a price higher than 
2500 Dollars are not kept on stock locally if they are kept on stock centrally 
The slow movers items with a higher price than 2500 Dollars are left out 
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Appendix O 
 
Scenario 1 

 

 
 

  

Number 
Of 
Employees Hours 

Total 
(Euro) Utilization 

WU 5 1645 450000 89% 
Repair 14 1645 1260000 96% 
Final 
Inspection 

1 1645 90000 94% 

      1.800.000  
 
 
Scenario 2 

Costs (Euros) 
  s level Q level 1/2 Q level  Total 
14rf 8,246 113,347 56,674   
14sf 31,589 412,045 206,023   
247f 921 31,584 15,792   
24pf 6,835 82,929 41,464   
568f 9,396 180,350 90,175   
ATP 15,572 109,347 54,673   
 Total 72,560 929,602 464,801   
 S + ½ Q       537,361 

 
 

  

Number 
Of 
Employees Hours 

Total 
(Euro) Utilization 

WU 5 1645 450000 89% 
Repair 14 1645 1260000 96% 
Final 
Inspection 

1 1645 90000 94% 

      1.800.000  
 

Costs (Euros) 
  s level Q level 1/2 Q level  Total 
14rf 8,246 454,123 227,061   
14sf 31,589 1,263,915 631,958   
247f 921 360,307 180,154   
24pf 6,835 234,384 117,192   
568f 9,396 636,135 318,067   
ATP 15,572 374,211 187,105   
 Total 72,560 3,323,075 1,661,537   
 S + ½ Q       1,734,097 
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Scenario 3 
Costs (Euros) 

  s level Q level 1/2 Q level  Total 
14rf 8,246 314,686 157,343   
14sf 31,589 930,533 465,267   
247f 921 67,603 33,802   
24pf 6,835 213,601 106,801   
568f 9,396 448,885 224,443   
ATP 15,572 300,018 150,009   
 Total 72,560 2,275,327 1,137,664   
 S + ½ Q       1,210,224 

 
 

  

Number 
Of 
Employees Hours 

Total 
(Euro) Utilization 

WU 5 1645 450000 89% 
Repair 14 1645 1260000 96% 
Final 
Inspection 

1 1645 90000 94% 

      1.800.000  
 
 
Scenario 4 

Costs (Euros) 
  s level Q level 1/2 Q level  Total 
14rf 8,246 106,858 53,429   
14sf 31,589 399,358 199,679   
247f 921 19,008 9,504   
24pf 6,835 76,291 38,146   
568f 9,396 172,206 86,103   
ATP 15,572 102,787 51,394   
 Total 72,560 876,508 438,254   
 S + ½ Q       510,814 

 
 

  

Number 
Of 
Employees Hours 

Total 
(Euro) Utilization 

WU 5 1645 450000 89% 
Repair 14 1645 1260000 96% 
Final 
Inspection 

1 1645 90000 94% 

      1.800.000  
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Scenario 5 
Costs (Euros) 

  s level Q level 1/2 Q level  Total 
14rf 8,246 199,071 99,536   
14sf 31,589 900,846 450,423   
247f 921 31,282 15,641   
24pf 6,835 121,959 60,980   
568f 9,396 394,696 197,348   
ATP 15,572 202,416 101,208   
 Total 72,560 1,850,269 925,135   
 S + ½ Q       997,695 

 
 

  
Number of 
Employees Hours 

Total 
(Euro) Utilization 

WU 5.5 1645 495000 0.81 
Repair 16 1645 1440000 0.84 
Final 
Inspection 

1 1645 90000 0.94 

      2.025.000   
 
Scenario 6 

Costs (Euros) 
  s level Q level 1/2 Q level  Total 
14rf 8,246 93,917 46,958   
14sf 31,589 393,384 196,692   
247f 921 31,282 15,641   
24pf 6,835 121,959 60,980   
568f 9,396 394,696 197,348   
ATP 15,572 100,266 50,133   
 Total 72,560 1,135,504 567,752   
 S + ½ Q       640,312 

 
 

  
Number of 
Employees Hours 

Total 
(Euro) Utilization 

WU 5.5 1645 495000 0.81 
Repair 16 1645 1440000 0.84 
Final 
Inspection 

1 1645 90000 0.94 

      2.025.000   
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Scenario 7 
Costs (Euros) 

  s level Q level 1/2 Q level  Total 
14rf 5,134 176,174 88,087   
14sf 16,148 175,120 87,560   
247f 638 17,580 8,790   
24pf 5,761 95,646 47,823   
568f 853 58,836 29,418   
ATP 14,525 210,975 105,488   
 Total 43,059 734,331 367,166   
 S + ½ Q       410,225 

 
 

  
Number of 
Employees Hours 

Total 
(Euro) Utilization 

WU 5.5 1645 495000 0.81 
Repair 16 1645 1440000 0.84 
Final 
Inspection 

1 1645 90000 0.94 

      2.025.000   
 
 
Scenario 8 

Costs (Euros) 
  s level Q level 1/2 Q level  Total 
14rf 5,134 41,009 20,504   
14sf 16,148 83,285 41,643   
247f 638 11,323 5,661   
24pf 5,761 106,361 53,180   
568f 853 66,290 33,145   
ATP 14,525 71,700 35,850   
 Total 43,059 379,967 189,983   
 S + ½ Q       233,042 

 
 

  
Number of 
Employees Hours 

Total 
(Euro) Utilization 

WU 5.5 1645 495000 0.81 
Repair 16 1645 1440000 0.84 
Final 
Inspection 

1 1645 90000 0.94 

      2.025.000   
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Scenario 9 

Costs (Euros) 
  s level Q level 1/2 Q level  Total 
14rf 5,134 169,611 84,805   
14sf 16,148 175,216 87,608   
247f 638 41,001 20,500   
24pf 5,761 150,789 75,394   
568f 853 87,757 43,879   
ATP 14,525 227,364 113,682   
 Total 43,059 851,739 425,869   
 S + ½ Q       468,928 

 
 

  Number 
of 

Employees 

Hours Total 
(Euro) 

Utilization 

WU 6 1645 540000 0.74 
Repair 18 1645 1620000 0.75 

Final 
Inspection 

1.5 1645 135000 0.63 

      2.295.000   
 
Scenario 10 

Costs (Euros) 
  s level Q level 1/2 Q level  Total 
14rf 5,134 41,009 20,504   
14sf 16,148 83,285 41,643   
247f 638 11,323 5,661   
24pf 5,761 106,361 53,180   
568f 853 66,290 33,145   
ATP 14,525 71,700 35,850   
 Total 43,059 379,967 189,983   
 S + ½ Q       233,042 

 
 

  Number 
of 

Employees 

Hours Total 
(Euro) 

Utilization 

WU 6 1645 540000 0.74 
Repair 18 1645 1620000 0.75 

Final 
Inspection 

1.5 1645 135000 0.63 

      2.295.000   
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Scenario 11 
Costs (Euros) 

  s level Q level 1/2 Q level  Total 
14rf 0 0 0   
14sf 0 0 0   
247f 0 0 0   
24pf 0 0 0   
568f 0 0 0   
ATP 0 0 0   
 Total 0 0 0   
 S + ½ Q       0 

 
 

  Number 
of 

Employees 

Hours Total 
(Euro) 

Utilization 

WU 6 1645 540000 0.74 
Repair 18 1645 1620000 0.75 

Final 
Inspection 

1.5 1645 135000 0.63 

      2.295.000   
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Appendix P 
 
 

Record 1

Record 2

Record 3

Record 4

Record 5

Spare part 4 Hold 9

Signal 6

Spare part 3

Spare part 2

Spare part 1

Hold 10

Hold 11

Hold 12

Spare part 5
Hold 13

Batch 4

Assign 7

Assign 8

Assign 9

Assign 10

Assign 11

Assign 12

Needed1?
True

False

Needed3?
True

False

Needed4?
True

False

Needed5?
True

False

Needed2?
True

False

available?
Parts1 I want part1

available?
Parts2 I want part2

available?
Parts3 I want part3

available?
Parts4 I want part4

available?
Parts5 I want part5

Separate 13 Decide 10
True

False

Record 6

Record 7

Record 8

Record 9

Record 10

Spare part 9 Hold 24

Spare part 8

Spare part 7

Spare part 6

Hold 25

Hold 26

Hold 27

Spare part 10
Hold 28

Assign 13

Assign 14

Assign 15

Assign 16

Assign 17

Needed6?
True

False

Needed8?
True

False

Needed9?
True

False

Needed10?
True

Needed7?
True

False

available?
Parts6 I want part6

available?
Parts7 I want part7

available?
Parts8 I want part8

available?
Parts9 I want part9

available?
Parts10 I want part10

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

 This part of the model determines whether a spare part group is needed. After for all the 
groups is checked whether there are needed, and where they are needed if they are 
available. Finally everything comes together in the ‘batch’, which only give a ‘go sign’ if 
every spare part group is which is needed is available.
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Store 4parts1 Unstore 4Demand?1 reached?
Reorder level1

Reorder Q1Leadtime1

Store 5parts2 Unstore 5Demand?2 reached?
Reorder level2 Reorder Q2Leadtime2

Store 6parts3 Unstore 6Demand?3 reached?
Reorder level3

Reorder Q3Leadtime3

Store 7parts4 Unstore 7Demand?4 reached?
Reorder level4 Reorder Q4Leadtime4

Store 8parts5 Unstore 8Demand?5 reached?
Reorder level5

Reorder Q5Leadtime5

parts6 Unstore 9Demand?6 reached?
Reorder level6

Reorder Q6Leadtime6

Store 10parts7 Unstore 10Demand?7 reached?
Reorder level7 Reorder Q7Leadtime7

Store 11parts8 Unstore 11Demand?8 reached?
Reorder level8

Reorder Q8Leadtime8

Store 12parts9 Unstore 12Demand?9 reached?
Reorder level9 Reorder Q9Leadtime9

Store 13parts10 Unstore 13Demand?10 reached?
Reorder level10 Reorder Q10Leadtime10

Hold 219
Create 155

Decide 82
True

False

Hold 221Create 157

Decide 84
True

False

Hold 223Create 159

Decide 86
True

False

Hold 224Create 160

Decide 87
True

False

Hold 225Create 161

Decide 88
True

False

Hold 228Create 164

Decide 91
True

False

Hold 237Create 173

Decide 100
True

False

Hold 238Create 174

Decide 101
True

False

Hold 239Create 175

Decide 102
True

False
Hold 240Create 176

Decide 103
True

False

0
0

0

0

0
0

0

0

0
0

0

0

0
0

0

0

0
0

0

0

0
0

0

0

0
0

0

0

0
0

0

0

0
0

0

0

0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0

0

0
0

0

0

0

0
0

0

0

0 0
0

0

0

0
0
0

0

0

0

0
0

0

0

0  
 
This is the part of the model where the number of item on stock is recorded. Here is also 
checked whether an item should be reordered. 
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Appendix Q 
 
 

Traffic 
Intensity 100p 

� 95.0 99.0 99.9 99.99 
0.10 3.61 6.33 10.23 14.12 
0.20 5.01 8.93 14.53 20.14 
0.30 7.00 12.64 20.71 28.79 
0.40 10.06 18.39 30.31 42.23 
0.50 15.18 28.05 46.47 64.89 
0.60 24.70 46.13 76.79 107.45 
0.70 45.51 85.87 143.61 201.36 
0.80 105.78 201.53 338.52 475.51 
0.90 435.74 838.10 1413.70 1989.40 
Time (tp) required for an M/M/1 queue to reach and 
remain with 100p% limits of the steady-state value. 

Although this result is developed for M/M/1 queues, it has already been established that it 
can serve as an approximation for more general; i.e., GI/G/1 queues.  
Source: http://home.ubalt.edu/ntsbarsh/simulation/sim.htm 
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Appendix R 
 
For the current level of utilization only employees are taken into account which don’t 
have compulsory indirect work, because some employees do have maintenance and 
cleaning jobs as obligated work and therefore we can’t take them into account for the 
current utilization rate with respect to orders from the business unit P2.  
 

  
  

DIRECT HOURS 2007   
  

INDIRECT HOURS 
 2007 

  
Utilization P1 P2 P3 Unknown 

Employee A 370 893 0 88   260 0,84 
Employee B 23 499 0 89 172 0,78
Employee C 0 1621 0 85   139 0,92 
Employee D 209 1146 0 12   355 0,79 
Employee E 0 1209 0 7   487 0,71 
Employee F 116 556 0 671   395 0,77 
Employee G 0 1381 0 78   254 0,85 
Employee H 0 184 0 17   38 0,84 
Employee I 17 180 0 199   76 0,84 
Employee J 31 924 2 529   338 0,81 
Employee K 0 501 0 0   61 0,89 
Employee L 0 1251 0 152   256 0,85 
Employee M 0 1069 0 44   649 0,63 
Employee N 0 933 0 82   175 0,85 
Employee O 6 1173 0 48   478 0,72 
Employee P 454 843 0 11   389 0,77 
Employee Q 12 626 0 266   180 0,83 
Employee R 0 1028 0 77   620 0,64 
Employee S 657 575 0 183   255 0,85 
Employee T 95 579 40 670   221 0,86 
Employee U 0 1349 0 21   345 0,80 
Employee V 44 1315 0 51   278 0,84 
Employee W 0 1366 0 117   183 0,89 
Employee X  266 704 1 226   458 0,72 
Employee Y 409 827 0 40   430 0,75 
Employee Z 24 1168 0 208   314 0,82 
Employee AA 212 755 14 445   311 0,82 
Employee AB 299 1026 0 104   275 0,84 
Employee AC 343 601 0 180   520 0,68 
                

TOTAL 3587 26282 57 4700   8912 0,80
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An 80% utilization rate can be translated to the following situation for the simulation 
model, from which it can be compared to the scenarios: 
 
  

  Number 
of 

Employees 

Hours Total 
(Euro) 

Utilization 

WU 5.5 1645 495000 0.81 
Repair 17 1645 1530000 0.79 

Final 
Inspection 

1 1645 90000 0.94 

  23.5    2.115.000  
 
The current inventory policy can best be compared to stock policy 2; keep only fast 
movers on stock. However, an exception is made for fast movers over 2500 Dollars; they 
are not kept on stock. This leads to the following groups kept on stock: 
 

  Spare parts group on stock 
 Utilization 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 80%  X  X  X X   X 

 
The amount of products holding on stock is determined as 0.25 * yearly demand.  
This leads to an investment of: 
 

Costs (Euros) 
  s level Q level 1/2 Q level  Total 
14rf 8,246 93,917 46,958   
14sf 31,589 393,384 196,692   
247f 921 31,282 15,641   
24pf 6,835 121,959 60,980   
568f 9,396 394,696 197,348   
ATP 15,572 100,266 50,133   
 Total 72,560 1,135,504 567,752   
 S + ½ Q       640,312 

 
The total investment, comparable with the current situation is then: 
 

  Investment 
(Euro) 

 

Capacity 2.115.000 
2.755.312 Spare Parts  640.312 
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Appendix S 
 
Scenario 1 
Group 14rf 14sf 247f 24pf 568f atp Q level 
1 1 2 1 1 1 1   
2 12 30 9 11 16 19   
3 1 1 1 1 1 1   
4 4 21 1 6 4 9   
5 2 2 2 2 1 2   
6 4 4 4 4 4 4   
7 51 59 32 76 47 27   
8 2 2 2 3 2 2  
9 3 3     5 1   
10 9 12     20 7   
                

14rf 14sf 247f 24pf 568f atp Startlevel 
1 1 2 1 1 1 1   
2 13 33 10 12 18 21   
3 1 1 1 1 1 1   
4 4 23 1 7 4 10   
5 2 2 2 2 1 2   
6 4 4 4 4 4 4   
7 53 61 33 78 48 28   
8 2 2 2 3 2 2   
9 3 3     5 1   
10 9 12     21 7   
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Scenario 2 
 Group 14rf 14sf 247f 24pf 568f atp startlevel 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 7 18 5 7 10 12   
3 0 0 0 0 0 0   
4 2 13 1 4 2 5  
5 1 1 1 1 1 1   
6 2 2 2 2 2 2   
7 27 31 17 40 25 15   
8 0 0 0 0 0 0   
9 0 0     0 0   
10 4 6     11 3   
                
  14rf 14sf 247f 24pf 568f atp Q level 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1   
2 6 15 4 6 8 10   
3 1 1 1 1 1 1   
4 2 11 1 3 2 4   
5 1 1 1 1 1 1   
6 2 2 2 2 2 2   
7 25 29 16 38 24 14   
8 1 1 1 1 1 1   
9 1 1     1 1   
10 4 6     10 3   

 
Scenario 3 
Group 14rf 14sf 247f 24pf 568f atp startlevel 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1   
2 13 33 10 12 18 21   
3 1 1 1 1 1 1   
4 4 23 1 7 4 10   
5 0 0 0 0 0 0   
6 4 4 4 4 4 4   
7 53 61 33 78 48 28   
8 0 0 0 0 0 0   
9 3 3     5 1   
10 9 12     21 7   
                
  14rf 14sf 247f 24pf 568f atp Q level 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1   
2 12 30 9 11 16 19   
3 1 1 1 1 1 1   
4 4 21 1 6 4 9   
5 1 1 1 1 1 1   
6 4 4 4 4 4 4   
7 51 59 32 76 47 27   
8 1 1 1 1 1 1   
9 3 3     5 1   
10 9 12     20 7   
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Scenario 4 
 Group 14rf 14sf 247f 24pf 568f atp Startlevel 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1   
2 7 18 5 7 10 12   
3 0 0 0 0 0 0   
4 2 13 1 4 2 5  
5 0 0 0 0 0 0   
6 0 0 0 0 0 0   
7 27 31 17 40 25 15   
8 0 0 0 0 0 0   
9 0 0     0 0   
10 4 6     11 3   
                
  14rf 14sf 247f 24pf 568f atp Q level 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1   
2 6 15 4 6 8 10   
3 1 1 1 1 1 1   
4 2 11 1 3 2 4   
5 1 1 1 1 1 1   
6 1 1 1 1 1 1   
7 25 29 16 38 24 14   
8 1 1 1 1 1 1   
9 1 1     1 1   
10 4 6     10 3   

 
Scenario 5 
 Group 14rf 14sf 247f 24pf 568f atp startlevel 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0   
2 13 33 10 12 18 21   
3 0 0 0 0 0 0   
4 4 23 1 7 4 10   
5 0 0 0 0 0 0   
6 4 4 4 4 4 4   
7 53 61 33 78 48 28   
8 0 0 0 0 0 0   
9 3 3     5 1   
10 9 12     21 7   
                
  14rf 14sf 247f 24pf 568f atp Q level 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1   
2 12 30 9 11 16 19   
3 1 1 1 1 1 1   
4 4 21 1 6 4 9   
5 1 1 1 1 1 1   
6 4 4 4 4 4 4   
7 51 59 32 76 47 27   
8 1 1 1 1 1 1   
9 3 3     5 1   
10 9 12     20 7   
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Scenario 6 
 Group 14rf 14sf 247f 24pf 568f atp Startlevel 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0   
2 7 18 5 7 10 12   
3 0 0 0 0 0 0   
4 2 13 1 4 2 5  
5 0 0 0 0 0 0   
6 2 2 2 2 2 2   
7 27 31 17 40 25 15   
8 0 0 0 0 0 0   
9 0 0     0 0   
10 4 6     11 3   
                
  14rf 14sf 247f 24pf 568f atp Q level 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1   
2 6 15 4 6 8 10   
3 1 1 1 1 1 1   
4 2 11 1 3 2 4   
5 1 1 1 1 1 1   
6 2 2 2 2 2 2   
7 25 29 16 38 24 14   
8 1 1 1 1 1 1   
9 1 1     1 1   
10 4 6     10 3   

 
Scenario 7 
 Group 14rf 14sf 247f 24pf 568f atp startlevel 
1 1 2 1 1 1 1   
2 13 33 10 12 18 21   
3 1 1 1 1 1 1   
4 4 23 1 7 4 10   
5 0 0 0 0 0 0   
6 0 0 0 0 0 0   
7 0 0 0 0 0 0   
8 0 0 0 0 0 0   
9 0 0     0 0   
10 0 0     0 0   
                
  14rf 14sf 247f 24pf 568f atp Q level 
1 1 2 1 1 1 1   
2 12 30 9 11 16 19   
3 1 1 1 1 1 1   
4 4 21 1 6 4 9   
5 1 1 1 1 1 1   
6 1 1 1 1 1 1   
7 1 1 1 1 1 1   
8 1 1 1 1 1 1   
9 1 1     1 1   
10 1 1     1 1   
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Scenario 8 
 Group 14rf 14sf 247f 24pf 568f atp startlevel 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1   
2 7 18 5 7 10 12   
3 0 0 0 0 0 0   
4 2 13 1 4 2 5  
5 0 0 0 0 0 0   
6 0 0 0 0 0 0   
7 0 0 0 0 0 0   
8 0 0 0 0 0 0   
9 0 0     0 0   
10 0 0     0 0   
                
  14rf 14sf 247f 24pf 568f atp Q level 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1   
2 6 15 4 6 8 10   
3 1 1 1 1 1 1   
4 2 11 1 3 2 4   
5 1 1 1 1 1 1   
6 1 1 1 1 1 1   
7 1 1 1 1 1 1   
8 1 1 1 1 1 1   
9 1 1     1 1   
10 1 1     1 1   

 
Scenario 9 
 Group 14rf 14sf 247f 24pf 568f atp startlevel 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1   
2 13 33 10 12 18 21   
3 1 1 1 1 1 1   
4 4 23 1 7 4 10   
5 0 0 0 0 0 0   
6 0 0 0 0 0 0   
7 0 0 0 0 0 0   
8 0 0 0 0 0 0   
9 0 0     0 0   
10 0 0     0 0   
                
  14rf 14sf 247f 24pf 568f atp Q level 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1   
2 12 30 9 11 16 19   
3 1 1 1 1 1 1   
4 4 21 1 6 4 9   
5 1 1 1 1 1 1   
6 1 1 1 1 1 1   
7 1 1 1 1 1 1   
8 1 1 1 1 1 1   
9 1 1     1 1   
10 1 1     1 1   
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Scenario 10 
Group 14rf 14sf 247f 24pf 568f atp startlevel 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1   
2 7 18 5 7 10 12   
3 0 0 0 0 0 0   
4 2 13 1 4 2 5  
5 0 0 0 0 0 0   
6 0 0 0 0 0 0   
7 0 0 0 0 0 0   
8 0 0 0 0 0 0   
9 0 0     0 0   
10 0 0     0 0   
                
  14rf 14sf 247f 24pf 568f atp Q level 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1   
2 6 15 4 6 8 10   
3 1 1 1 1 1 1   
4 2 11 1 3 2 4   
5 1 1 1 1 1 1   
6 1 1 1 1 1 1   
7 1 1 1 1 1 1   
8 1 1 1 1 1 1   
9 1 1     1 1   
10 1 1     1 1   

 
Scenario 11 
 Group 14rf 14sf 247f 24pf 568f atp startlevel 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0   
2 0 0 0 0 0 0   
3 0 0 0 0 0 0   
4 0 0 0 0 0 0   
5 0 0 0 0 0 0   
6 0 0 0 0 0 0   
7 0 0 0 0 0 0   
8 0 0 0 0 0 0   
9 0 0     0 0   
10 0 0     0 0   
                
  14rf 14sf 247f 24pf 568f atp Q level 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1   
2 1 1 1 1 1 1   
3 1 1 1 1 1 1   
4 1 1 1 1 1 1   
5 1 1 1 1 1 1   
6 1 1 1 1 1 1   
7 1 1 1 1 1 1   
8 1 1 1 1 1 1   
9 1 1     1 1   
10 1 1     1 1   
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Appendix T 
 
Percentage Out of Stocks 
Scenario 1 

  14rf 14sf 247f 24pf 568f atp 

1 0,12468816 0,08508 0,128028 0,102957 0,085415 0,0791317 

2 0,036095748 0,034859 0,048054 0,065886 0,033911 0,0445182 

3 0,103766615 0,133898 0,166667 0,2 0,089086 0,25 

4 0,083194664 0,041925 0 0,039268 0,069648 0,0437943 

5 0,057268861 0,081729 0,103757 0,038881 0 0,0559235 

6 0,02970392 0,028709 0,054561 0,050654 0,041162 0,037494 

7 0,012486783 0,008696 0,024749 0,025367 0,016861 0,01176 

8 0,068212882 0,056 0,065085 0,044391 0,071429 0,06729 

9 0,038633671 0,039421 0,02505 

10 0,021075213 0,02213 0,0080644 
 
Scenario 2 

  14rf 14sf 247f 24pf 568f atp 

1 0,0898241 0,0683262 0,0998419 0,122266 0,1460989 0,0964901 

2 0,0955073 0,0736626 0,1211017 0,0987597 0,0752947 0,0981816 

3 1 1 1 1 1 1 

4 0,1398186 0,0682779 0 0,0475779 0,1516208 0,0875714 

5 0,0720161 0,0603377 0,0778308 0,0681125 0,1040739 0,0589043 

6 0,0532652 0,0528122 0,1008375 0,0695816 0,0755102 0,0580828 

7 0,029009 0,0160481 0,0504804 0,0539579 0,0340254 0,0276485 

8 1 1 1 1 1 1 

9 0,3514913 0,3574062     0,3700463 

10 0,0782569 0,0516165       0,0176814 
 
Scenario 3 

  14rf 14sf 247f 24pf 568f atp 

1 0,1477062 0,1019859 0,1190115 0,1153229 0,0717756 0,1089527 

2 0,0514403 0,0344374 0,0538247 0,0616164 0,0322997 0,0453694 

3 0,1428571 0,1111111 0,3333333 0,1 0,1388654 0 

4 0,0849188 0,0396043 0 0,0372854 0,0791963 0,0353234 

5 1 1 1 1 1 1 

6 0,0308748 0,01787 0,0471869 0,0351385 0,0325647 0,0352399 

7 0,0117696 0,0075277 0,0234411 0,0266058 0,0151725 0,0164812 

8 1 1 1 1 1 1 

9 0,0544539 0,026815     0,0371376 

10 0,0288214 0,0259257       0,0055349 
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Scenario 4 
  14rf 14sf 247f 24pf 568f atp 

1 0,1370917 0,0815773 0,1591607 0,1291315 0,135372 0,1214878 

2 0,0842398 0,0659536 0,1098047 0,0972152 0,0562915 0,0874298

3 1 1 1 1 1 1 

4 0,1430038 0,0665865   0,076173 0,1368767 0,07679 

5 1 1 1 1 1 1 

6 1 1 1 1 1 1 

7 0,0249115 0,0146723 0,0554182 0,0452669 0,0327138 0,0353155 

8 1 1 1 1 1 1 

9 1 1     1 

10 0,057897 0,0486322       0,0126624 
 
Scenario 5 

  14rf 14sf 247f 24pf 568f atp 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

2 0,0500374 0,0376577 0,0473558 0,0553981 0,0374484 0,0605126 

3 1 1 1 1 1 1 

4 0,0955638 0,0426658 0 0,0368579 0,0716569 0,0418498 

5 1 1 1 1 1 1 

6 0,0310198 0,0226916 0,049726 0,0318972 0,0479366 0,0318385 

7 0,0140726 0,0056409 0,0271239 0,0272284 0,017702 0,0127413 

8 1 1 1 1 1 1 

9 0,0412521 0,0450246     0,0445456   

10 0,0279105 0,0261761       0,0062084 
 
Scenario 6 

  14rf 14sf 247f 24pf 568f atp 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

2 0,1150975 0,0765737 0,1066035 0,1091543 0,0813241 0,0915221 

3 1 1 1 1 1 1 

4 0,1605534 0,0681436 0 0,0459494 0,134384 0,1038883 

5 1 1 1 1 1 1 

6 0,0723823 0,0577049 0,1099693 0,069371 0,0645026 0,0590216 

7 0,0263167 0,014634 0,0544197 0,0397442 0,0340522 0,0383847 

8 1 1 1 1 1 1 

9 1 1     1 

10 0,0665762 0,0395332       0,0128737 
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Scenario 7 
  14rf 14sf 247f 24pf 568f atp 

1 0,145378 0,0623561 0,1137986 0,1357532 0,1232167 0,0922303 

2 0,057372 0,0361758 0,068379 0,0386514 0,0376376 0,041877

3 0,1266251 0,1284658 0,2223426 0 0,119483 0,1666667 

4 0,0623865 0,0346348 0 0,0376085 0,0860783 0,0442985 

5 1 1 1 1 1 1 

6 1 1 1 1 1 1 

7 1 1 1 1 1 1 

8 1 1 1 1 1 1 

9 1 1     1 

10 1 1     1 1 
 
Scenario 8 

  14rf 14sf 247f 24pf 568f atp 

1 0,1470984 0,1112254 0,1208543 0,1194168 0,1208853 0,1560954 

2 0,1114219 0,0682082 0,1013874 0,0990217 0,0508433 0,0917015 

3 1 1 1 1 1 1 

4 0,1426387 0,0715164 0 0,0603739 0,1550068 0,1018675 

5 1 1 1 1 1 1 

6 1 1 1 1 1 1 

7 1 1 1 1 1 1 

8 1 1 1 1 1 1 

9 1 1     1 

10 1 1     1 1 
 
Scenario 9 

  14rf 14sf 247f 24pf 568f atp 

1 0,0799593 0,1112412 0,1048476 0,0784403 0,1066309 0,0852731 

2 0,0345097 0,0372505 0,0613708 0,0484791 0,0032154 0,0519742 

3 0,1 0,0950565 0,3333333 0,125 0,1420276 0,4 

4 0,0929507 0,0414532 0 0,0282582 0,031892 0,0314519 

5 1 1 1 1 1 1 

6 1 1 1 1 1 1 

7 1 1 1 1 1 1 

8 1 1 1 1 1 1 

9 1 1     1 

10 1 1     1 1 
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Scenario 10 
  14rf 14sf 247f 24pf 568f atp 

1 0,1072838 0,1088483 0,1757198 0,1100107 0,117361 0,117297 

2 0,0933449 0,062949 0,1132002 0,1080422 0,0645362 0,0859841

3 1 1 1 1 1 1 

4 0,1533189 0,0751046 0 0,0612883 0,1346665 0,0765679 

5 1 1 1 1 1 1 

6 1 1 1 1 1 1 

7 1 1 1 1 1 1 

8 1 1 1 1 1 1 

9 1 1     1 1 

10 1 1     1 1 
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Waiting times when a spare parts is out of stock 
 
Scenario 1 
 

14rf 14sf 247f 

1 0 94 252 0 90 687 0 185 528 

2 59 201 372 127 201 373 139 314 527 

3 0 46 245 0 23 200 0 18 175 

4 128 354 454 106 215 318       

5 0 23 123 0 21 108 0 55 99 

6 0 62 131 0 67 141 51 85 126 

7 42 68 92 0 39 65 52 79 91 

8 0 20 124 0 50 145 0 47 134 

9 0 78 115 13 71 113       

10 53 79 108 45 69 127       
 
 

24pf 568f atp 

1 0 168 658 0 58 277 0 60 237 

2 89 297 448 142 248 388 125 257 376

3 0 25 253 0 28 157 0 19 191 

4 52 243 426 179 335 587 152 247 405 

5 0 25 119 0 0 0 0 33 123 

6 4 66 131 21 95 160 28 86 145 

7 60 77 93 40 68 96 30 75 120 

8 0 28 129 0 3 31 0 43 119 

9       0 62 150 0 0 0 

10       23 65 105 31 77 103 
Every first column represents the minimum number of hours waiting, every second 
column represents the average number of hours waiting, every third column represents 
the maximum number of hours waiting. The distribution is assumed to be triangular.  
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Scenario 2 
  14rf 14sf 247f 

1 0 112 404 0 69 238 0 140 386 

2 183 254 353 159 207 275 132 249 325 

3 - 480 - - 480 - - 480 - 

4 153 294 375 161 236 373 0 0 0 

5 0 46 106 0 37 110 0 56 123 

6 0 77 113 0 65 109 51 87 122 

7 34 54 78 24 49 71 58 77 97 

8 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

9 107 112 115 103 110 115       

10 58 78 100 45 69 88       
 

  24pf 568f atp 

1 0 163 516 0 81 255 0 144 491

2 131 298 431 141 260 401 237 293 432 

3 - 480 - - 480 - - 480 - 

4 76 259 343 230 300 376 213 266 362 

5 0 46 110 0 20 119 0 26 121 

6 45 76 114 27 75 134 54 94 143 

7 64 78 87 50 66 83 50 63 80 

8 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

9       104 110 115 0 0 0 

10       25 60 79 51 83 102 
Every first column represents the minimum number of hours waiting, every second 
column represents the average number of hours waiting, every third column represents 
the maximum number of hours waiting. The distribution is assumed to be triangular, 
except spare parts group 3, this is normally distributed with a standard deviation of 240 
hours.  
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Scenario 3 
  14rf 14sf 247f 

1 0 163 463 0 90 191 0 144 574 

2 154 287 552 114 175 235 122 268 398 

3 0 16 156 0 20 175 0 8 76 

4 61 267 493 130 228 317 0 0 0 

5 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

6 1 79 137 0 44 143 0 84 130 

7 41 56 88 4 42 67 46 85 109 

8 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

9 12 83 129 2 73 143       

10 42 83 119 59 77 95       
 
 

  24pf 568f atp 

1 0 189 413 0 106 376 0 89 226 

2 193 325 481 125 224 397 130 231 403 

3 0 43 429 0 68 344 0 0 0 

4 31 324 584 148 301 526 86 233 343 

5 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

6 24 91 130 0 94 149 0 48 90 

7 53 68 83 46 73 106 48 77 99 

8 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

9       44 85 141 0 0 0 

10       16 59 86 42 93 118 
 
Every first column represents the minimum number of hours waiting, every second 
column represents the average number of hours waiting, every third column represents 
the maximum number of hours waiting. The distribution is assumed to be triangular, 
except spare parts group 5 and 8, they are uniformly distributed.  
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Scenario 4 

  14rf 14sf 247f 

1 0 138 415 0 109 348 0 186 378 

2 103 242 355 153 200 250 203 259 342 

3 - 480 - - 480 - - 480 - 

4 91 280 353 156 223 273 0 0 0 

5 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

6 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

7 21 53 77 33 48 62 50 77 92 

8 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

9 96 - 168 96 - 168       

10 48 76 105 51 63 77       
 

  24pf 568f atp 

1 0 145 382 0 105 351 0 139 470

2 195 267 421 91 203 305 188 260 325 

3 - 480 - - 480 - - 480 - 

4 46 182 341 209 288 419 226 278 352 

5 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

6 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

7 53 67 78 46 63 78 44 63 97 

8 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

9       96 - 168 96 - 168 

10       42 66 91 67 80 100 
 
Every first column represents the minimum number of hours waiting, every second 
column represents the average number of hours waiting, every third column represents 
the maximum number of hours waiting. The distribution is assumed to be triangular, 
except spare parts group 5,6, 8 and 9, they are uniformly distributed and except spare 
parts group 3, this is normally distributed with a standard deviation of 240 hours.  
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Scenario 5 

  14rf 14sf 247f 

1 - 480 - - 480 - - 480 - 

2 162 279 437 108 189 260 116 284 771 

3 - 480 - - 480 - - 480 - 

4 238 334 484 162 234 284 0 0 0 

5 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

6 0 47 128 0 31 74 54 83 102 

7 38 55 77 23 48 72 51 82 108 

8 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

9 0 71 108 0 61 112       

10 36 81 132 51 73 98       
 
 

  24pf 568f atp 

1 - 480 - - 480 - - 480 -

2 60 259 390 114 247 396 133 244 448 

3 - 480 - - 480 - - 480 - 

4 0 232 518 156 253 400 126 223 319 

5 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

6 47 86 138 0 61 130 0 75 139 

7 50 69 86 36 58 80 0 62 105 

8 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

9       49 80 142 0 0 0 

10       18 48 96 61 80 113 
 
Every first column represents the minimum number of hours waiting, every second 
column represents the average number of hours waiting, every third column represents 
the maximum number of hours waiting. The distribution is assumed to be triangular, 
except spare parts group 5 and 8, they are uniformly distributed and except spare parts 
group 1 and 3, this is normally distributed with a standard deviation of 240 hours.  
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Scenario 6 
 

14rf 14sf 247f 

1 - 480 - - 480 - - 480 - 

2 138 235 363 147 220 317 144 243 331 

3 - 480 - - 480 - - 480 - 

4 127 278 414 179 262 346 0 0 0 

5 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

6 35 73 114 36 79 143 66 89 117 

7 42 60 83 12 52 67 62 77 101 

8 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

9 96 - 168 96 - 168       

10 62 74 92 40 72 89       
 

24pf 568f atp 

1 - 480 - - 480 - - 480 - 

2 188 264 361 146 226 313 162 286 520 

3 - 480 - - 480 - - 480 - 

4 0 189 319 231 299 408 178 247 374 

5 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

6 44 80 111 49 73 91 26 79 127 

7 53 70 83 43 67 83 42 70 87 

8 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

9       96 - 168 96 - 168 

10       36 63 100 68 88 103 
 
Every first column represents the minimum number of hours waiting, every second 
column represents the average number of hours waiting, every third column represents 
the maximum number of hours waiting. The distribution is assumed to be triangular, 
except spare parts group 5, 8 and 9, they are uniformly distributed and except spare parts 
group 1 and 3, this is normally distributed with a standard deviation of 240 hours.  
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Scenario 7 
 

  14rf 14sf 247f 

1 0 142 357 0 93 515 0 233 674 

2 83 231 314 128 205 293 179 317 421 

3 0 40 367 0 170 497 0 40 315 

4 166 276 440 166 238 414 0 0 0 

5 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

6 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

7 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

8 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

9 96 - 168 96 - 168       

10 96 - 168 96 - 168       
 

  24pf 568f atp 

1 0 55 327 0 84 461 0 126 395 

2 114 253 519 85 204 310 101 245 357 

3 0 0 0 0 106 310 0 52 521 

4 0 157 395 114 324 608 158 256 464 

5 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

6 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

7 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

8 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

9       96 - 168 96 - 168 

10       96 - 168 96 - 168 
 
Every first column represents the minimum number of hours waiting, every second 
column represents the average number of hours waiting, every third column represents 
the maximum number of hours waiting. The distribution is assumed to be triangular, 
except spare parts group 5,6,7, 8 and 9, they are uniformly distributed.  
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Scenario 8 
  14rf 14sf 247f 

1 0 88 266 0 156 355 0 106 350 

2 216 274 364 142 204 282 174 264 426 

3 - 480 - - 480 - - 480 - 

4 161 310 412 172 231 413 0 0 0 

5 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

6 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

7 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

8 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

9 96 - 168 96 - 168       

10 96 - 168 96 - 168       
 

  24pf 568f atp 

1 0 100 351 0 41 251 0 54 278 

2 164 261 318 155 234 317 107 237 332 

3 - 480 - - 480 - - 480 - 

4 107 264 489 227 313 411 178 263 436 

5 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

6 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

7 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

8 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

9       96 - 168 96 - 168 

10       96 - 168 96 - 168 
 
Every first column represents the minimum number of hours waiting, every second 
column represents the average number of hours waiting, every third column represents 
the maximum number of hours waiting. The distribution is assumed to be triangular, 
except spare parts group 5, 6, 7,  8 and 9, they are uniformly distributed and except spare 
parts group 3, this is normally distributed with a standard deviation of 240 hours.  
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Scenario 9 
  14rf 14sf 247f 

1 0 66 259 0 130 313 0 144 585 

2 88 226 415 137 192 266 89 256 376 

3 0 7 72 0 31 184 0 25 251 

4 82 321 500 139 213 335 0 0 0 

5 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

6 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

7 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

8 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

9 96 - 168 96 - 168       

10 96 - 168 96 - 168       
 

  24pf 568f atp 

1 0 115 449 0 75 271 0 135 520 

2 114 237 347 0 37 337 174 240 287 

3 0 28 280 0 28 162 0 19 189 

4 18 256 575 0 97 374 0 260 527 

5 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

6 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

7 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

8 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

9       96 - 168 96 - 168 

10       96 - 168 96 - 168 
 
Every first column represents the minimum number of hours waiting, every second 
column represents the average number of hours waiting, every third column represents 
the maximum number of hours waiting. The distribution is assumed to be triangular, 
except spare parts group 5,6,7, 8 and 9, they are uniformly distributed.  
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Scenario 10 
  14rf 14sf 247f 

1 0 228 748 0 130 513 0 210 596 

2 176 257 329 150 197 274 153 246 332 

3 - 480 - - 480 - - 480 - 

4 170 279 407 143 203 301 0 0 0 

5 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

6 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

7 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

8 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

9 96 - 168 96 - 168       

10 96 - 168 96 - 168       
 

  24pf 568f atp 

1 0 106 369 0 43 375 0 96 369 

2 155 247 342 143 227 299 150 259 351 

3 - 480 - - 480 - - 480 - 

4 73 272 400 102 262 366 159 230 327 

5 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

6 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

7 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

8 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

9       96 - 168 96 - 168 

10       96 - 168 96 - 168 
 
Every first column represents the minimum number of hours waiting, every second 
column represents the average number of hours waiting, every third column represents 
the maximum number of hours waiting. The distribution is assumed to be triangular, 
except spare parts group 5, 6, 7,  8 and 9, they are uniformly distributed and except spare 
parts group 3, this is normally distributed with a standard deviation of 240 hours.  
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Scenario 11 
  14rf 14sf 247f 

1 - 480 - - 480 - - 480 - 

2 - 480 - - 480 - - 480 - 

3 - 480 - - 480 - - 480 - 

4 - 480 - - 480 - - 480 - 

5 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

6 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

7 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

8 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

9       96 - 168 96 - 168 

10       96 - 168 96 - 168 
 
 

  24pf 568f atp 

1 - 480 - - 480 - - 480 - 

2 - 480 - - 480 - - 480 - 

3 - 480 - - 480 - - 480 - 

4 - 480 - - 480 - - 480 - 

5 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

6 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

7 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

8 96 - 168 96 - 168 96 - 168 

9       96 - 168 96 - 168 

10       96 - 168 96 - 168 
 
 
Every first column represents the minimum number of hours waiting, every second 
column represents the average number of hours waiting, every third column represents 
the maximum number of hours waiting. Spare parts group 5, 6, 7,  8 and 9, are assumed 
to be uniformly distributed and spare parts group 1, 2, 3 and 4 are assumed to be 
normally distributed with a standard deviation of 240 hours 
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Appendix U 
 
Scenario 1 

  Wait time (hours)   total time (hours) 
Product 
group avg 

half 
width min max   avg 

half 
width min max 

14rf 486,74341 56,69 334,10318 748,9635   1005,493 56,74 853,49876 1275,9205 
14sf 493,52001 55,68 338,33977 744,94946   1011,8526 55,74 854,77759 1272,3793 
247f 497,2897 54,75 348,43616 768,3699   999,38138 56,9 855,97748 1282,6269 
24pf 600,95341 58,83 454,74194 896,19419   1119,0113 58,72 976,30233 1419,7145 
568f 455,13624 54,86 298,58455 694,732   963,5419 54,67 801,3078 1197,533 
atp 503,15267 54,96 351,2966 748,5185   1018,0029 55,26 868,55953 1255,0316 

 
  WIP  
Product 
group avg 

half 
width min max 

14rf 33,710304 2,48 27,65009 49,60249 
14sf 99,233968 6,19 80,984102 124,50484 
247f 7,5195062 0,57 5,6669255 10,521669 
24pf 19,906061 1,1 16,50151 24,555811 
568f 41,48771 2,51 33,82121 52,83104 
atp 24,42814 1,57 19,72612 32,761826 

 
  Wait time (hours) 
  avg half width min max 
Repair 137,7528 20,52 76,04961 223,9166 
Repair FI 91,92561 17,37 52,05029 205,4623 
WU 97,47773 7,71 71,37089 137,3733 
WU 2 120,986 20,7 58,13588 208,8327 

 
Scenario 2 

  Wait time (hours)   total time (hours) 

  avg 
half 
width min max   avg 

half 
width min max 

14rf 496,18363 58,93 321,8775 808,88255   1017,2668 59,97 834,42438 1329,139 
14sf 482,42829 57,22 307,4271 780,80827   1001,7474 57,03 828,05235 1302,331 
247f 503,25772 55,62 330,13946 781,65011   1006,858 55,22 854,65431 1285,6054 
24pf 616,48545 58 439,09281 928,40635   1127,689 59,48 937,12321 1439,3992 
568f 457,30723 58,85 270,81369 763,62853   964,24257 58,43 772,27866 1261,9874 
atp 550,3121 58,76 364,52416 834,93105   1064,743 59,57 876,17423 1359,7786 

 
  WIP 
Product 
group avg 

half 
width min max 

14rf 39,892843 8,1 27,632376 103,59014 
14sf 102,91974 11,19 79,426744 184,62208 
247f 7,5854924 0,99 5,8913949 15,442811 
24pf 20,075078 1,07 16,488725 25,100802 
568f 40,762426 2,38 32,93942 51,265939 
atp 25,222247 1,95 19,623884 33,059842 
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  Wait time (hours) 

  avg 
half 
width min max 

Repair 123,15243 20,16 64,116468 245,58474 
Repair FI 91,371411 15,19 50,229838 155,62628 
WU 88,894598 8,52 65,736003 144,00489 
WU 2 105,71605 20,42 45,822972 228,6462 

 
Scenario 3 

  Wait time (hours)   total time (hours) 

  avg 
half 
width min max   avg 

half 
width min max 

14rf 574,96373 70,12 316,42482 971,1394   1094,9989 71,57 829,9918 1503,6265 
14sf 540,59758 68,72 284,7011 938,08485   1057,5033 68,85 797,97243 1451,845 
247f 590,76415 66,47 338,24087 939,89579   1102,8291 65,93 847,06084 1439,9893 
24pf 676,42787 69,65 406,54135 1067,496   1189,0901 69,08 933,36067 1576,2959 
568f 513,41008 68,86 261,68578 884,49261   1021,7492 69,19 767,77864 1402,649 
atp 570,41322 67,28 323,80779 945,71779   1086,0942 66,99 843,83628 1464,2099 

 
  WIP 
Product 
group avg 

half 
width min max 

14rf 37,384523 3,11 25,614635 52,522821 
14sf 104,17774 7,38 75,282489 144,54273 
247f 8,1648803 0,8 5,3795745 12,88759 
24pf 21,309652 1,4 15,536567 26,958624 
568f 43,644873 3,03 32,000192 60,710504 
atp 26,278961 1,41 20,588141 33,943633 

 
  Wait time (hours) 

  avg 
half 
width min max 

Repair 161,12281 27,53 65,6187 319,46 
Repair FI 92,902633 11,02 50,794763 137,20003 
WU 97,279904 10,97 66,565754 149,61598 
WU 2 144,2244 27,55 47,938247 301,52984 

 
Scenario 4 

  Wait time (hours)   total time (hours) 

  avg 
half 
width min max   avg 

half 
width min max 

14rf 568,47871 89,32 380,45074 1105,4126   1092,9452 87,39 912,72398 1622,3893 
14sf 537,28756 90,08 355,70181 1099,1667   1054,6976 90,19 871,49863 1618,1936 
247f 594,78133 84,08 406,56192 1149,9947   1101,59 83,99 900,40578 1676,3453 
24pf 668,46993 84,92 482,40137 1182,1382   1184,0253 84,91 1005,6629 1702,3263 
568f 501,06866 86,96 316,75978 1064,3057   1007,1048 87,56 822,80119 1575,515 
atp 591,93 85,67 407,95684 1123,0929   1110,7398 86,83 926,30989 1641,7496 
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  WIP 
Product 
group avg 

half 
width min max 

14rf 35,876216 3,3 28,315022 56,840858 
14sf 103,20239 9,48 82,953748 161,76937 
247f 7,7825102 0,61 6,4026753 11,36417 
24pf 20,718506 1,88 16,730103 32,821644 
568f 43,313931 4,11 33,757649 69,861484 
atp 26,695671 2,26 21,721004 40,556495 

 
 

  Wait time (hours) 

  avg 
half 
width min max 

Repair 140,6105 36,4 75,458981 361,81011 
Repair FI 93,674581 14,34 53,966506 163,95046 
WU 96,022163 8,35 68,301585 134,28231 
WU 2 123,39326 36,46 58,298267 345,23561 

 
Scenario 5 

  Wait time (hours)   total time (hours) 

  avg 
half 
width min max   avg 

half 
width min max 

14rf 453,65815 23,59 359,29387 557,13151   976,13236 22,47 889,21275 1070,261 
14sf 377,13441 23,99 269,38177 476,09291   893,67748 24,38 776,62431 993,27271 
247f 572,20445 25,35 472,5064 670,13435   1075,8271 27,72 974,74111 1183,9361 
24pf 566,73637 23,39 466,45233 649,22767   1080,002 23,57 990,66487 1179,2439 
568f 343,14049 24,79 233,53292 438,7678   852,9885 25,53 746,5116 948,5169 
atp 476,63727 25,54 354,72736 590,61629   993,5814 26,88 871,6214 1121,2035 

 
  WIP 
Product 
group avg 

half 
width min max 

14rf 36,716324 4,5 27,34747 60,357928 
14sf 89,566025 5,86 73,004001 135,86958 
247f 7,6710485 0,36 6,0624942 8,989694 
24pf 19,045482 0,68 16,993769 21,697749 
568f 36,51292 1,39 31,49116 42,3929 
atp 24,116677 0,93 19,016695 27,830758 

 
  Wait time (hours) 

  avg 
half 
width min max 

Repair 47,205761 1,26 42,197404 55,982909 
Repair FI 143,90709 22,33 57,929787 250,60316 
WU 51,547982 2,74 39,622967 63,650046 
WU 2 26,395523 1,33 21,0209 35,692639 
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Scenario 6 
  Wait time (hours)   total time (hours) 

  avg 
half 
width min max   avg 

half 
width min max 

14rf 472,50683 56 352,83752 897,11193   994,99979 56,05 887,77058 1423,602 
14sf 411,30772 54,85 300,86748 830,93385   927,73148 55,29 813,87305 1355,3225 
247f 569,44275 50,19 475,54199 955,37888   1077,8513 54,47 965,79464 1493,8175 
24pf 602,19144 54,44 497,39412 1037,179   1118,2982 54,95 1015,3215 1555,7759 
568f 363,82799 56,36 256,6128 805,10692   873,683 56,65 767,66862 1319,5705 
atp 513,77132 53,62 406,71319 914,74147   1028,351 54,78 921,68276 1438,393 

 
  WIP 
Product 
group avg 

half 
width min max 

14rf 34,590473 4,29 25,400849 68,999657 
14sf 91,356966 6,15 77,777232 137,48849 
247f 7,6950079 0,53 6,0097006 10,377741 
24pf 19,736841 1,08 16,024784 27,485779 
568f 37,428532 2,62 32,749573 58,158478 
atp 24,494194 1,56 19,676637 35,598728 

 
  Wait time (hours) 

  avg 
half 
width min max 

Repair 47,175546 1,27 43,242877 54,841709 
Repair FI 147,45197 50,63 56,115939 537,8343 
WU 49,105958 3,12 39,642175 66,079376 
WU 2 25,933503 1,34 22,055865 34,01298 

 
Scenario7 

  Wait time (hours)   total time (hours) 

  avg 
half 
width min max   avg 

half 
width min max 

14rf 426,29136 36,6 339,72265 635,34642   945,2931 37,5 855,44434 1162,2817 
14sf 406,05182 34,91 314,59846 608,15553   922,24967 34,92 828,37293 1118,2209 
247f 412,20932 35,92 323,18501 624,40044   911,42075 38,72 824,78834 1153,8508 
24pf 448,61015 35,16 356,94477 659,83898   962,99235 35,29 881,84959 1163,2718 
568f 382,92055 35,75 292,59306 594,49446   890,92274 36,47 799,43939 1105,8309 
atp 423,72823 36,49 332,97246 649,34539   938,23795 37,59 848,96334 1178,3735 

 
  WIP 
Product 
group avg 

half 
width min max 

14rf 33,693899 4,17 26,148145 60,23432 
14sf 97,763661 12,48 79,694776 182,98744 
247f 6,8581644 0,89 5,2159329 14,262392 
24pf 16,533454 1,01 13,566462 21,937165 
568f 38,30506 1,8 34,328317 49,254222 
atp 23,351398 1,47 19,186966 29,818459 
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  Wait time (hours) 

  avg 
half 
width min max 

Repair 46,673176 1,44 43,274594 54,772077 
Repair FI 145,57812 32,37 67,458699 335,40405 
WU 49,841556 2,58 37,321713 59,628861 
WU 2 26,1836 1,6 22,517267 35,236482 

 
Scenario 8 

  Wait time (hours)   total time (hours) 

  avg 
half 
width min max   avg 

half 
width min max 

14rf 457,20081 29,28 384,25175 593,7725   977,46099 29,54 902,8686 1122,5522 
14sf 422,84942 28,46 351,58455 559,67435   939,50538 28,87 867,75919 1080,2862 
247f 427,21106 29,99 362,30932 570,8458   933,88754 30,61 868,36102 1077,8277 
24pf 487,81756 32,42 405,43403 634,30448   999,30135 32,75 927,53511 1162,1515 
568f 398,34162 29,68 325,903 549,06543   905,84785 30,99 829,74095 1064,818 
atp 449,66289 30,89 375,26483 603,85125   965,41592 30,8 882,85364 1116,6647 

 
  WIP 
Product 
group avg 

half 
width min max 

14rf 37,589525 5,93 29,076607 80,36592 
14sf 91,957245 3,4 83,158804 107,00095 
247f 6,5668505 0,36 5,2446888 8,3564355 
24pf 17,877005 0,73 15,700739 21,599524 
568f 38,962705 1,15 35,54773 44,839748 
atp 23,464472 0,85 20,692987 27,76484 

 
  Wait time (hours)

  avg 
half 
width min max 

Repair 47,647311 1,18 43,619778 54,886166 
Repair FI 150,16359 27,19 81,960148 282,06134 
WU 50,962198 2,72 44,385162 72,704202 
WU 2 27,097163 1,19 130,72742 34,090211 

 
Scenario 9 

  Wait time (hours)   total time (hours) 

  avg 
half 
width min max   avg 

half 
width min max 

14rf 259,77369 2,87 248,72207 276,82258   781,34488 4,18 760,50667 797,6586 
14sf 240,57747 2,25 232,18939 252,27551   756,68414 3,03 745,05157 772,83156 
247f 236,51786 3,2 225,56139 249,78932   745,56393 7,72 710,99013 769,90821 
24pf 273,46729 2,37 265,92297 285,08515   787,21162 5,42 769,73146 809,62337 
568f 214,06023 2,11 205,3908 225,47103   724,50151 3,43 710,85538 734,97511 
atp 262,2097 2,36 255,24132 274,67984   774,49555 5,43 749,49354 796,97283 
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  WIP 
Product 
group avg 

half 
width min max 

14rf 30,93245 4,81 23,822136 62,366357 
14sf 74,278615 0,65 71,801482 76,509514 
247f 5,3515488 0,24 4,668539 6,4409639 
24pf 13,654983 0,39 12,243218 15,14454 
568f 30,846737 0,45 29,549817 33,062706 
atp 18,939465 0,51 17,41114 21,373228 

 
  Wait time (hours) 

  avg 
half 
width min max 

Repair 40,526285 0,35 39,464855 42,540057 
Repair FI 9,6094453 0,17 8,8684372 10,448592 
WU 34,821313 1,58 29,208658 42,624264 
WU 2 19,422108 0,38 130,90667 21,850133 

 
Scenario 10 

  Wait time (hours)   total time (hours) 

  avg 
half 
width min max   avg 

half 
width min max 

14rf 281,64715 2,24 275,52316 294,01956   800,85522 4,19 783,71792 815,07597 
14sf 248,46116 1,92 240,2261 257,69731   765,73634 3,56 748,94015 784,36418 
247f 263,06621 4,61 250,4079 286,87787   766,84882 9,59 733,85706 800,22622 
24pf 316,10947 2,35 309,13499 327,0264   835,34136 4,35 816,36427 850,44775 
568f 229,88846 2,39 222,68274 240,47533   736,19434 3,8 722,26432 753,15263 
atp 281,90796 2,83 270,63278 291,03428   796,57128 5,43 765,62061 824,11596 

 
  WIP 
Product 
group avg 

half 
width min max 

14rf 31,840251 3,97 24,473831 52,880866 
14sf 76,562242 1,95 72,193826 89,827564 
247f 5,7815139 0,32 4,6468935 7,8148374 
24pf 15,006384 0,45 13,632724 16,819504 
568f 31,500993 0,48 29,350444 32,937961 
atp 19,188971 0,51 17,583537 21,909118 

 
  Wait time (hours) 

  avg 
half 
width min max 

Repair 40,715805 0,34 39,890977 42,327937 
Repair FI 9,5958846 0,21 8,8269285 10,434965 
WU 33,613323 1,49 28,824315 41,168413 
WU 2 19,533147 0,34 130,25902 21,203349 
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Scenario 11 
  Wait time (hours)   total time (hours) 

  avg 
half 
width min max   avg 

half 
width min max 

14rf 662,17191 4,05 641,85607 678,65522   1181,5745 6,2 1146,5674 1206,6252 
14sf 576,81143 2,56 566,6292 586,53302   1095,356 3,95 1081,2947 1109,1962 
247f 720,2428 4,78 699,38481 751,09851   1230,0959 7,42 1198,117 1263,7546 
24pf 636,71653 3,64 620,92229 656,35477   1149,7948 6,45 1127,9659 1184,9295 
568f 606,8535 3,88 588,0146 624,46948   1114,5348 5,17 1098,999 1142,8009 
atp 629,2617 4,51 614,54348 650,77759   1146,0483 5,98 1120,5388 1171,4342 

 
  WIP 
Product 
group avg 

half 
width min max 

14rf 42,211721 4,99 35,763939 82,75975 
14sf 108,52916 2,84 100,36275 128,89553 
247f 8,6543615 0,32 7,385545 9,7341629 
24pf 20,310722 0,61 17,877167 23,243 
568f 47,275856 0,81 44,386119 50,575143 
atp 28,13331 1,33 25,768736 39,436222 

 
  Wait time (hours) 

  avg 
half 
width min max 

Repair 41,109764 0,46 39,755991 44,111426 
Repair FI 9,6029671 0,23 8,6317901 10,71039 
WU 33,257943 1,78 26,888413 41,662672 
WU 2 19,244756 0,47 457,50256 22,126723 
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